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PREFACE

Before turning to the substance of my report on Ph.D. programs which

exist on more than one campus in Montana, I would like to make a few personal

comments and observati s

First, would like to complime t all nine departments which house the

ten program- under review for their professional conduct. Second, I would

like to thank the athWistrators with whom I worked for their cooperation

and help, especially Dr. Irving L. Dayton Iiice President for Academic Affai

Montana State University,and Dr. John M. Stewart, Dean of Graduate School,

University of Montana.

It has been my awesoup responsibility to recommend on the continuation or

elimination of ten doctoral propams. In so doing, I have employed the reports

of the outside review teams; conversations with administrators, department

heads, and faculti about these reports; and formal departmental responses to

the reports and to a draft of parts and B of this report which I_sent to the

c rpuses before writing a final version.

This much due process has made the review process a lengthy one, but a

better one. This is not a matter to be taken lightly. Wrong decisions could

harm graduate and undergraduate academic programs irreparably, deny educational

opportunities, affect the careers of dedicated scholars who have devoted years

of hard work to their univer ity, and discourage fine young faculty from

continuing to work in Montana where rewardS other than appropriate salaries

are available.

People in the universi ies are not the only ones who could suffer from

the wrong decisions. The unive sities serve the state in many ways; some of

this service is reflected through Ph.D. program activity. We must remember,
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however, that pro ams of suspect qurlity run counter to the w _ole concept

of education at the doctoral level. A doctorate given in Montana should be

a bona fide Ph.D. and a quality Ph.D. We must also be concerned with

priorities in committing resources and considerations relating to role and

scope in addition to the concerns I have already outlined.

This is an extremely serious matter. The report deserves a careful

reading, and I know you will give it one. Everyone who is concerned with

higher education in Montana must read this report and the accompanying

materials with the utmost care.



BACKGROUND

At the September, 1975 meeting of the Board of Regents, the

Cormiissioner of Higher Education was charged with conducting a review of

the five Ph.D. programs which are offered at more than one campus. These

five programs are Microbiology, Botany Zoology, Chemistry, and Mathematics.

As Deputy Commissioner for Academic Affair- I was given this assignment as

a top priority task (along with the review of teacher education programs).

During 1975, action proceeded along two fronts. I began (1) discussions

with the Academic Vice Presidents and Gradua e Deans of the University of

Montana and Montana State University and (2) establishing contacts with

professional societies to secure prestigious reviewers. The universities

were permitted to challenge reviewers for just cause. Two such challenges

were made. In each case, the challenge seemed warranted, and another

reviewer was fo ld.

Following a series of meetings with appropriate campus officials,

submitted my proposed review guidelines to you. After making some useful

additions agreed to by the campuses, on January 2, 1976 you promulgated

the final review guidelines and criteria (see attachment #1). These

documents required the departments to compile extensive reports on the

nature of their programs and the quality of their faculty, students, and

facilities. Copies of these reports are available at the campuses and the

Office of the Comma-sioner of Higher Education. (The bulk of these ten

reports prohibits attachment to this report-)

The reports were mailed to the reviewers at least one month before

they viited the campuses. Reviewers were also asked to indicate how they

wanted to spend their time on campus. Emphais varied, but the reviewers

interviewed graduate students, faculty, and administrators, examined



dissertations, and otherwise conducted their reviews in a similar manner.

The reviewers' reports were mailed to the campuses upon receipt in this

office. All departments have responded to these reports.

. I held meetings with each review team to go over the purpose and

procedures of the review. I knew in advance the reviewers were men and

women of professional distinction; I was further impressed by how con-

scientious they were in carrying out their assignments. pically, they

spent a day and one-half on each campus. In some instances, the reviewers

wrote separate reports; in other cases, the reports were prepared as a

joint effort.

The review teams included professors from both regional and non-

regional universities. The institutions represented were Arizona, Colorado

State, Idaho, Michigan State, Oklahoma State, Oregon State, Texas, Utah and

Wisconsin.

No reviewer recorrmended elimination of a program, though two reviewers

suggested program re-structuring, and nearly all specified problems. The

reviewers said (some more explicitly and forcefully than others) that each

Ph.D. program is of sufficient worth to warrant retention in one form or

another on grounds of academic quality or service to other parts of the

university, state, and region or on more than one of these counts. In sone

instances, however, they called for program improvements of sufficient

magnitude to warrant serious consideration of whether or not it would be

possible to achieve the improvements with the limited resources available

to the Montana University Srtem. It is important to note that retention

was recommended as the programs now stand. The improvements were not

mandatory for program continuation.

The reports of the reviewers could not be construed as effort
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"whitewash" programs. The reviewers seemed candid and made incisive

criticism, as well as laudatory corrrnents. They pointed out both major

and minor problems. They defended the general value of a Ph.D. program,

but they were willing to spotlight program deficiencies. For these

reasons, the-reports of the outside reviewers were invaluable. No fair,

meaningful, or professional effort could have been accomplished without

them. This process is employed nationwide, and it would have been unthink-

able vo do otherwise in Montana.

The campuses will respond to my report which will give you additional

information in preparing your recommendations. The campuses will also respond

to your report before the September 13, 1976 Board of Regents meeting. Copies

of all pertinent correspondence will be forw ded to members of the Board of

Regents.

B. THE PROGRAMS AS EVALUATED BY TEE REVIEWERS

As a professional educator I have the responsibility to respect the

recommendation of other professionals. Briefly, here are the reviewers'

reeorrmendations. Their reports are appended as attachments two through nine.

1. Life Sciences:

a. Microbiology (attachment 2): maintain both pro ams; no

major improvements needed.

b. Botany (attachment 3): maintain both programs, major improve-
ments desirable at MSU.

c. Zoology (attachment 4): provide zoologists at both universi-
ties with access to a Ph.D. program in Biology, which would
consolidate several existing programs in the life sciences at
each campus; some improvement suggested for both programs.

2. Chemistry (attachments 5 and 6): maintain both programs; no major
improvements needed.

Mathematics (attachments 7, 8, and 9): maintain both programs;
major improvements desirable at both campuses.
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As a staff member of the Commissioner of Higher Education, who is the

executive officer of the Board of Regents, I have the responsibility to

explore the reviews further and develop alternative courses of action should

it be decided that any of the prog-yams should be discontinued. The Board of

Regents governs the Montana University System as a system. The reviewers

took note of the interaction of programs with related programs, but, of

course, were in no position to know or to determine statewide priorities

for improving hi ler education in Montana. Similarly, some reviewers

considered the role and scope of the universities rather directly but a

the Board of Regents and the Commissioner and his staff are more deeply

concerned with this matter.

1. The Life Sciences

The Microbiology departments at both campuses received excellent reviews

from a seasoned review team which earlier had recommended termination of a

Ph.D. program in Microbiology in Louisiana (see attachment 3). At both

universities, it may be that the Microbiology program is the strongest of the

three life sciences programs which were reviewed. This seems to be the case

at Montana Stat_ University. Its Microbiology program was judged to be of a

quality comparable to the University of Montana's Microbiology program, but,

as we shall see later, the Botany program at Montana State University was

evaluated to be of lesser quality than its counterpart at the University of

Montana and, on the important criterion of faculty quality as measured by

publications, so was the Zoology program.

Before commenting on the programs of the individual departments the

reviewers acknowledged the importance of Microbiology a. a discipline.

They asserted that "the discipline of microbiology is. . located at the

'cutting edge' of science as evidenced by Nobel laureate awards and related
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ognition programs". The reviewers also considered Microbiology to be

a discipline in which there is "a rather good marketplace" and claim that

"students originating from quality programs are often able to choose from

several opportL ities" (p. 2).

reviewers raised no serious questions about the quality of either

program. To the contrary, they believed both programs to be strong. The

only remarks which could be construed as critical were relatively minor.

They referred to facilities at Montana State University as "adequate.

but not overly impressive". They stated that the Univer ity of Montana's

"funds for supplies and expenses, travel, equipment were inadequate" (PP- 5-9).

Laudatory comments were far more extensive. The beginning of the

ummation sets the tone for the more spe_ific comments (p. 11).

The state of Montana is fortunate to have strong doctoral
programs in Microbiology in each of its two major universities.
these two programs do not duplicate. . . but rather complement
each other. As a result, a very strong research and academic
base in immunology (immunology and immuno-chemistry) has been
achieved and the faculty and programs are recognized regionally
and nationally* in their respective areas of expertise. The
programm are tied with important programs such as. . WAM1 and
perhaps the future Veterinary Medicine program at Montana State
University and the Infectious Disease Center and Rocky Mountain
Laboratory for the University of Montana.

On all the major review criteria, except facilities, both departments

received specific praise. At Montana State University, for example, the

reviewers found "dedicated faculty,""high morale " "a well defined need

for the doctoral program," a student demand which is "very hi " "service

to the people of the state," "a very capable group of young scientists " and

a record for attracting outside resources that is "very good". The review

of the Montana State University program concludes with a "word of caution"

*The underlining is mine. This is one of the most laudatory comments made
by any reviewer or review team about any program.

5
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that 1, not a critical comment: two especially well recognized micro-

biologists are urged to reduce administrative and departmemally-related

activities (pp. 4-7).

Specific con ents of praise about the University of Montana's Micro-

biology program began with a comment that "The course work and content

of the doctoral progr . are adequate in breadth and strong in

specialties". Faculty and students are "committed' and "well prepar

and have "good morale". The reviewers believe "the student demand is good

and the quality of students indicates the overall stre_ The pro-

gram is commended for preparing students who can find jobs, interacting

well with other programs, serving the state, and attracting outside resources.

Finally, "the University of Montana's research program is visibly strong"

(pp. 8-9).

For a recommendation which, if followed, would affect the organizational

location of the University of MontanaTs Microbiology program see attachment

4, page 10. Joseph Eagnara, editor of a professional journal in Zoology, and

Professor Kenneth W. Cummine' an experienced reviewer, suggest one Ph.D. in

Biology at the University of Montana with options for students to major in

the fields of Zoology, Botany and Mi( -obiology. The area of emphasis of

the Biology Ph.D. would be different from degrees awarded at Montana State

University by virtue of the facult:y strengths and research interests

(see the report for details). The recommendation i- further supported with

the following statement: "Since modern Biology is functionally oriented

and highly interdisciplinary, there are both philosophical and practical

advantages to a broader context within which to offer the Ph.D. degree"

(p. 4). This recommendation and the reaction to it at the University of

Montana are discussed in part C of my report (pp. -3 ).

6
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The Botany program at the University of Montana received a highly

laudatory review (see attachement 5). Two University of Wisconsin re-

viewers, one the holder of an endowed chair, state that "the program is

highly respected nationally for its significant contributions to effects of

pollution on the environment" and specify several other areas of excellence,

such as taxonomy, systematics, and morphology (p. 5).

Specific areas of strength include a faculty "that is well oriented to

its overall professional responsibility of teaching and research". They

speak of "unusual strength in ecology One faculty member is "widely

recoüzed as an international authority" who has been of "tremendous service

to the/State of Montana and the nation". In addition, the reviewers compli-

ment the University of Montana Botany department for strong interaction

with other departments and federal agencies, its capacity for obtaining

external support, and for providing strong leadership at the department head

level and above_(pp. 5-6).

The sole weaknesses cited were, first, lack of r'appoft between the

School of Forestry and Department of Botany. The team suggests "administra-

tive review of this area. Second, the Botany Department has "considerable

equipment" but "inadequate" space, too few and too small laboratories, and

a greenhouse situation termed "deplorable". Ten times more greenhouse

space is 'urgently needed".* (All citations are from pp. 6-7 of the Botany

review.)

* The Botany Department concurs with the need for space (attachment 10, re7
sponse iii, pp. 1-2). Administrative review of the relationships between
Botany and the School of Forestry is forthcoming.



The University of Montana's Zoology program received more critical

commentary than did the Botany program. The reviewers cited a lack of

courses in physiology and assert that "Genetics also seems to be weak and
4

replacement of a limnologist is required" (p. 1). Another comment relates

to the need to "increase the level of outside support for graduate level

research" (p. 9). The publication record of the faculty was described as

"fair", but with "promise for the future" (p. 7). On the clearly positive

side, the reviewers believe that "the Ph.D. students at the University of

Montana are definitely of a high quality" (p. 7).

summary, two of the three life science departments under review at

the University of Montana were reviewed in positive termz--Mlcrobiology more

so than Botany. Zoology received a mixed review, but on balance a favorable

one.

Reviewers believed the Botany program at the Montana State University

(which, along with the Zoology Ph.D., is offered by the Biology Department)

to be clearly of lesser quality than the University of Montana program. The

guidelines and criteria used in all of the Ph.D. reviews stressed quality.

These criteria also address the question of the need for the program and

tlie consequences of program elimination. Although the reviewers are critical

of Montana State University's Botany program, they cite the adverse conse-

quences of elimination and the general benefits of having a Ph.D. (whether of

uncertain quality or not) to justify non-elimination. They are also optimis-

tic about the future (see part C. p. 23 of my report for their rationale).

The reviewers specify the strengths and weaknesses of the Montana

*Vice President Bolle, Dean Solberg, and Dean Stewart assured me that the
limnology situation will be rectified. Genetics is offered also in other
departments. The University of Montana's Zoology Department's official
response (attachment 10, response v) outlines a plan for improving its
record in publication and attracting outside resources.

14
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State Universit any program in the following way. The Botany reviewers

commend the department's (1) course offerings in plant physiology, 2) two pro-

fessors of high caliber, (3) ability to secure e ernal funding, (4 ) facil-

ities and (5) excellent administrative leadership (pp. 2-3). They criticize

the department, however, for a lack of professional orientation in about

half the faculty, a small staff and lack of balance with two areas "in

critical need of competent representation" a lack of research orientation,

low salaries, and need for technical help to relieve faculty of mundane

chores (pp. 3-4). At one point in the report they call the University of

Montana's program "strong" and refer to the "necessity of a strong one at

Montana State University" (p. 7). In so doing, they imply comparative

weakness in the Botany program at the latter institution.

The principal criticism of the Montana State University Zoology program

was that only one or two faculty members approach an average of "one paper

a year", which the reviewers cite as the norm for an active biologist.

(In my view, this i& certainly a fair, if not permissive, norm. Both

Microbiology departuents and the University of Montana's Botany and Zoology

departments meet it.)

The Montana State University zoologists, like those from the University

of Montana, were rapped on the knuckles for not generating sufficient out-

side funding.

The reviewers believe that the Montana State University Zoology program

***
needs doctoral level courses in genetics, physiology, and limnology.

They point out that three WAMI faculty members, housed in the Biology

For a rebuttal of these charges, see Montana State University's
the Botany review (attachment,10, response iv).

and *** Points rebutted by Professor James Pickett, Cha-
(attachment 10, response v, pp. 3- 5).

15
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departnent for administrative purposes, could teach doctoral courses (p.

The three people in question are young, already productive and promising.

The WAMT program, research, and plans for continuing education in medicine,

however, occupy their time.

On the positive side, MSU's Zoology program was praised for the high

quality of its students and the strength of invertebrate Zoology as opposed

to the University of Montana where vertebrate Zoology though called "old

fashioned", is the stronger of the two fields (p. 9). The reviewers also

considered the Montana State University programs to have more offerings (p. 3

The reviewers stressed the difference in the orientation of the two

Zoology programs. Montana State University emphasizes applied aspects; the

University of Montana's program is more of the "older classical type" (p. 3).

They further point out that Montana State's Zoology program is environ-

mentally oriented (as is Botany). Graduates are trained to obtain positions

as resource managers (p. 2).

2. Chemistry

The Chemistry review team praised the programs at both universities.

The reviewers, Dr. Peter K. Freeman, Oregon State University, and Dr. Jean'ne

M. Shreeve, Department Head, University of Idaho, wrote separate reports.

Dr. Freeman's report is attachment 5; Dr. Shreeve's is attachment 6.

Dr. Freeman described the University of Montana faculty and program

areas almost without critical commentary (pp. 1-5). He did speak of the

"varied" quality of students (p. 5), but added that this was'a national

problem.-71A

He recommended strongly against moving the Biochemistry group to Allied

Health Sciences, an administrative cluster of disciplines currently under



contemplationat the University of Montana. He said "1 doubt the doctoral

program in chemistry could survive such a blow" (p. 5). The chairman of

the University of Montana's Chemistry Department assures that this will

not happen. Dr. Freeman also sugge-ted that a professor in Organic

Chemistry be placed in the Environmental Studies program, since that

professor has lost interest in Ph.D. chemistry research (p. 6). The opening

would be filled by an organic chemist interested in research. These and

other suggestions do not, however, raise serious questions about the program's

quality.

Dr. Freeman is also laudatory in his comments about the Montana State

University faéulty and program where "there is strength exhibited in all the

traditional areas of Chemistry. , though he did warn Montana State

University against going too far in the direction of Environmental Chemistry

at the expense of traditional Chemistry (pp. 9-10).

Like most other reviewers, he saw impertant connections between

Chemistry Ph.D. programs and other Ph.D. programs. In specutating about tne

impact of elimination of a program, he points out that: I

---
A loss of research quality and competence-in chemistry would cause

a ripple effect across the campus in both cases due to the fact
that chemistry interacts strongly with other departments such as

Zoology, Geology and Microbiology at Missoula and Chemical Engineer-

ing, Physics, Plant and Soil Science, Animal and Range Science,
Microbiology, Genetics, and the MHD pro gram at Bozeman. . .The

WANE program which is off to such an excellent start might very well

be hurt. . .

Professor Shreeve begins her report with some comparisons. After no ing

each department "does well", she comments "that Montana State University

with its larger faculty, longer established Ph.D. program and built in

benefits from the Agricultural Experiment Station and the WAMI program

* See attachment 10, response vi, p.2.
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involved in a greater variety and larger number of activities"

(p. 1 of program comparison). She does not necessarily imply

that Montana State University has a-highe (or lower) quality

program than the University of Montana's. She believes both are

strcg, with both faculties strongest in Biochemdstry.

Her only criticism applied to both departments. Library

holdings at the University of Montana were called "very modest and

viable only becaUse of interlibrary loans or phone calls to friends

who will send xeroxed copies of journal articles by return mail"

(p. 6 of UM report). In commenting on Montana State University she

describes the library holdings as "modestly adeauate" (p. 5 of MSU

report).

3. Mathematics

The mathematics prograiis received reviews which included a

number of suggestions for improvement. Three reviewers were used

because of the existence of a statistics program at Montana State

University within the Mathematics Department. Each reviewer wrote

his own report. The statitician reviewer was Professor Franklin

Graybill, Colorado State University. (attachment 7) The mathematicians

were Professor Paul C. Fife, University of Arizona (attachment 8) and

Professor William R. Scott, University of Utah. (attachment 9)

Professor Graybill's major recommendation for the University of

Montana was that the "computer science department be abolished and

made a part of the department of mathematics" (p. 3). He thought

the University of Montana's program to be "unique" and "progressing

well" (p. 4 UM report). He did, however, suggest that statistics

faculty "should arrange their activities so that they can publish in

18



mainline statistical journals, as well as publishing joint papers

with investigators in non-statistical journals" (p. 5). (Statiticians

at the University of Montana, like statisticians elsewhere, devote

a good deal of time to helping other faculty members write papers.)

As do the other two reviewers, he labels the record of the department

in attracting.additional resources to the state as "very weak" (p. 7).

Montana State University places greater emphasis on statistics

than does the University of Montana and, accordingly, Professor

Graybill has more to say. He describes the statistics program as

"satisfactory in content, purpose and goals" but sees a need for more

faculty in the program (p. 5 MSU report). He regards the "quality of

the program at the two schools as comparable and adequate," but notes

that they "differ somewhat because the objectives are not the same"

(p. 6).

At this point the program differences should be specified.

Professor Graybill said the purpose of the University of Montana's

program "is principally to train students. .to enable them to obtain

teaching jobs in four-year colleges and universities (p. 1 UM report).

He describes the Montana State University program as a "conventional

Ph.D.program and the main strength, in addition to mathematics, is

the option in statistics" (p. 1 MSU report). In Professor Scott's

words, "the University of Montana's program is now almost entirely

devoted to a training program for cotilege teachers, while Montana State

has two separate programsone in statistics and the other in

math- atics, the latter usually with a minor in some applied area"

(attachment 9, p. 1). The third reviewer confirms the differences,

but points out that the University of Montanai program "emphasizes educa-

* For rebuttal,see attachment 10, response viii appendix 1 section II.
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tion in a broad range of mathematical-subjects and applications, and

in teacher education (attachment 8, P.

In this instance, we have a case of "apparent", as opposed to

"real",duplication. Were the quality and need of the progrags beyond

question, little would need to be said. Feviewers Fife and Scott,

however, raise some questions.

In speaking of demand for Ph.D.statisticians, Professor Scott

wr tes that the "demand is low. .in the purer parts of mathematics

.and "still good in. .applied mathematics, applied statistics"

(p. 2). He goes on to state the implications for the two departments

p. 2):

Firstly, the market for pure mathematics Ph.D.ts is
down and will probably get worse, while that in
applied area8 is good (with a possible worsening
trend in the 1980'5). Secondly, this is an ideal
time to fill open positions with good applicants in
pure areas; but more difficult and/or costly in more
applied areas.

Professor Fife notes that both academic and non-academic employ-

ment are becoming harder to obtain for Ph.D.mathematicians and refers

to discussions in the science about offering students more options in

applied mathematics and interdisciplinary studies (attachment 8, p. 1).

Although.Professor Fife goes on to say that students from both

universities are getting jobs despite the bleak market national long

range trends may sometime affect Montana. If so, by his own reasoning,

students from the applied programs (the-mathematical sciences option

at the University of Montana and the applied statistics option at

Montana State University) will have an easier time finding employment.

Turning to questions of quality, the primus_inter_pares of the

review criteria, the two reviewers who specialize in mathematics made

some pointed criticisms of both departments. Professor Fife writes

that "a good part of each department is relatively unproductive".

114
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This prompts him to recommend that "one to three senior level

mathematicians should be hired in each department" and "some two or

three-year rotating junior level positions should be created". He

believes that the new faculty should have "strong research records"

and be "currently active and knowledgeable in applications of

mathematics" (p. 5).

Professor Fife believes both universities (not merely the two

departments of mathematics) should immediately tighten their tenure

and promotion policies and enforce these policies more stringently

(p. 6). He believes that Missoula "does not seem to reward people

enough for scholarly effort" and calls for codification of personnel

policies at Bozeman (pp. 6-7). *

Finally, he describes tfr ability of the faculty, except for

MSU's statisticians, to secure outside funding as poor. Again, this

point is rebutted by the University of Montana.

The third reviewer also found shortcomings in the two programs.

In discussing the University of Montana programs he says that "the

research record of the department as a whole is not strong," and

adds that one of the two strongest publishers is not now directing

any theses. He admits that "sometimes people with mediocre publica-

tion records are gifted at getting students to produce research

theses, and that seems to be the case here" (p. 4). In commenting

on the balance between the two options at the University of Montana,

he writes that "the regular Ph.D.program is minimal" (p. 4). This

is not a criticism. By this he means the section of the program

devoted to training college teachers constitutes nearly the whole of

the program.

*The University of Montana intends to review its tenure policies in

early fall. 21
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On a positive note, he was impressed with "the strong commat-

ment to good teaching and Improving teaching on everyone's part".

He also found difficult examinations, high grading standards, high

student morale and improving student.quality. He found the Ph.D.

theses to be generally well written (all involving mathematics on

the Ph.D level) but "as best as we could determine, only one

published paper will result from any of the theses already completed"

(PP. 5-6). *

He sees the principal problem as the small number of students

(about 25). The National Science Foundation money,which launched the

program,is gone and this means less money for grants for students.

If there were 50% more students, Professor Scott believes the program

could be more efficiently run with larger graduate classes and less

teaching overload (p. 7).

As did Professor Fife, he believes that the University of

Montana's tenure and promotiOn standards are "well below the standards

of the better universities in this re " (p. 8).

Returning to positive points, he finds good relations with other

departments (except computer science) and reports graduates have found

teaching jobs due to the uniqueness of the program (p. 10).

Professor Scott commented only briefly on the applied statistics

option at Montana State University but declared it "successful" and

"useful" to the University and the State of Montana. He described his

criticisms of the program as "minor . These are: (1) an inactive

member in a small staff and (2) labeling the Ph.D.as Mathematics in-

stead of Statistics.

Turning to the Mathematics program, he finds problems similar to

those at the Univerity of Montana. These include a "low research

* For an analysis of the publish ability of theses results, see
attachment 10, response viii.
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output of the department as a whole. .although not to the same

degree as at the University of Montana". He uses the word "minimal"

to describe the Montana State University program, just as he did for

the University of Montana program, only in this instance it is the

statistics program which he feels overshadows the regular Ph.D.

program (p. 14).

Professor Scott finds the same problem in low student numbers

hat which exists at the University of Montana only "slightly

worse" and calls for the hiring of more graduate students as the

"first financial priority, even before the hiring of new faculty

(pp. 14-15).

In his summary and conclusions (pp. 16-18) he called one of the

theses he read "old fashioned" and pointed out that except for sta-

tistics there were "very few grants and contracts". The research

output of the department as a whole is "below standard" but there are

a "few bright spots". He made some positive comments about the

library, relations with other departments, administrators above the

departmental levels, past success in producing Ph.D.'s, and the fact

that several members are actively involved in applications of

Mathematics. Most of his criticisms have been described above excepting need

for a codification of rules and departmental decision-making. He

found that about half of the theses lead to publications. Finally,

he recommended that Statistics graduates be given a Ph.D.in Statistics--

not Mathematicd.

Summary

The reviewers leave two major essions:

(1) The two programs are not duplicates. The University of

Montana's Mathematics program is designed to prepare college teachers.
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(especially in small colleges), as well as to turn out "regular

Ph.D.'s. Montana State University has both a standard Ph.D.program

and an applied statistics component. In each case the unique"

aspect of the program seems to be its strongest point.

(2) The quality of both programs should be improved. or-

level appointments are called for at both institutions. A shortage

of students is noted. The publication records of both faculties were

criticized; the University of Montana's was criticized a bit more

severely. Neither campus was commended for attracting outside money.

2 4
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Life Sciences

a. Microbiola. It is a pleasure to write about Montana's two, fine

Microbiology programs. The faculty at both institutions is active

in publication and securing outside funding. The programs serve

other Ph.D. programs, as well as t state and region. As you

have read in part B, prestigious national reviewers recommend

retention of both programs. No other programs were praised more

highly.

The obvious question is whether there is a need for two

programs, especially when relatively few doctoral candidates

(about two a year in each program) are produced. (See attachment 11

which lists Ph.D. production in all of the programs.) There are

justifications for maintaining both programs, even beyond the

reviewers' statement that the programs complement not duplicate --

each other.

Turning first to the criterion of qualIty, Montana State

University's program has developed overall strength and an inter-

national reputation in several areas of immunology. By itself, this

is an Important accomplishment. When it is remembered that Montana

State University is the unit primarily responsible for medically

related academic programs, this specialization takes on additional

importance. Indeed the department is inextricably involved in

the WAMI medical program and interacts with Nursing, Veterinary Science,

and the Genetic Institute. The Montana State University Microbiology

Ph.D. program also serves graduate student, in nonmedical academic

programs, including Agriculture Biology Chemistry, Engineering,

25
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and Plant Pathology. It provides Montana with prestigious 1

with out-of-state programs. An individual, but illustrative,

example occured when a Harvard Ph.D. candidate in Geochemistry did

his field research with an environmental Microbiology team at

Montana State University.

The Microbiology Ph.D. program has served the state in many

ways. These include industrial consulting, a project which resul ed

in the opening of a watershed which has been closed to public entry

for about fifty years sanitation studies, water quality research,

and many other types of activity.

As in the case with the elimination of any doctoral program

the truly first-rate faculty would he strongly tempted to leave,

outside funding would suffer, as well as other detrimental effects

eloquently described in general terms by a reviewer of another

program (see.p.33 of this report).

There is a special reason for continuing the Ph.D.' program in

Microbiology at both universities. Microbiology faculty have been

campus leaders in (1 ) bringing many types of research pro ects

to the institutions, (2) publishing extensively, and 3) receiving

national honors. In short, both departuents provide_a model for

other departments at each inst5tution to follow and Microbiology

faculty members stimulate colleagues in other departments.

The two departments have organized the Montana Institute for

Immunology and cooperate by exchanging professors engaging in joint

research, sharing facilities at the Rocky Mountain Laboratory,

serving on thesis committees from the other campus, and in other

ways. The University of Montana Microbiology department also interacts
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importantly with other depart ents. The otrongest ties are with

Biochemi-try, but it associates closely with Botany, Zoology,

Environmental Sciences and Microbiology. Faculty members serve on

graduate committees in still other departments at the University

of Montana. Installation of a new electron microscope will increase

interaction and exchange of idens.

The:University of Montana's program serves the state in the

allied health disciplines and has made a contribution of national

importance in the understanding and treatment of venereal disease.

Both universities have had no trouble placing their graduates.

There is a genuine national need for Ph.D. Microbiologists.

To repeat, the idea of eliminating either program is unthinkable

if we are to encourage quality higher education in Montana. The

following citations are from the reviewers' report (see attachment 2,

pp. 4-5, 8).

There is a well defined need for the
doctoral program at the Montana State
University. . termination. . would:

(1) Reduce the base of 1-1ining
competent faculty members WAM1 and
undergraduate programs.

(2) Reduce the inflow of research
dollar8 to the State of Mo:tana.

(3) Terminate a stronF basic and
research oriented immunobiology program
capable of service to the stnte, region,
and nation.

The reviewers also defend vigorouoly the University of Montana

Microbiology program:

The graduate program in Microbiology plays a
very important role to the University comunity
and to participating departments. Cooperation
with the Biochemistry faculty has been productive
both from an academic concept and in the

2 7
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competition for research dollars. The student
demand is good and the quality of students
indicates the overall strength. .

The Department does provide same services to
the state and region. Research studies in
the livestock industry, as well as health
related activities through the Infectious
Disease Center and the Rocky Mountain Labora-
tory, provide for a good background of experience.

In closing, the existing Microbiology programs are necessary

at both universities due to their high quality, the example they

set for other departments, and the service they provide to the

university, state and region. The state should take great pride

in having two such programs and see to it that they are funded

adequately. It should be remembered that the reviewers recommended

elimination of a Microbiology program in Louisiana, but they

argued vigorously for the retention of both programs in Montana.

Botany. As discussed earlier in this reporL, the Botany reviewers

believed the Montana State University program to be of lesser

quality than the University of Montana program in Botany. It

should be emphasized that they were reviewing the Ph.D. program,

as opposed to the undergraduate rwogram, and that their comment- do

not extend beyond the training of doctoral candidates.

The reviewers argue, nonetheless, for a strong Botany program

at the Bozeman campus. In addition to cit the capability of

some faculty members to attract out-ide funding and supporting the

general idea of a doctoral program as a stimulus for research and

teaching, the reviewers make the following statement, which endorses

strongly the idea of a Ph.D. Botany program at Montana State University

(attachment 3, pp. 1-2).

2 8
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Because the Agricultural Experiment Station is
located at Bozeman, the Botany Section of the
Biology Department has the inescapable responsibility
of providing outstanding basic course in Botany
for graduate students in such fields as-agronomy,
horticulture, soils (combined in the Department of
Plant and Soil Science), range science, etc. The
botanists must provide an array of courses in plant
anatomy and morphology, plant physiology, plant
taxonomy, and plant ecology to meet the needs of
these departments, as well as for botany graduate
students. Without quality course offerings in each
of these botanical areas, the entire program of
advanced work in agriculture is jeopardized. One
of the strongest points that we can make is that we
see no way that the State of Montana can benefit
from having a weak program in Botany at Bozeman.

The Bidlogy department at Montana State University also supports

the idea of maintaining a Ph.D. program. Its report argues that:

Elimination of the Ph.D. would have a siificant
act on the undergraduate program. . . and would

also reduce support for graduate program in several
departments. . . .These negative effects would result
primarily from reduced faculty morale and greater
difficulty in obtaining outside research support.
The only way to overcome these negative effects would
be to provide for more faculty research time on state
funds, more technical assistance on state funds and
more equipment purchases on state funds.

The Biology department at Montana State University also points

out that elimination of the Ph.D. program would make it much more

difficult to obtain good faculty and outside research funds for

student stipends and for equipment used in both and undergraduate

teaching labs, as well as research labs. This, in turn would

reduce MSU's attraction for other research facilities.

In responding to the Ph.D. review, the Biology Department (in

which the Botany program ishoused) points out that Botany is only

one of three Ph.D.s offered in the botanical sciences at Montana

State University. The others are Plant Pathology and Crop and

Soil Science. No less than twenty-three currently enrolled
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Biology graduate -tudents are taking courses in these two degree

progyams.

The reviewers note little duplication between the Universlty

of Montana's Botany program and the smaller one at Montana

State University, which, in their words "is restricted to

specialization in teilestrial and aquatic ecology"(attachment 3,

p. 2).

Questions of need begin with whether or not a Ph.D. in

Botany is required for a land grant institution to provide required

services and, if so, what kind of a Ph.D. should Montana State

University offer to perform its special service mission. Agriculture

is one of Montana State University's most important programs, and

a strong Botany program should support it. The strongest Botany

faculty members, however, (and most successful grant obtainers)

are ecologists. Although ecology is tmportant to agriculture,

additional strengths are needed. Perhaps they exist in the other

departmPnts in Botanical Sciences in the College of AgrIculture.

If so, a reorganization might possibly be in order. In this

context, it is ortant to note that the agricultural programs

will be reviewed in the near fUture.

In short, if we accept the reviewers' recommendations and their

views about need, service and Montana State University's mission,

we should commit resources for this purpose and, in addition, permit

Montana State University to reor e (if necessary) to strengthen

Botany. One possibility would be to continue the Ph.D. program in

Botany at Montana State University on probation until the Board of

Regents is presented with a convincing plan for steering the program

in the correct direction.
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The University of Montana's Botany program is of high quality,

in the opinion of two reviewers from the University of Wisconsin.

Its elimination would have, moreover, far-reaching effects on the

suriving Master's program in Botany, the ster's program in

Environmental Studies, the ma ter program for teachers of Biology,

the master's program in Wildlife Biology as well as the undergraduate

programs, not only in Botany but also in Biology and Wildlife Biology.

Students in other doctoral programs such as Forestry and Zoology

migtt well be unable to take the courses they need to finish their

Ph.D.s should the Botany Ph.D. program be eliminated. In addition,

one could add that faculty quality would be lost and offer other

reasons why a program should be maintained, not the least of which

is service to the university, state and region and the attraction

of outside funding to the University of Montana.

The same arguments could be applied also to the programs at

Mon ana State University) but the point is that the University

of Montana already has a quality program in Botany although some

expansion of support is needed such as a new greenhouse and

additional equipment funds). High quality faculty members are

there already and no radical upading is needed to continue the

program at the level of a regionally competitive Ph.D. Clearly,

tbe Botany program at the University of Montana can stand by

itself as a quality program and also serve other programs, as well

as the state and region. For example, the department reports a

number of projects in which its faculty and students are actively

participating. These include the effects of fire on state and

na ional forests, mineral nutrition of forest trees physiology of

31
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plant virus diseases and many others.

The reviewers noted a lack of rapport between the schools of

Forestry and the Botany Department. TIle University of Montana is,

however, putting this question under administrative review at-the

highest level. Logic would dictate the School of Forestry and

the state's strongest program be located at the land grant universi Y,

which in Montana would be, of course, Montana State University.

For historical reasons, this has not evolved in our state.

this instance, I would recommend that we live with the inconsistencies

and continue a Ph.D. at the University of Montana aa.well as build

an appropriate one at Montana State University.

The Botany review team made the following statement about

continuation of the Ph.D. programs at the two institutions (attach-

ment 3, rP.7-8).

Because of the presence of an already strong Botany_
program at the University of Montana and the_necessity
of a strong one at Montana State University it is
desirable that both Ph.D. programs In Botany be.

continued. Actually, there is little duplication
in the two Ph.D. programs. The Ph.D. in Botany
at Montana State University is restricted to students
specializing in aquatic ecology and terrestrial plant'
ecology, areas not as strongly represented at
the University of Montana. Conversely, the areas
represented by the Ph.D program at the University of
Montana are not duplicated at Montana State University.

The presence of the Ph.D programs at both universities
has made it possible for active faculty members to
obtain very subStantial research grants. Funds from
these grants have made possible purchase of equipment
and supplies.

And, in conclusion, they write that "the Ph.D program can serve as

a stimulus for both teaching and research, and is especially

valuable on the Montana State University and the University of

Montana campuses, which are so isolated from other comparable
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institutions of hi= er learning."

At the risk of being redundant, it seems that the future

of the Montana University System would best be served by

specialization at both the major universities. Without a doubt

Montana State University should continue its historic and defined

mission in the area of agriculture. To do this, a separate Ph.D

program in Botany may or may not be necessary. Botanical re-

search and program ac ivity, whether focused on the question of

ecology or not, might become a question which would be more closely

related to the Agricultural Sciences. This is an organizational

matter for Montana State University to adaress. All I can ..ay at

this point is that in comparing two Botany Ph.D programs, the

program at the University of Montana is of higher quality, has

more faculty, produces more students and appears to be of service

in its own right. As a non-agriculturally oriented Botany program,

it fits in well with the University of Montana's Microbiology

and Zoology programs. Indeed, one review team recommended a

reorganization of the three programs into a Ph.D in Biology with

three options (see pp.33-34 of my report for further discussion).

In closing, the historical evolution of the universities in

Montana has not been entirely based on logic and reason. This

is one reason why a strong central office is needed. But aside

from all that, the question which faces you, as Commissioner, and

the Board of Regents is whether or not to start from the be-

ginning, which I would find impractical, or to recognize what

we have now. This means simply that the University of Montana's

Botany program clearly deserves to be maintained. Montana State

University's Botany program may require-upgrading to exist by

itself. If reorganization is called for, the matter deserves
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study on the campus. Imposed reorgani-_ :ions wiJi not lead

to the greatest benefits; those regarded as sensible by the

faculty and the administration of a given unit within the

system can lead to Improvements. On the other hand, speaking

generally in terms of role and scope,it is reasonable that the

Montana State University Botany program be oriented more towards

agriculture and less towards aUplication of the life sciences

Ph.D activity at the University of Montana.
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c. Zoology
-

Earlier in this report, the reviewers compared Montana State

University's Zoology faculty unfavorably with the University of

Montana's on the basis of publications. In responding to this

comparison, Professor James Pickett, Chairman of Montana State

University s Biology department concurs but makes the point that his

faculty is required to do more undergraduate teaching (see attach-

ment 12, response iv). He believes that, given this situation,

two refereed papers over a five-year period would be a fairer

measure of scholarly productivity than the one-per-average sug-

gested by the Zoology reviewers for Biologists in Ph.D. departments.

When this measure is applied to his department, nine faculty members
.

qualify, but only one with a primary research orientation in

Zoology. (Five claim Zoology as a second field).

The Montana State University Biology department's response

to the review of its Zoology program also points out that it is

incorrect to say that WAMI faculty in Biology do not participate

in graduate education. To the contrary, most WAMI courses are open

to a limited number of graduate students. In another rebuttal,

referred to in Part B but repeated here, the response of Montana

State University shows clearly that there are substantial course

offerings in the areas of Genetics, Animal Physiology, and Liim

nology. This appears to be an error on the part of the reviewers

who suggested that offerings in these areas were weak.

In conclusion, the Montana State University Zoology response

urgps continuation of access for the Zoologlsts to a Ph.D. program.

The Biology department should, "offer a Ph.D. in Biolo with

3
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certain options. These options would include Botany, Fish and

Wildlife Management, Genetics and Zoology. This recomnendation is in

line with the recommendation of the Zoology review team. The

departmental response goes on to say that Ph.D. students should work

only under faculty members who have had refereed publications

in their recent history, who have directed at least one thesis,

and who have financial support for the Ph.D. research project.

Another recommendation by the Biology department suggests that the

department should continue its research efforts in Ph.D. programs in

rrestrial and Aquatic Ecology (its area of strength in both

Botany and Zoology) but also concentrate on agricultural and

resource uanagement problems. The departnental response concludes

with suggestions on how to fill forthcoming positions.

This approach would permit Montana State University to maintain

its stren h in the restricted areas where it currently possesses

clearly adequate quality for offering Ph.D. work. At the same

time, applied Ph.D. work and fesearch management and agriculture

would be developed. I think that this is a conmendable beginning

to same long-range planning. As is the case with Botany, P:Iontana

State University should develop a systematic and clearly defined

plan for staffing, reorganization, and improvement of program

quality in Zoology. This plan should be in accordance with the

University's role and scope. With to Zoology, resource

management nay indeed be a logical emphasis. The other two areas

in Biology, not addressed by this review, are Genetics and Fish

and Wildlife. (Professor Pickett does not support entrance of

graduate students into the Entomology Ph.D. progr
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in the Biology department -- at this time.) Genetics certainly

relates to the medically related ..ciences which fall within Montana

State University's role and scope. Some Zoologists also are

oriented in this direction. In short, the Biology department's

response to the Ph.D. reviews in Botany and Zoology stands as the

initial piece of work in a lengthy process of redefining, reor6-

ganizing, and uPgrading the Ph.D. programs in Botany and Zoology in

accordance with the role and mission of Montana State University and

with the hope of avoiding specialized duplication with the University

of Montana. I.think the most logical path to follow Would be to

require Mbntana State University to come up with a fUlly developed

plan for submission to the Comuissioner of Higher Education and

to the Board of Regents for all of its programs in Biology during

the 1976-77 academic year when all of the department's Ph.D.

options will be under review. Until such a plan is developed,

approved, and evidence is given of financial supporL by Mbntana

State University and the Board of Regents, I would recommend that

admissions into the Botany and Zoology Ph.D. programs be maintained

but on a probationary status pending regential approval of the

aforementioned plan.

The University of Mont a's Zoology program received less

substantial criticism With regard to the publication performance of

the faculty than did the program at NOntana State University. The

reviewers regarded the publication record of the University of

Montana's department as "fair" and when the curriculum vitae of the

faculty of the Zoology departtent at the University of Montana is

compared with the Missoula campus's other departments under review,
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the record looks, by comparison, adequate. Nonetheless, the Uni-

versity of Nontana (see attachment 12, response v, page 2) h

outlined a series of steps to increase productivity in attracting

outside funds (for which it was criticized) and increasing

duplication. These include: (1) equalization of teaching loads,

' (2) budgetary support of grant application projects, (3) manipulation

of teaching assignments to increase opportunities for preparation

of grant proposals and publications, (4) replacement of senior faculty

soon to retire with research oriented facnity, and (5)

increased service to the community and to the state through exten-

sion offerings. Again, however, more than half of the faculty

are active in research, especially those hired since the Zoology

Ph.D. program was started at the University of Montana. There is

every indication that this hiring pattern will continue, and the

program as it stands now appears, as indicated earlier, to be of

comparable (or greater) strength when matched against the other nine

progx-ams in the critical area of faculty publications and research.

The reviewers recommend that Zoology, Microbiology and Botany

be organized in one school or division of life sciences at the

University of Montana. (For their reasoning see Part B, p. 6.)

The Zoology department at the University of Montana supports such

a recommendation. The Microbiology department was silent on the

matter. The Botany department opposes the idea, and their opposit on

was shared orally by the Botany reviewers, according to University

of Montana officials. A reorganization such as this may be in

order, but it should be the product of faculty study and analysis

and local campus administl.ativP decision-making. I would recommend
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that the University of Montana examine the idea carefUlly, but a

sudden forced reorganization of this magnitude would be risky.

Administrators at the University of Montana would prefer, moreover,

to await the construction of a new sciences building which would

unite the departments in terms of physical space.

The reviewers argue with eloquence that both the University

of Montana and Mbntana State University should be permitted to

offer access to Ph.D. programs to their Zoologists, whether as

options of Biology programs or not. Rather than try to para-

phrase their words let me present them directly:

In general, the need for/Ph.D. programs
in biology can be summed up for both institutions
as absolutely essential and the effects of
elimination as devastating. The presence of
the Ph.D. program is so essential and has so
many ramifications to other programs and to
the university community. . .

Importantly, the general misconception that
exists at supra-university administrative policy
and funding levels that elimination of Ph.D.
programs will constitute financial saving is so
naive that it could only be perpetuated by those
totally unfamiliar with institutions of higher
education. Especially in small to moderate
sized universities, such as MSU or UM, the Ph.D.
program is a labor of love, constituting the
basis for an intellectual climate which provides
the optimum setting for the educational exper
ience at all levels, undergraduate and post-
graduate. At both UM and MSU there is extensive
use of graduate students in undergraduate
teaching. Although on occasion this process
has been maligned, it is usually the best way
to provide a greater quality and a more indivi-
dualized instruction within the economic
constraints that always exist. Elimination of
graduate programs with the intent of improving
the quality of undergraduate education would be
highly counterproductive. The quality of the
faculty would certainly decline. Faculty
teaching loads would increase and the usual
methods of dealing with such situations, e.g.
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prvgramid teaching or undergraduate assistants,
have had their best success in the presence of
Ph.D. programs, not In their absence. The
excellence of the master's programs is highly
dependent upon the capability to offer the Ph.D.

,

The Montana State University Biology department adds to this

that elimination of the Ph.D. would have siiificant impact on the

undergraduate program and would reduce support for graduate programs

in several programs. These negative effects would result primarily

from reduced faculty morale and greater difficulty in obtaining

outside research support. The only way to overcome these negative

effects, the report continues, would be to provide fav 17'-ze faculty

research time on state funds nrre technical assistanc ate

ds and more equipment purchases on state funds. It wou2d )7)e

harder for Mbntana State to maintain and attract faculty and itt-

side research funds for student stipends and for equipment in both

graduate and undergraduate teaching laboratories. This in turn would

make Mbntana State University-less attractive for other research

activities.

The University of Montana's Zoology department makes the

following points about the effects of program elimination: First

of all, elimination of the doctoral program would harm the surviving

master's program. The Zoology department fears a decline in the

quality of students entering themaster'sprogram if the Ph.D. p

gram were terminated. They also point to a loss of experienced

teaching assistants to the undergraduate program, grant-purchased

equipment losses, Problems in recruiting and retaining quality

faculty, and a loss of productive interrelationships with other

parts of the university. As measured by service on theses

4 0
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committees and course enrollment, the Zoology department interacts

most closely with Wildlife Biology, Environmental Studie: Micro-

biology, Geology, FOrestry, Education, Botany, Pharmacy, Anthro-

polOgy -- although these do not exhaust the list.

Similarly, at Montana State University, the Biology department

which now houses Entomology, Fish and Wildlife Managerrnt, Genetics,

and Zoology shares graduate committee memberships with faculty from

Animal and Range Science, Chemistry, M1cr'obiolor, Plant and Soil

Science, Plant Pathology, and Statistics and Veterinary Science.

Five Zoology faculty members have split appointments with the

WAMI medical program and a number of zoologists have been involved

in joint research projects with other departments.

In closing, therefore it should be obvious that Zoology

programs, like the othera'under review, impact upon other programs

and this consideration should be kept in mind in deciding whether

to retain or eliminate Ph.D. programs. On the other hand, this inter

action does not necessarily mean that constructive upgrading:and

reorganizational plans nigat not be in order.



2. Chemistry

The highly favorable Chemistry reviews have been summarized

in Part B of this report. Retention of both programs is clearly

essential due to the high quality of the programs and their or-

tance to other univevsity programs, the state, and region.

Questions of quality were not raised by the, reviewers, an

own reading of the curriculum vitae of chemists shoW the great

majority on both campuses to be active in research and,publication.

Montana State University hes a larger department, but the University

-of Mbntana has nre than enough active research Chemists to maintain

a Ph.D. program.

The existence of two Microbiolo- Ph.D. programs was justified,

not only fOr reasons of quality, but because of the special importance

of the program at both campuses. The same points support the

existence of two Chemistry programs.*

At Montana State University, Chemical Engineering is a Ph.D.

offering department highly dependent upon Chemistry, as is the

institute of Genetics which also supervises a doctorate. Chemistry

students take course work in Mathematics, Physics, Biology, and

Micrubiology. Similarly there is a large non-chemistry graduate

student enrollment in Chemistry classes (101 in 1974-75). Disciplines

represented by these enrollments include Microbiolo BiologY,

Chemical Engineering, and several of the agricultural sciences.

The Montana State University Chemistry department also plays a

If my arguments are not convincing on this point, see attachment
12, which was prepared jointly by the two Chemistry departments.
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strong role in special pro ags and projects. Major examples

include, first of all, the Agricultural Experiment Station where

about half the faculty have joint appointments and participate in

projects designed to help Montana's agriculture. Currently, fifty

to sixty Montana State University faculty from several fields

and students are working on ten different MED projects with a

sixteen-month budgpt of $1.1 million. Chemists are among

this group. One of the courses taken by the first-year medical

students in the WAMI porgram at MOntana State is medical biochemistry,

which is currently being taught by several members of the Chemistry

department.

The University of Montana also reports strong interaction

between its Chemistry department and other Ph.D. granting depart

ments. This inter-departmental suppoi /dependence includes consul-

tation and interaction, availability of instrumentation, and use of

courses by students. The University of Montana provides examples

of research projects which Involve analrtical, organic, and inorgan

chemists and biochemists in the Chemistry department working with

microbiologists, zoologists, geologists and pharmacists. The

same report describes how other graduate departments at the

University make regular use of the department s instrumentation and

how many graduate students in cognate departments take graduate and

upper division undergraduate courses in Chemistry. It points out

that virtually every Biochemistry course Js taken by Ph.D. students

in Microbiology. Graduate students in the life sciences use Bio-

chemistry and Physical Chemistry courses, those in Geology take

Physical Chemistry, and those in Environmental Studies use the

4 3
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Analytical and Environmental Chemistry courses. A further

example of this interaction refers to a Molecular Biology seminar

which is cross listed as a course in Botany, Microbiology and

Zoology as well as in Chemistry. As an additional example of the

close interaction between Chemistry and other programs three

Ph.D. awardees in Forestry did their work under the supervision

of a professor who specializes in Wood Chemistry.

The University of Montana also provides expertise for the

state. ReporLed examples include research and consulting on

topics ranging from poisonous metals in game fish to forest

fire detection methods.

The national demand for Ph.D. chemists is picking up after

a decline in the late 1960 Both departments offer supporting

statistics, and the placement records of graduates fran both

programs indicate a demand.

The reviewers strongly supporl. retention of both programs.

Professor Peter Fteeman, of Oregon State University, who had not

intended to recommend on program retention or elimination,

changed his mind after the review. After pointing out that good

faculty would leave, morale would suffer, the quality of teaching

would decline grant fUnding would decrease, and the learning

environment would suffer, he points out that loss of research

quality and competence in Chemistry would cause a ripple effect

across the campus in both cases, due to the fact that Chemistry

interacts stronglywith other departments such as Zoology, Geology,

and Microbiology at Missoula and with Chemical Engineering,

Physics, Plant and Soil Science, Animal and Range Science,
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Microbiology, Genetics and the MHD program in Bozeman. Be finds

the degree of collaboration with other departments to be partic-

ularly strong for both Chemistry departments. Buttressing his

point, he adds that this interaction is much more than an exchange

of members on doctoral committees; collaborative efforts on

research are underway so that scholarly efforts in other de-

partments would be placed in jeopardy hy eliminating the Ph.D.

program in Chemistry. He adds that the WAMI program, which is,

in his view, off to such an excellent start, might very well

be hurt.

It is difficult to imagine how a comprehensive university could

survive without a quality Ph.D. Chemistry program. The University

of Montana has programs of proven quality in Zoology and Botany.

Like Montana State University it has a quality doctoral program

in Microbiology. Quality programs in the life sciences should be

supported by a doctoral program in Chemistry. The interaction is

obvious and necessary. Montana State University has a Chemical

Engineering program, a Physics program, programs In Agriculture

such as (PlaatPathology and Crop and Soil Science) and Biology

as well as activity in the medically related sciences. In shox

if Mbntana State Unitersity is to be the center of studies in

Engineering Agriculture, the medically related sciences and the

University of Montana a campus on which programs in the life sciences

are offered, Chemistry Ph.D. programs are needed at both institutions.

TO repeat, there are no que-tions about the quality of the faculty as

it presently exists. ere are no major improvements called for by

the reviewers. In shol , the Chemistry programs stand on their

own merits, as well as verve other programs and attract adequate

outside funding to the State of Montana.
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Mathematics

The State of Montana has two quite different Ph.D. programs

in Mathematics. Each institution should continue to offer the Ph.D.,

but each needs support from its own institution, the Board of Regents,

and the State of Montana if it is to reach a quality level comParable

with most other programs under review.

Both programs received reviews that were often critical in tone

(see pp. 12-18 of this report), but itA_s important to remember sOeral

factors about the nature of Mathematics departments inzeneral.

(1), They provide more service to other departments.
Thip_is reflected, not only in heavy under
graduate teaching loads, (nost disciplines
require some Mathematics) but also in
consulting servides for other faculty
memhel-s who need mathematical assistance
in their work. Statisticians are in
especially heavy demand.-

(2.) In this report Mathematicians are compared
with people from,departments in four
disciplines with access to laboratories.
The laboratory scholar, if not overburdened
with undergraduates, should produce
publications,on his experiments-. For this
reason, too, a lower publication rate could
be expected fnam Mathematicians.

On the ctiterion of publications both programs were criticized --

the University of Montana more ao than Montana State University.

In each department, however, young, recently hired scholars are

leading the way. All new hires should be research-oriented. The

market iq such that this type of person is available.

Montana State University's program emphasizes the Statistics

option, which the reviewers regarded highly. The program also

offers applied analysis and thus trains students for industry and

government, as well as for traditional academic employment.
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(For this information and that included about Montana State

University in the following paragraphs, see the department's

sponse to reviewers' report, attachment 10, response ix.)

Returning to the question of a publishing faculty and its

importance for a Ph.D. program, Montana State University's regent

nt was noted by two reviewers. One remarked that two

Mathematicians with good research records have joined the department

d "a high research producer already in the department has started

directing theses" (attachment 9, p. 13). Another described the

Statistics faculty (the reviewer's area of specialization) as

"sufficiently active in publication to enable them to direct

theses" (attachment 7, p. 2). Also, eleven Montana State

University mathematicians have had twenty-eight articles published

or accepted.in major mathematics journals in the 1974-76 period.

The Mathematics department also has a plan for developing fUrther

capabilities in this important regard and administrative support

for implementing it.

A second major criticism of Montana State University's

program was low enrollment. In point of fact, however, Montana

State University's Mathematics Ph.D. counts thirty-two graduate

students at the present time, a substantial number when compared

with other Ph.D. programs under review.

A third criticism of Montana State University's Mathematics

Ph.D. specified problems in attracting outside funding. The

department claims it has attracted $75,000 in funding _ince

the reviewers' visit (in May) in addition to previous1y rePorted

grants.
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As stated at the outset of this discussion and by the

reviewers, both programs could benefit from improvements. Additional

staffing was cited az one need. Given the financial constraints

of the Montana University System, a more appropriate approach

(for both institutions) would be to combine hiring of research-

oriented people to replace retirees with a faculty development

program in which non-productive professors are revitalized or given

undergraduate teaching assignments. In its response to the

review,.Montana State University sets forth such objectives.

The Mathematics doctordte at Montana State University merits

continuation on the basis of service and need. This can be measured

both inside and outside of the institution.

The School of Eigineering and the Chemistry department both

offer Ph.D.'s and draw heavily upon the services of the Mathematics

.D. program. Letters attached to the Mathematics departuent's

response verify this obvious po_ t. In addition, the statistician

reviewer writes that statisticians "should be active in research

and consulting with. .scientific departments on campus where

research is done: Montana State University has done very

-well. . . and should be complimented" (attachment 7, p. 1). Second

the department provides services to state agencies. Finally, it

provides a regional oppoitunity for Ph.D. education. Over half of

its students are from Mbntana or our surrounding states.

In closing one reviewer commented on the adverse effects

of eliminating the progr_ (attachment 9 P. 17):
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Loss of a useful training program for
Ph.D.'s in Mathematics, one of the very
few in a rather large geographic area.

(ii ) Weakening of the department, with the
probable loss of several staff members.

(iii) Weakened support for other departments.

It will be seen later that he applies the points to the University

of Montana, though at Montana State University the existence of

Ph.D. programs in Engineering and Physics make point (iii) especially

important.

The University of Montana offers a Ph.D. in Ma hematics which,

in the words of one reviewer, "might be described as a college

teacher training program with applied overtones." Later discussion

will show that this is not a criticism. Indeed the reviewer goes

on to say the department is "doing about as good a job as possible,

assuming car ain constraints which exist at present" 1(quotes from

attachment 8, page 4) and the reviewers approve of the movement

away from traditional Mathematics.

There are, in a formal sense, two options -- the traditional

Ph.D. and the Mathematical Sciences option. In point of fact, the

latter option now constitutes the entire program, or nearly so. In

this option, students are trained broadly in Mathematics with the

idea in mind of (1) serving small academic institutions where

Mathematicians must be able to instruct in a wide range of courses;

(2) training graduates who can apply Mathematics to problem-solving

in other sciences. The first three graduates of the program are

currently teaching; two students who have completed all requirements

but their dissertations plan to work outside of academe.

Even more than that was the case with Montana State ve tyls
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department of Mathematics, .the publication record of the departmenl

was questioned by the review team. TWo points should be made to

place matters in perspective. First, my reading of the curriculum vitae

indicates a good deal of the publication concerns the education

of Mathematicians -- a subject perhaps germane to this kind of Ph.D.,

but possibly not considered as appropriate by some Mathematicians.

Second, as is the case with Montana State University, the more

recently hired faculty are publishing. Also, the department plans

further encouragement of research and,as openings permit plan to

hire research-oriented faculty.

Second, the program was criticized for not having e

students. Although it has fewer students than the Montana State

University program, the number of enrollees is comparable with mo..t

other Ph.D. programs. Also, the departmental response to the review

(attachment 10, response viii, p. 1), projects an expansion to 30

students.

A third point on which both departments were criticized was

the lack of outside funding. Although the large National Science

FOundation grant which launched the Mathematical Sciences option of

the program has expired, the department has brought in at least

$50,000 in 1976. The darge is rebutted further in the departmental

response.

In discussing the adverse effects of eliminating chemistry

Ph.D. programs, I quoted a reviewer who described a ripple effect

on dependent programs. The Mathematics department believes elimina-

tion of its program would create a "tidal wave, (even though the

University of Montana does not have Engineering or Physics Ph.D.
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programs). Statistics and Operations Research courses are offered

to graduate and undergraduate students and they likely would not

exist without the Ph.D. program. The department reiterates the belief

of some reviewers that elimination of a Ph.D. program would hurt

undergraduate education because the load carried by teaching

assistants would have to be borne by the regular faculty. The

Mathematics department also provides statistical consulting services.

A reviewer points out that-elimination of the program would lead

students to:

I Complete a similar program at one of a
small number of places where such
are offered, or

(ii) Not complete a Ph.D. program at all.

With i he emphasizes the fact that there are only a few

sities with thi- type of a doctoral program. Usually, a program which

emphasizes preparing teachers for small colleges is called, a doc-

torate of arts. No reviewer applied this label to the University

of Montana _ program. Even though the theses may be Surveys

or syntheses (as opposed to original research), the reviewers

_-garded those they saw as doctoral-level work in Mathematics.

(See also the nemorandum from Professor McKelvey in attachment X,

response viii.)

In summary, we have two quite different programs in nature, both

of which drew a large number of major sugges ions for impvvemnent

(except for the Statistics option at Montana State University).

Yet their graduates are finding employment due, perhaps, to the applied

nature of the programs. The programs seem to be headed in the right

direction in terms of improving quality. The Montana State University

5 1
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program is larger and provides a crucial service to Physics

and Engineering as well as to the other departments and region.

The University of Montana's program provides service and trains

Mathematicians in a non-traditional broad fashion. Were the programs

truly duplicative, resources should be concentrated on just one

ius -- in my view, Montana State University because of its

successfUl statistics option and better publication record (in

the opinion of the reviewers), and also due to its larger size

d importance to doctoral programs in Engineering and P -sics.

But, as elaborated above, the University of Montana's program does

not duplicate. It should be retained if the University of Ebntana

is willing to add faculty who publish in Mathematics. If the

legislature provides a generous appropriation the Board of Regents

should help. Given the uncertainties of this the University of

Montana should specify a plan based on its own budget. Also, all

theses should be based on primary research or a request be made to

hange the title,of the program.



4. Saxa_g_..ccnIclitionsonRecorrinendations

In suppoiLing the ten programs reviewed, I do so with varying

degrees of enthusiasm and, in sore cases, with conditions.

First, let me comment on the seven progpams which I believe

imPerative to maintain. I reconnend them unconditionally. Six were

found to be of unquestionably high quality and to provide essential

services to their university, state, and region. These are the

doctoral programs in Microbiology and Chemistry at both campuses, and

Botany and Zoology at the University of Montana. The seventh

essential program is Montana State University's Mathematics program.

Reviewers made suggestions for quality improvement particularly

in the area of faculty publications (though the reviewers rated

Montana State University higher than the University of Mbntana's

program on this count). In ny view, the current faculty has

recently began to publish at a rate (see p. 41 of this report)

sufficiently high to avoid hiring expensive new faculty members.

As discussed earlier, a Ph.D. in Mathematics is necessary to support

the several Ph.D. progrags in Engineering, the Physics Ph.D. and

provides recognized state and regional service. The Statistics

option, which is the major part of the program, drew prRise from

the reviewers.

The remaining three programs attracted substantial suggestions

for improvement and ry recommendations for continuation are

conditional. These include, first of all, Mbntana State University

Botany and Zoology programs. Montana State University is a land

institution and logically should have Botany and Zoology doctorates

to complement research in Agriculture. The Zoology doctorate or
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a Biology Ph. fl of some type should suppoiL the WAMI progran4

The existing Botany and Zoology programs are ecologically-oriented

and narrowly so (terrestrial and aquatic ecology). The Biology

department at Montana State University proposes offering a Ph.D.

in Biology with options in Botany, Zoology, Fish and Wildlife

Management, and Genetics (rather than individual doctorates in

each of these areas as now is the case). The Biology department

would no longer accept Entomology students Into a Ph.D. program.

an my view, Montana State University should devote even more

attention to priorities, reorganization, and moving toward a role,

and scope in the Life Sciences even fUrther differentiated from the

University of MOntana's traditionally oriented Life Sciences

doctorates.

In addition to the Biology doctorates not reviewed this year

but mentioned above, Nbontana State University's College of

Agriculture offers doctorates in Plant Pathology and Crop and Soil

Science. All of these interrelated degrees are scheduled for review

in 1976-77 as are medically related programs. Montana State

University thus has a splendid chance to develop a plan for upgrading

its Zoology and Botany programs, study reorganizational possibilities,

and consider tying Botany more closely to agriculture and Zoology

to agriculture and the medic-illy related disciplines. When that

-
plan is developed, submitted, and evaluated in terms of funding

realities and academic factors, the Botany and Zoology-Ph.D.'s

(or options) will be reassessed. In the interim the programs could

continue with the knowledge that changes are required. An alternative

would be to suspe-d them but I believe this is unnecessary.
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The final program is the University of Montana s Mathema ics

Ph.D. which I also recommend conditionally. This program is

labelled a Ph.D. Another degree in graduate education is the

Doctorate of Art-. The latter degree reflects a training program

which emphasizes preparation of small college teachers and does

not require primary research a hallmark of Ph.D. programs. At

first glance, it appeared to at least one reviewer (before he

visited the campus) and to me that the University of Montana is

offering a Doctorate of Arts in Mathematics.

The program is, however, something more than a Doctorate of

Arts. No reviewer described it as a Doctorate of Arts. It also

trains people for work in applied Mathematics, Comprehensive

examinations are difficult and of Ph.D. quality. But it is still

possible to write non-standard theses. In my view, the program

should have a primary research requirement for all theses or request

permission for a change in title. (For a dissenting view see

Professor McKelvey's memorandum in attachment 10, response viii.)

It Is difficult to survey or synthesize intelligently at the

doctoral student level, even if a person has teaching experience.

Doctorates in all fields traditionally require primary research.

A small program, which like Montana State University's provides

the university with money-saving teaching assistants, it can be

upgraded and developed with just a few additions to the existing

faculty. The publication record of the faculty was considered

by the reviewers to be less than that of Montana State University's.

was not provided with evidence of a recent spurt of publishing

activity in refereed Mathematics journals. Some new blood is needed,



though not as much as the reviewers suggest.

The products of this program do differ from the standard

Mathematics Ph.D. program and according to the reviewers applied

mathematicians will have an easier time of it finding jobs than pure

mathematician.. For one thing, more non-academic employment is

available. As exulained in pp. 44-45 of this report, the pro'ain. by

itself, meets review criteria of service to the campus and state.

If the University of Montana chooses to commit greater resources to

this experiment in graduate education at the expense of other

programs, it should be maintained. But my recommendation is de-

pendent on a clear cut commitment that this be done and a detailed

explanation of where the money is coming from. Extra money should

not be pumped into the University of Montana for this purpose unless

the Board of Regents can receive a hi- er amount of money from the

state. As stated earlier, we al] should be working toward this end,

but it would not be realistic to count upon it at this time.



ATTACHMENT # 1

REVIEW AND EVALUATION OF DUPLICATING Ph.D. PROGRAMS
IN THE MONTANA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM BY OUTSIDE REVIEWERS

I. General luestions a- r.oses of the Review

Content, purpose, goals and limitations of the program

B. Need for the program and results if eliminated

I. Student demand
Market for graduates
Enrollment data

2. Service to state, region and institution

C. Quality of Program

I. Faculty

2. Students
Quality of incoming student
Quality of post-graduate school caree

3. Facilities, equipment and library holdings

Program Comparison between the Two Schools

I. Content and extent of duplication

2. Quality

E. Record of the Department Program in Attracting Additional Resources
to the Un versity and the State

I. Grants and Contracts

2. Facilities

1 Possible Outcomes

A. Both programs continue

B. Redirection or change in a program, includ ng possibility of increased
funding

Increased collaboration between programs at University of
Montana State University - to whatever extent Is actually
and beneficial

D. Elimination of one or both programs

Montana and
feasible

E. Secondary outcomes
The effects of any action on other programs In the institutions and
state agencies and programs
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Procedure=_Jor_Review_and Evaluation_Process

A. Preparation of standardized information in a report presented
by each department by Jan. 30, 1976, fi teen (15) copies sent
to Helena, plus institutional needs

B. Selection of outside review team members (2 for each discipline)

Outside reviewers receive reports for review by mail approximately
one month prior to visit and names of institutions in region
offering Ph.D's in same fields. They may request additional
information from the two schools prior to visit.

D. Reviewers visit both campuses, up to two days on each campus wi h
appropriate rest and remain in the state for one day after both
visits, to confer on their findings and outline their reports.
Visits 011 be preceded by an entrance interview by the Deputy
Commissioner for Academic Affairs and representative from each
campus.

Each reviewer submits report to the Commissioner s Off ce who will
forward it to the universities

Departments respond to report through campus channels to the
Commissioner's Office

G. Deputy Commissioner for Academic Affairs and the Commiss oner for
Higher Education prepare a report and recommendations to the
Board of Regents

IV. Reviewers' Respon_s_ibilitles

A. Each reviewer prepares own report on each school's program

B. ASsessments of quality and recommendations are made related to the
general questions in 1 above and in a stated frame of reference

with regard to comparable institutions

C. Comparison of the programs at the two schools aga n related to
the general questions in I.

D. Reviewers are encouraged to make suggestions about possible out-
comes or changes, though they are not required to make definitive
recommendations regarding retention or elimination

V. Format for Report Prepared by Department

The_ program

I. Brief narrative defining objectives, specializations or limi-
tations of the program. Does it train research specialists,
teachers, or practitiondrs?

2. Describe how the role and scope of the program as defined in

(1).fif those of the institution.
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Requirements for the degree, including options available.

Quality controls should be listed as special -ection

Relationship to other graduate programs in the unLversity -

evidence of interdepartmental exchange and support.

5. Evidence of need for the program in terms of potential market

for the graduate, student demand, state, regional and

institutional needs.

6. Special features which could be ascribed to relevance to
problems of the state, society or the region, geographical
considerations, special expertise of faculty members, etc.

Relationship of the graduate program to the undergraduate
program in this field. Are they complementary and, if so,

how?

What would be the effects of el mination -f the program?

9. List each graduate course taught and enrollment starting

Autumn 1970.

B. Th Faculty

I. Numbers and diversity of interests and competence for the

program options offered

answer 2-6 for each faculty member:

2. Complete vttae including all publications to date-(according

ft, format of Governor's Commission on Higher Education Report)

-3. Faculty teaching loads and other professional or scholarly

activities

4 a. NUmber of MD. degree program committees presently serving

on and numbeil of current chairmanships

b. Number of Ph.D. theses directed at the institution (student,

title and year completed)

c. Ph.D. theses in progress being directed)

5. Total faculty research grants and other awards naming institution

(sources and amounts)

6. Curreni research in progress

Students

1. Number of degree students in the graduate program Master's and

Ph.D. levels combined) for each year starting Fall 1970



2. Number of Ph.D. 2racfes from the program for each year

starting Fall 1965

Criteria for acceptance of a student into the graduate program.

If possible, list number of acceptances vs. rejections for the

last five years starting Fall 1970.

Criteria for acceptance into ph.o, program

b. Undergraduate g.p.a, baccalaurate school and GRE scores for

Ph.D. enrollees. (Enrollees to be defined by the department

from the time at which the department agrees to accept the

student to work toward a Ph.D. degree). For the information

of the reviewers it should be noted that the enrollment data

from the two schools may not be comparable.

4. Record of subsequent career (employment, researc etc. ) of the

Ph.D. graduates

5. Financial support data for the graduate students how many T.A.

R.A.is, Fellows, Trainees, etc. - with sources of funding) -

current year only

Facilities and Other Resources Avail ble

I. Itemize specialized laboratories

2. Specialized instrumentation, research equipment, etc.

Within department

b. In other departments but used in program

c. Computer facilities

Support staff (secretarial, technical, etc.)

Library holdings (data provided by serials list in Library -

not required in report)

5. a. Annual ex enditures of outside support funds for last

five years (fiscal years)-(Audited Foundation reports)

b. Other resources attracted to institution as result of

program (visiting fellows, state and federal laboratories

or programs)-(current year)
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ATTACHMENT # 2

REPORT TO THE
BOARD OF REGENTS OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA

April 15, 1976

THE PH.D. PROGRAMS IN MICROBIOLOGY

Advisory Committee of the
American Academy of Microbiology

Norman Durham
Dean of Graduate School and
Professor of Microbiology
Oklahoma State University
Stillwateri Oklahoma

rv lie
Prof. and Chairman of Microbiology
The Univ-ersity of Texas at Austin



INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

This program evalua ion is submitted to educational leaders

in the State of __ontana to serve as a resource document during

consideration of (1) the quality of graduato programs desired and

the economic investments that accompany such decisions. It

is the understanding of this team that several progra s will be

evaluated. Rogardiess of the various committee recommendations,

it is imperative that the decision makers in education fully

understand their mission, goals and objectives. A dedication to

developing quality, scholarly programs to which the young men and

women and the adults of Montana are entitled requires maximum

use of available resources. Maximization of resources requires

establishment of priori ies and the development of quality

programs.

Quality programs can not be developed using a formula base

for appropriations. Quality can not be measured in terms of the

number of gradua es or the number of student credit hours produced

within a given academic unit. Quality dictates the need for

economic in estment to provide an opportunity for faculty and

students to work together in satisfactory teacher-student ratios

in anenvironment which encourages scholarly and creative activities.

It is essential that priorities be established and confirmed and

-that the dedication of faculty and administrators be evident if

programs are to achieve some degree of recognition. Such action

requires maximum use of available re-ources as well as the explora-

tion of all available avenues to expand the re 'emm potential.
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Since the final and mostimportant step of the Ph.D. program

involves the establishment of an apprentice-master relationship

between the student and his major professor, the success of a

Ph.D. program is possible only where the major professor has an

exciting research program. Good research programs do require

funds and where they exist in educational institutions they should

be made to serve the additional purpose of graduate training. .

The discipline of Microbiology, fortunately, is located

the "cut ing edge" of science as evidenced by Nobel laurea e

awards and related.recognition programs. While much has been

published about _mployment oppo tunities, it is cognizant that

microbiologists are enjoying a rather good marketplace. Suffice

it to say that students originating from quality programs are

of en able to choose from several opportunities. The important

fac or is that quali y is a significant determinan't and thus

this is the time to emphasize qualitative rather than quantitative

characteristics.

Our visit to Montana State University and the University of

Montana revealed the following general characteristics about the

Doctor of Philosophy program in Microbiology in the State of

Montana. (1) Both Universities have relatively strong icro-

logy programs at the graduate level. 2) The graduate programs

and research activities at both Universities complement each

other and we found very little unnecessary duplication in the

specialized research areas. (3) The faculty are competing for

a very s gnificant portion of outside research dollars. This is

to be commended since these federal dollars now return to the



State rather than being expended in other States. (4) The

spin-off of the research activities connected with the Ph.D.

programs greatly enhance the teaching programs at both the

masters and bachelor's level.'

There is cooperation between the research groups, which is

highly desirable. The most active research effort is in immuno-

biology and immunochemistry. The expertise of faculty from the

two Universities in this endeavor provides a rong base for

recognition of the Montana Universities. Other subdisciplines

of microbiology which are gaining recognition-and can be expected

to add prestige to the University are those in environmental

microbiology and the molecular approach to life processes and

to pathogenesis in microbes.

The faculty, students and administ ation were mos .courteous

during our visit and we greatly appreciate their ilingness,

f ankness, and desire to be a part of an on-going evaluation

effort. Individual comments will be provided for each of the

Universities and will be presented in the sequence in which the

team visited the campuses.
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MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY

1. Content, Purpose, Goals and Limitations of the Program.

The academic composition of the doctoral level program was

good. As would be expected with a strong graduate program, the

undergraduate offerings showed many areas of strength. The faculty

are dedicated to rhe process of producing strongly oriented

microbiologists with good basic preparation. The'morale of

faculty and students is very good which speaks well for the overall

program.

2. Need for the Program and Result if Eliminated.

There is a well defined need fo- the doctoral program at

the Montana State University. The enroll ent at the graduate

level is very sa isfactory, graduates have little difficulty in

locating positions, and the student demand for the program at

the graduate level is very high. The undergraduate microbiology

and medical technology enrollment likewise reflect this strength.

The doctoral program and the abili_y of faculty to maintain

creative and scholarly programs greatly contributes to the

success of the undergraduate effort. In addition, the strong

&raduate program provides crucial support for the WAML program

established with the University of Washington which deals with

medical education. Thus, termination of the doctoral program

at the Montana State University would:

(1) Reduce the base for retaining competent faculty members

for the WAMI and undergraduate programs.

Reduce the inflow f research dollars to the State of

Montana. These funds are used for support of students,

purchase of equipment- and other program nee s.

Terminate a strong basic and research oriented
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immunobiology program capable of providing service

to the State, region and Nation.

The Department does provide service to the people of the

State in a number of areas. Research efforts are being conducted

under the auspices of the Environmental Protection Agency and

selected faculty are participating in programs sponsored through

the Agricultural Experiment Station. It is poss ble that the

app ication of microbiological concepts to other problems

associated with the State, its peoples and industries could and

should be carefully explored. This might be appropriate for

faculty members that are not presently competing satisfactorily

din Federal granting progra s.

It is our under-ianding that a program in Veterinary Medicine

similar to the WAMI program is being considerbd. It is essential

to medical and veterinary medicine programs that a strong public

health research oriented microbiology curriculum be available to

the young men and women matriculating through this academic effort.

The basic and applied aspects of this depart ental research program

contribute to this base very nicely.

3. Quality of Program.

The quality of faculty and students was very adequate. Inter-

views with students revealed a very capable group of young scientists

intereated and dedicated to science. The facilities, equipment and

library holdings are adequate for the program, but not overly

impressive. Present funding levels reveal the source of many of

these problems.

4 Program Comparison.
6 6
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The prim Jy strengths in research at Montana State Univer-

sity are immunobiology, water resources and environmental sciences.

The research is concentrated in rather well defined specific

areas which permits the faculty to achieve some level of regional

and/or national recognition. Programs where departmental

research is diffused across several broad areas never achieved

this acclaim. It is important to note that the immunobiology

program differs considerably from the immunochemistry oriented

program associated with the University of Montana. The specific

areas and specialities of research do complement each other very

nicely and, overall, provide a very strong program for the State..

5. Record of Outside Resources.

The record of the faculty at Montana State University for

attracting outside funds is very good. The faculty are to be

commended for receiving financial support. The Committee wishes

to voice a word of caution in that Dr. John Jutila has recently

moved into administration and is serving as Dean. Dr. Jutila is

a recognized immunologist and it would be highly desirable

the University would seek to fill a research position in this

area to maintain the status and level of the immunology program.

Dr. Jutila will spend much time in administration and it -ould be

indeed unfortunate if the University were to let a recognized

program -deteriorate on this base. Dr. Norman Reed, a Research

Career Development Awardee, likewise assumes an extremely heavy

load in the department. While his willingness to serve in many

capacities within the department is indeed commendable, it is

not the intent of the Research Career Award Program for the

-faculty member to devote significant time to 'activities other
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than scholarship and creative components.
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THE _NIVERSITY OF MONTANA

Content, Purpose, Goals and Limitations of the Program.

The course work and content of the doctoral program in the

Department of Microbiology at the University of Montana are

adequate in breadth and strong in specialities. The faculty and

students are committed to a strong microbiology program. The

morale is good.

2. Need for the Program and esult if Eliminated.

The graduate program in Microbiology plays a very important

role to the Unive sity community and to participating departments.

Cooperation with the Biochemistry Faculty in the Department of

Chemistry has been productive both from an academic concept and

in.the competition for research dollars. The student demand is

,good and the quality -f students indicates the overall strength

of the research and scholarly effort. The students have little

difficulty in finding jobs since they are well prepared.
--

The Department does provicre some services to the State and

region. Research studies in the livestock industry as well as

health related activities through the Infectious Disease Center

and. the Rocky Mountain Laboratory provide for a good background

of:experience. Faculty not actively involved in research projects

funded by outside agencies could participate in service oriented

activities that would be beneficial to the people of Montana.

Quality of programs.

The Faculty and students are well prepared and.interested

in a quality academic program. The physical facilities are

adequate although the supplies and expenses budget is exceptiona_ly

small and investment in library holdings could profit from ad-

ditional resources.

4. Program Comparison.

The principal resen ch specialities at the University

6 9



Montana are in immunochemistry (structure of .antigens para--

sitology and related public health oriented studies. These

specialities do not overlap the Montana State University pxogram::

but do permit an opportunity for faculty to interact and cdordinate'

their efforts so that each may benefit from the expertise of

complementing areas. The research_program..is_visibly.strong

as evidenced by the productivity and publications of-the faculty .

and the outside grant support. Similar to M-ntana State, the

graduate students are primarily associated with faculty handling.-

research grahts.

5. Record of Outside Resources.

The attraction of additional resources has been very good

by faculty in the Department. This speaks quite highly of the

overall program, and it would appear that research has basically

been the source of Jupport for the departmental program both dt

the undergraduate and graduate level. We were pleased to learn

the 1975-76 Microbiology expenditures of non- -ate funds (page 96

of the Ph.D. report) will bounce back to a record value. In spite

of the general cutback in -esearch funds the Department has in

hand committed research grants for this year of the order of

$100,000; this is in addition to St_e-Duncan Institute funds

and it demonstrates that the low value, of $LL7,812 reported for

1974-75 was a temporary setback of the program.

7. Funds for supplies and expenses, travel, equipment and the

library were inadequate. Unfortunately, scientific costs involved

with maintenance and r-pair of equipment have become a prime

factor in support of scientific areas. In addition, travel to

scientific me tings to convey scientific data and results and to

remain at the forefront of the problem a- as needs to be improved



within the University structure.
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The Library facilities were

the subject of some disappointment at the University,of Montana.

'The Montana State University allocated four FTE teaching

assistantship positions to the Department while the University

of Montana had exactly twice that number with eightFTE tea-ching

positiOns. The stipends at both Universities are relatively low.

It is enti ely possible that both Universities might wish to raise,

the stipend level to insure recruitment of outstanding graduate

students. The better well-prepared student WTII provide improved

services in the courses in which they participate and the Univer-

sity is, therefore, greatly reimbursed for its investment.

71



SUMMATION

The State of Montana is fortunate to have strong, doctoral_

programs in Microbiology in each of its o major Universities.

It is interesting to note that these two programs do not duplicate

the scholarly and creative areas, but rather complement eaah other..

As a result, ve y strong research and academic base in tm unol

ogy (immunology and Immunochemis -y has been achieved and the

faculty and programs are recognized regionally and nationallY

in their respective ..areas of expertise. The programs ate tied

with imptant progtams such as the WAMI and-perhaps the future

Veterinary Medicine program at the Montana State University and

the.Infectious Disease Center and ROcky Mountain Lahoratory for

the Univers ty of Montana. There is good cooperation between

these programs in the area of immunobiology and immunochemistry

Other good programs are in the health related areas.

There is no doubt that the expertise associated with these

quality programs brings thousands of dollars into the State of

Montan as research and academic support. Therefore, dollars

are returned to the State which would nor ally be expended in

other States. In addition, termtnation of one or the other

program would in reality cost the State more dollars since

research and support dollars are playing a very significant

role in the overall fInancial base of both departments as well

as the University.

The _ommittee was very pleased with the recep_ on provided

by administrators in thetrminal session at the University. At

the Montana State University, Dr. I vin Dayton, Dr. Roy Huff an,

Dr. John JutIla, Dr. Henry Parsons. and Dr. William Walter were
7 2



present du ing the debriefing session. The Committee was

pleased to -et with Dr. John Stewar Dean of the Graduate Col-

lege at the University of Montana. We greatly appreciate the

frankness and openness of the administrators in discussing the

quality of instr ctional programs. Dr. Freeman Wright, Deputy

Commissioner, Office of the Commission of Higher Education

joined us du irg the Montana State University visit.

7 3
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The Committee encourages both Departments to capitalize on the

availability of eider statesmen fro- the discipl ne Of Microbiology

in their academic program. Exposure of graduate students, as well

as faculty, to the philosophies of science as noted by these

individuals could contribute to a broader background and apprecia-

tion for research and scholarly activities.

2. While there is a great deal of cooperation between selected.
_

members of the Depart-ents the Committee would encourage further

exploration of faculty interaction.

a department may wish to consider adjunct faculty from other

In addition, faculty within

areas. For example, at Montana State University, Dr. Scarr is

ac Ave in the area of genetics and Could play a very important

role in providing a sound scientific base.

3. Common characteristics between the two Universities would

ind cate that additional investments in support personnel-couldt--

be beneficial to faculty and graduate students in delivering a

quality program. Adequate secretarial help for preparing manu-

scripts for publications and/or proposals for research grants

competition is very important.

4. The academic year salaries are obviously on the low side

for salary levels in regional and national surveys. The beautiful

scenery, relaxing atmosph re and congenial people provide an

environment which permits the Universities to retain competent

faculty at relatively 1- salary levels. Certainty would be
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advantageous if faculty could receive appropriate reimbursement

for their productivity. A faculty reward system to reward

productive faculty was not readily apparent.

5 Con inued investment in research by both Universities could

be meaningful and important. Research investment in the Depart-

ments of Microbiology could pr vide a positive incentive for

faculty. The utilization of postd c oral fellows will greatly

enhance the scholarly and creative capabilities of a laboratory

and provide a broader and stronger base on which to seek outside

funds. In Some instances there appears to be a very excellent

example of negative incentive in which if funds were brought to

campus from outSide agencies, local monies presented to the

Departh nt were cut. The philosophy seems to indicate that the

Department needed less State money, if outside monies were

secured. The second mechanism that c uld s rve as a positive

incentive is a definite program to return a maj rity of the over-

head back to the generating department. The Committee was aware that

in some instanc s a small percentage of the overhead did come

back to the Department but the Universities might wish to review

the overhead policy from the positive incentive.

6. Re earch investments in terms of technicians can be extremely

meaningful to new inco ing professors s nce it is important that

these young scientists have a technician or laboratory help to

initiate and develop thei rese rch program. The competition

facing 1 young scientist starting a resea ch program in a new

environment becomes more int nse every year. Many Universities

have found it to be sound business practice to furnish, during the

first year, a he f or a full-time technician to a new f culty
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me her in whom they comtemplate investing al ost a million

dollars in life-time salary and support.
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ATTACHMENT #- 8

Revicv of Ph.D. Programs injotany at
Montana State University and University of Montana

June 7-10, 1976

This report was macla after reviewing docume t- provided by each depa. ment,

Conferences wIth each available staff member botany, confer nces with deans

and vice-presidents, conferences with all available heads and several faculty, .

members of depa tments whose graduate students depend on gradu te training in

botany, and examination of all Ph.D. theses in botany prod_ced by both i stit-

ntions during the period 1970 to 1975. The Ph.D. programs will be evaluated in

ternis of quality and the mission of the Botany p in each univer. it

is essential to recognize at the outset that, in both UrtLVCrSitICS, Botany has

very important

Montana.

The bo y p r

ice functions that have Mous

EANA STATE UNIVERSITY

the economy of

_ m is conducted within the Biology Department which offers

B.S. degrees in Fish and Wildlife Management, Premedicin- Zoology and Botany.

M.S. degrees are offered in Botany, Entomology, Zoology, and Fish and Wildlife

Management. The Ph,D. degree is offered in Botany, Tntomology, Zoology and Fish

and Wildlife Management.

Because the Agricultural Experiment Station in located at Boeinan, the

Botany Sectien of:the Biology loiL 7tment has the ineEicapable responsibility of

Laing outstanding basic courses in botany for graduate Luc1ent.s in -t

fields

and Soil S

COLI

agronomy, horL1eniL le, oils combined in the Dopartme

) range q Ith riots must provith. .n ay of

in plant nun tomy and morphology, pl..rn ,hysiology, plant taxonomy, and

plant ecology to moot the needs of these dcartrturuitn, ns well ns for b tany

grodu.i: students. Without quality con Frw offerings in ea .h -E :hese botanical

F7 F*1
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areas, the entire program of advanced work in agri iture is jeopardized. One

no way that the State of

:ana can benefit from having a weak progre: in botany at Bozo,

The Ph.D. program is a small one and is restricted to sp cialization

terrestrial and aquatic ecology. Since 1973, two Ph.D. degrees were awarded in

Botan total of 15 were awarded betvr- n 1966 and 1975. Two studentS are

f the ongest Points that we can make is that

presenly enrolled. Graduates are oriented to applied or resource manageme

research in academe, governmental, or industrial organizations. Ph.D. deg .ees

have not been granted in ree -it yea in plant physiology, taxonomy, or plant

anatomy.

St- np As of Ph.D gram

(1) CourEm offer:ix In general gtnduate course offc2ringo p

ology and ecol Y very good. There dev Lion to teaching in these

areas. Courq- J ferir e in other a__Jes nro not adequate. This will be referred

la_

(2) E:cc1 lctTeidershipinTer reqtrial and Aquatic Ecololy: Both Dr.

Wright and Dr. Weaver are competent, schol -1y, and pr fessionally orient d

The Ph.D.

research and plblishing and both luive been 'ery successful In .
attracting research

grants.

External Pun ine- The ability of the BUti& y s on-or AL least

cert members of the -Lo 1 in out ide research support Ls phoneme-- 1.

Within the 11-year period, 1965 J976, pr. Wri)bl alone ree-Jived $1,008,995 in

gvants. Betwe 1 1970 and 1976, the Botley iThaiOn received approximately

$775,636.in grants. The Ave d, liTeet conts,!to the University un-

ms they lead is of high caliber. Both are actively engaged

doubtedly d thc: cost I ci the Shit c! thin Ph .D, pr m durin the same

Vacilleies) Tho spnco, cwolipmoa, nnd iry licild 1 ns are quite
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(5) y,xcellent Administrative Leadersh

we consider to be histiota,

Despite scriou probl which

administrative leadership is excellent.

We consider Dr. Pic:I-lett Ue-1 of the Bicilogy i)epartiiient to be highly competent,

fair, profcss:ionzilly orieiitcd, and highly respected by colleagues. In

a
addition both D dutti ln and Vice-President Dayton ar

leadership, with a view toward inaintaini

providing o nding

standards for upgrading ntaff

and p gralus in botany. Tha reviewers appre 'ated the fine cooperation'of these

tirdstrntors.

Weak ssos of Ph.D. Progta

Lach of Faculty Involvement- A disp- nally high percentage of

staff (at least: half) is not seriously involved in leading and doing,

research, publishing: irrb ,4U1 s in reputable journals, or serving as major

professors for Ph.D. students. We consider las lack of professional orientation

to he a v :y serious deterrent to a balanced and high quality Ph.D. program.

given for this situat' n by vacious staff mombers are the demands of

unreasonably heavy teaching and committee resp_l ibilities etc. Although:the

-viewers .:- cognize that such activities are very important and do release Ither

staCf mci for leading researcl and programs they also tare of the

v problem of abdication of responsihi lity for thaTh.D. program, therev

th mg that res)onsibility on a very small minority of the botany staff.

Small SI:pH': and 1,nc1 z of Balance: The program n very nnrr w brine.

Vivo of the ein,ht faculty mmber Pro ,col rJam. Ph-1 programs in botany with

researh sp 1i I;O ii such tmporLant ;wean an plant phyniology, plant Lay-

onomy, and ptn owl ,my hove licit bean L:1,,q, for lack of leader!.hip. Two of the

vtght staff mcmher Ph.D. degrees.

Two NaMni 11 r ipi iria piont anatomy and taxonomy, a ir tn crilical nood

rif compot ciii roprNientation, nu only for the Ph.D. piUiLi but qlso for tho
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necessary ...upportive and service.r les for otl departments or groups

a -ociatec with the Agricultural Experiment S _tion. The loss of competent

rej,rsltaL:iMfl in plant ana ny and tasi1orny .11P12. ars to us to ba the result

of poor adm:intstra tive judgement and possibly iner ia prior qtiot of

Biology Dopar meat. A senrch-orierted plant anatomist and research-

oriented taxonomist sho id be hit_ ea ly as poSsible, if necessary by

resetting priorities at Montana State University. Not only should these

people be competent in their respective fields, but they should cooperate with

researchers In other departments of the Agricultur 1 Experiment Station.

(3) Lack of Research Orientation: Some members of the botany staff have

had very large research grants that provide splendid opportunities for utiug

and publishing resear h, and for 1 ;acting Ph.D. programs. Regrettably, however,

very few quality research papers have been or are being publish d in refer

journals by mucli..too high a proportion of the botany staff. m..uca of the work

doie with very large grants is professionally unditingt. shed. A notable

exception is the work of P;ofessor Wright who has obtained large grants, built

a quality Ph.D. progr.im, published regularly, and turned out good students.

Professor Weaver is also highly motivated and oriented toward research. We

believe he is making excellent progress.

(4 ) Salaries: The relatively low salar cs at. Montana State Univer

mu-t make it difficult to recruit and re ta in top-flight facul y members in ma

inLance.

(5 ) Tech ical hielip is seriously needed co relieve faculty members of

fltI1uL cli -CY

The Botany p1

1JN1VERSiTY OF MONTANA

;ram is conduct by a fa-Aity of 11 in the Departmen.

Botany. Thu Ph..D. prowam p in vrolfTy, cilvironn 1

physl cii ogy , paleobo Lany, morp1-1 manly, nnd systematics.



-.A- total of 17 Ph.D.

-5-

wre awarded in Botany between 1966 and 1975. In

.1975 six students werc -nloiled in the program. The p ogram is desighed to

,roduce tea univers- and coll--gues and,researchers for univerr _ies,

as well as state federal and private agencies. It also provide.- a center of

expertise in botany and environ ental studies. The program is highly respected

-nationally for its significant- contri- -.ions to effects of pollution on tbe

Alvironment.

gen

Strengths of Ph.D..Program

1 High _Qiiali and Excellent Balance: The quality of the faculty is

rally high. Recruiting has been responsibly accomplished to create a

highly competent faculty that is well oriented to its ove all professional

responsibillty of both teaching and research. The age spread among faculty

memi s provides for ability within the Depa- tment now and in the future.-

Within the Departuient _f Botany there are several areas of excellence that

have greatly benefitted the State of Montana. There is unusual strength in

ecology, with particular expertise in environmental maintenance and in fores

fire ecology Gordon, Chessin, Sheridon, Behan). Dr. Gordon is widely recognized

as an international authority on effect- of pollution on the environment. His

activities and leadership have been of tremendous service to the State of

Montana and the natio; Dr Habeck's studies on fire ecology also are well

known both in Montana and e ere . Other centers of excel.lcucc are in

taxon my and systematic.; e, Harvey, Watson), morph logy (Prescott, Miller,

Bild. bock), and paleobotany ler). A very important as;et to Ph.D. research

is the Y llow Ha B io logical -lon at Flathead Lake.

(2) Strong Intc ion ith Other_Deparments andjed ral Agen-i : The

Botany Departmcnt has earned the respeci of a large nim if University depart-

ments ind ot.hr unl ts wih which it cooperates and JALoracts. For axamplc, the

Department interacts well and has the st auich 5UOL I of the Department s of



Biocb-Mistry, Geology, Zoology, Chemistry, Ma_

Pha maey.

revie

botanls

aties, Microbiology, and

Chairmen and other representatives of these DepartIneLitS met With

-nd provid l many det ils of.spiehdid cooperation'and interaction

The point was emphatically made by tl- indisciplinary gronps..

at the standards in Botany are among the highest in the University arldthat

important research in _I_ cooperating departments depends to a large degree-6n-

expertise and input from the Botany Depart ent. Represenratives of the U.S.

Forest Service also provided details of the high quality of work done in the

Botany Department and cooperations by botanists en problems of' mutual interest.

The r lewers were particularly impressed by the large_t -nout of int iscip-

linary fa _lty (a_ many as 3 representatives from c.rtain departm nts) and the

genuine ekp- ssion of contern about the qu-- ioning of the Botany Ph.D. program.

Capacity for_Obtaining External SuPlIc The Department of Botany

has been phenomenally succcsfui in obtaining exte nal funds for resea ch and

ching. The Botany fa -ilty has generated more than 1.4 million dollars over

_-- years for research and, in addition, more than 786 thousand dollars from

the National Science Foundation for conducting SumMer Institutes for Biology

teachers for the years of,1961 to 1971 inclu ive. Dr. Gordan alone has obtained

about 0.75 million d-ilars in assorted research grants

Facilities The equipment and library holdings are quite adequate.

(5) Stror Lea

ls a highly respe_

org.. _

shin at the mnrtmeaL Ilead Le Id Above: Dr. Preece

wofessio A °tat 'L who is heading up a sp].endid

In addit.lon the very high academie standards are being adhered to

by Deans Solberg and Stewart and Vico-President Talbot. The v:tewers appreciated

tha fine cooperati of theao admInist rat c

(0

Weaknesses of Ph-D. Pr

(I) Thad e S-nce: The Botany Dep, tment has considerable equipment

airy.d largely through faculty grants firm mini sour 0) but space for



the program inadequato. The laboratories are too fow and I. For

example, the total inborn Ly space av,ilable for research of one staff iueiiiber

amounts to only 144 sq. ft. The greenhouse situation is deplorable. One

tiny greenhouse is awl': 1 _tile for all teaching and research. For a balanced

ogram. of teaching and reser comnletely new gl nise facilities are need

immediately to grow plculta for classroom and laboratory instruction, for sttideiiL

experiments in several courses, and for gt-du to student and faculty research.

Something of the order of 10 tim the pres ently available greenhouse space is

urgently needed.

(_) Lack of Ra )ort Fctwcen thi School of Forestry_and Department of Botatly:

Ideally there should be strong interaction and cooperation between the biological .

staff in the School of lorestry and the botany Department. Training of forest

biologists depends heavily on courses in general botany, plan physiology,

ecology, ta _nomy, For si biologi,,Ls and botanists also have common and

overlapping L-esearchl inteUeSt8. The reviewers agree that

forestry and botany is getter lly lacking. However, there are exeept.tons and

'some individuals f- m both uni are cooperating in research and inte -Acting

well. A major problem nrea involves lack of agreement on prerequisites for

advanced botany courses. The Donn of the School of Fove5;t ry believ the

--!quisites arc too rigorous for forestry st dents. The Botany Dcpartcncnt dis-

agrees. Aiim iii istrtive revi-- iw -f this quo, may be In order for the best

lutorests of the University.

IMF 1 C S1ONS

lecauth* ci tho prof4enco of an al ready stro Botany program at the

University o E NonLana and the necessity strong onc al= MonLana SLate Univ-

OrSity it is highly dPsirabl- Uhnt b- 11 Ph.D. Pr ams in Dolony be conLinued.

Act I lly, there is little_ dup-licntion in lhe UWO Ph.D. progrnmr:. The Ph.D. in

DoL.tiny at Montnni Srate thu vui-n [Ly is rest rictod Lc) specialix.ing in
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aquci-' ecology and tort. Inl )1ant ecology, areas not as strongly represented

University. Conversely, the areas represented by the Ph.D. pr_,ram

at 1.k.nitana UniversIty ore not duplicated at Montana Statu University.

The presence of the Ph.D. programs nt both universities has in lar part

mode it possible for active faculty m ,rs to obtain very stibqtanti-1. researCh

grants. Funds from these graats have made possible purchase of equipment and

supplies Iventually used fur both graduate and underg 1

Jitslruc U ion. With the loss of one or h th Ph.D. programs, and possibly of f(Iture

research rt, the effectiveness of both graduate (the i'niaLning M.S. p ograiii)

and unde ,raduate instruction undoubtedly would suffer. There would be no

financial savi but rather a lo to the State of Montana.

lJiuicrgraduate inst ruc tIon wo ld stiffer in another vay wi th 1the loss of a

Ph.D. pr The mos1 oxperi.cmicid and competent teachlug assistat

doctoral students. Without the Ph.D. prograili teaching assistants would have to

he se] !-.t.ed ciitIrol y froil M.S. students.

Increased collanoration hetwe-- 41111r.3 at Univer$: ty of Montana and

pa SLat: T Evers it y seems impractical. The two ins itut Ions arc simply

too in v apart. Jnt (rae Lion between these dep-:Iments and others on the respecttve

camoses is far mo::e prac: t leaf. Such in t-rac ton is already a reality and should

be ncoura (. The ot] t llotany o min on each -!ampos, the stronger wille

be otit:.!r programs relying on 1km 1 any for buIlt courses and research ade cc

and collahoration.

The loss of Lle Ph.D. prWe am at either flr(q s w Od undoubtedly reaul. t in

an erns;on of the qa:;1.i

r

iibly In .

itude

ccous _1. Ph.D. protg ram and of the c'xc it ement gencr-Led in a department
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and Montana University eampw3os, vhich arc so isolated from other comparable

institutions of highor learning.

Wo concur in the above report,

N

R. y. Evert
Professor of Botany
University of Wisconsin-Madison

'

T. 7. Koziouski.
./

A. J. Riker Professor of Forestry
University of WisconF;in -Madison
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ATTACHMENT it 4
Review of the Ph.D. Programs in--Zoology
at Montana State University (MSU)

and the University of Montana (U. of M.)

By'

Dr, Joseph T. Bagnara
Department of Cell and Developmental Biology

The University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona 85721

and

Dr. Kenneth W. Cummins
Kellogg Biological Station
Michigan State University

Hickory Corners, Michigan 49060

I. Content, Purpose, Coals, Limitations

In addition to the dissemination of knowledge, a principal
function of a university is the creation of knowledge. The vehicle
for this:creativity at most universities is the graduate program;
thus, the establishment of a strong graduate program in a specific
discipline is a major prerequisite for creativity in that discipline.
Such creativity is valuable not only for its own sake, but because
it may form the basis for-the continued acquisition of knowledge
and it may have direct application to problems that face man.
Moreover, a creative faculty is one that has both talent and en-
thusiasm and these are both features that are important to good
teaching. It was obvious during our review that an understanding
of these premises is in operation in the development and maintenance
of Ph.D. programs in Zoology at both Montana State University and
the University of Montana. However, there are some differences in
the two programs with respect to content, purpose, goals,- and limita-
tions at the two universities.

A. Montana State Univ- sity

1. Content. The content of the Ph.D. program at MSU is extremely
broad in its coverage including programs and interests in fish
and wildlife management, terrestrial and aquatic ecology, ento-
mology, and health care education. In general, the Ph.D./ program
has an applied orientation, however, attention to theoretical-aspects
frequently emerges. It should be emphasized that the content of
the Ph.D. program is greatly influenced by the purposes and goals
of the program which are definitely oriented toward environmental
problems. This is reflected in both the nature of thesis topics
and in course offerings.

a. Courses and requirements. While an array of courses is
available there are notable weaknesses in offerings in genetics
physiology and limnology. In large measure this is a reflection
of the disciplines:represented by the faculty. However, it should .

be emphasized that some faculty who could offer courses at

8 6
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graduate level do not because their time is al eady over
committed to undergraduate training. This is especially

true of the WAMT faculty-

The requi.rel ents for the Ph.D., including courses,
examirmtions and thesis quality, are like those of comparable

Ph.D. )rc)grauis 1 n Zoology throughout the country.

2. Purpose. The principal stated purpose of the Ph.D. program is
to produce sophisticated scientists capable of performing high

level research and teaching in o der'to fill needs at both colleges
and universities and at various research agencies. Because of

the increasing need to train scientists who are competent to
deal with problems related to the environment, special emphasis
is placed on training Ph.D.'s whose interests are related to
ecology and resource management.

Coals. While is is scmieti.iiics difficult to distinguish between

"goals" and "purpos , it is obvious thnt research goals are
achieved during the training of Ph.D. students. There is no
doubt that the MSU faculty feels that they interact strongly wit
their Ph.D. graduate students during their training. This has
positive effects on both thesis advisor and advisee. They support
one another's research activities aad this leads to better research
productivity from-each with more meaningful, knowledge produced.
It should be emphasized that faculty members who are training
Ph.D. students enjoy a greater morale, are more abreast of the
literature, aad become more effective and stimulating teachers.
The ramifications of those benefits are of course a special
blessing to the undergraduate and mast-.rs programs.

Limitations and AdVantnges. The Ph.D. program is obviously
influenced by the quality and quantity of both faculty and students.
It is also drastically affected by the physical and financial

resources. Some of these factors are dealt with in greater detail
later in the report. In general it can be concluded that there
are and have been relatively few Ph.D. students in the Zoology

program. Fortunately, the students seem to be of a relatively--
high quality, probably a result, of good selection procedures. The
quality of the faculty is variable - some are quite good and others

are not. This point is taken uplater. There are limitations in
the number of faculty and in view of the breadth of the Ph.D.
program this has a strong effect on the nature of graduate training.
Some important subject areas are either not treated or not treated
adequately because there are no faculty to cover them.

While the physical plant seems more or less adequate, some
facilities are inadequate, although the students themselves do
not feel deprived of, equipment. (Perhaps they don't know what

they are missing). One of the limitations to .the program is the
lack of adequate stipends which are just not competitive with
other institutions. This affects both the quality of the studen s

and their Morale.
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Limitations in faculty site and in facilities may work
to the advantage of a program and such surely seems to bc
t e case at MSU. Faculty and students seem to enjoy a much
greater deal of interaction both between themselves and
with faculty and students of other departments. This is
quite unusual and perhaps results from an overall lack of
facilities at the university. By necessity, departments
must borrow from one another. Whatever the cause, there
seems to be an unusual degree of cooperation and good will
between departments and even colleges).

A decided limitation is that the university is remotely
located in reference to populated area6 and as result there
are many fewer visiting scientists available for interaction.
First of all it is expensive to bring them in and secondly
it is out of their way to stop in transit to the east or
west coast.

B. University of Montana

1. Content. The U. of M. Ph.D. program in Zoology is considerably
less diverse due to the fact that it derives from a single
department. :Moreover, although:wildlife management is involved
in the department and provides students to the Ph.D. program,
much less emphasis is placed on applied aspects of Ph.D. training,
In general the department is of the older classical type
although the majority of graduate emphasis is directed toward
ecological and environmental problems.

a. Courses. The strength of the course offe ings are in
invertebrate voology,- ethology and ecology but a definite weakness
exists in physiology. The lack Of courses in environmental or
comparative physiology is especially'obvious. Genetics also
seems to be weak and replacement of n limnologist is required.

The requirements for the Ph.D. program are like those of
comparable Ph.D. programs throughout the country.

Purpose. The purpose of the program is very much l.Lke
that stated for MSU in the previous section even to the
extent _that it is important to produce some Ph.D.'s whose
training will allow them to pursue work in ecology and manage-
ment. The wildlife component of_the department, which is
interdisciplinary, producesPh.D.'s to fill a niche in wildlife
programs at the national level.

3. Goals. The goals of the Ph.D. program at the U. of M. a
essentially like those that we have indicated for MSIJ
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tations and advantages. 1sseuLiahly the same general
limitations and advantages that wore indicated for MSU
apply to the Ph.D. program at the U. of M. An additional
advantage of the Ph.D. program at the U. of M. is the
availability of the Biological Station on Flathead Lake.

IT. NEed for _he Ph.D. Program and Result's if- Eliminated

In general, the need for Ph.D. programs in biology cart be summed
up for both institutions as abscilutely essential and the effects of

elimination as devastating. The presence of the Ph.D'.. program is so
essential and has so many ramifications co other programs and to tho
university community as a whole, that termination at either insti ttitjcin

is unthinkable. However, it seems advisable that Cho existing Ph.D.
programs in zoology should be a part of a broader context sucb as the

existius; Department of Biology at MSU or a new organizational uni
such as a Division of Biological Sciences at the U. of M. The
critical point is that staff members in life science continue to tave
access to a Ph.D. program. Whether the Ph.D. degree, program is called
Zoology or Biology is not as significant - inject, since modernbiology
is functionally oriented and highly interdisciplinary, there are both
philosophical and practical advantages to a brooder context within

which to for the Ph.D. degree-

Importantly, the general misconception that exists at supra-
university administrative policy and funding levels that eliirilnatiori
of Ph.D. programs will constitute financial saving is so naive that
it could only be perpetuated by those totally unfamiliar with
institutions of higher education. Especially in small to moderate
sized universities, such as MSU or UM, the Ph.D. program is a labor of

love, constituting the basis for an intellectual climate which
provides the optimum setting for the educational experience at all
levels, undergraduate aud postgraduate. At both UM and MSU there is

extensive use of graduate student in undergraduate teaching.
Although on occasion this process has,been maligned, it is usually
the best way to provide a greater quality and a pore individualized

instruction within the economic constraints that always exist.
Elimination of graduate programs with the intent of improving the
quality of undergraduate education-would be highly counterproductive.
The quality of the faculty would certainly decline. Faculty teaching
loads would increase and the usual methods of dealing with such
situations, e.g. programmed teaching or undergraduate assistants have

had their best success iu the pretioude of Ph.D. programs, not-in their

absence. The excellence of the masters' progra is highly dependent
upon the capability to offer the Ph.D.

Therefore, at both U. of M. and MSU the lor,s of access by the
zoology faculty to a Ph..D. program would Lave the most fundamonta_
negativo effect on all pbases of the education-research process.

A. Montoui State UniverSity.

t-ui1ent Demand, Qii 1 1 ty arid Placement. MSU has mc re than adequato

student demand for. the P-.D. program and has had a high levol of

Icess in placement of graduates. HSU places most of the doctorates
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in applied arens, e.g stitto and federal resonrce related agencies.
The size of the Ph.D program at MSU is fairly consistent with thu
ability of the faculty to provide adequate persOnalized training.
Howver, tho present limitation in the size of the Ph.D. program
tends to bu financial support rather than space or faculty
graduate loads. AL MSU one quarter of the graduate students
(1.o. b(1th MS and Ph.D.) are suppdrted on leaching assistantships.
As stated above, graduate student stipends (including allowances
for tuition and other benefits) are not competitive with most

institutions. At MSU the Ph.D. has often served to prov de
additional training for outstanding s udents identified in the
masters programs.

Service to State_ Region and Institution. The zoology faculty
at MSU has had the ..ore,,ight to orient many research projects
around the "natural laboratory", i.e. the:quality environment,
that exists in Montano generally and in close proximity to MSU.

Accordingly, the service functions to the state and region are
er..r:itonmentally oriented. MSU has placed many Ph.D.'s in resource
related agencies. Staff and graduate students are becoming
inVelved in environmental impact assessment work to an increasing
degree. This service function will undoubtedly gain even greater
significance as Montana wrestles with the difficult problem of
accelerated resource development:and the maintenance of environmental
quality. _intse of the complex nature of environmental problems,
the interdisciplinary approach is essential to both the underlying
basic research and the applied studios. Strong Ph.D. programs
involving zoologistwill be instrumental in fostering such
intordlsciplinary'efforts. The Ph.D. program will be important'
to interactions nt a comparable level with other Ph.D. units.
Also, the Ph.D. program Trovides the npptopriate research-education
atmosphere and allows for the direction of doctoral theses relvant
to the environmental problems which would not otherwise be possible.

The impact of the MSU doctoral pr n am through the Extension Srvice
has been, and wiil continue 10 be, ext remely important. Staff and
doctoral candidates and thoir rs, I efforts constitute a vital
resource of the extension work in Montana, which has long been
recognized to be fuudamn
activities.

if-J.1111Hr 1 and wildlifo relatrd

Cottinued quce ss of the WAM1 medical depends upon a str 1-
Ph.D_ program tuivol ving zoologists in older lo ensure th0 part 14 LJat ion
of high quallty staff with access to gradia te research. We believe
that Without sneb a Ph.D. program MSU wciuil d lose the -wANn program.
Undoubtedly many of tHe individupl studying in the program, which
is designed to give Montanans access to training in the health
professions, will pursue professional careers in the State

9 0.
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B. University of Monta a

Student Demand, Quality and Placement. If the Ph.D. program in
Zoology and Botany are taken together the effort is similar in
size to the Biology program at MSU. As indicated above, a
combination of the life sciences at U. of M. would be desirable.
The Ph.D. program in Zoology at U. of M. is also fairly consistent
with Lilo ability of the faculty to provide adequite staff-graduate
student interaction. Student demand is high, resulting in
predoetoral candidates of very high quality - accomplished and
well motivated. However, financial support is presently a. grea er
constraint than faculty loads or space. At U. of M., one_half
of the graduate students (both MS and Ph.D.) are supported on
teaching assistantships having substandard stipends.

Beca of a more traditional orientation, U. of M. has
tended to place the doctoral products of the zoology program in
academic institutions rather than resource related agencies. Ph.D.

training has been primarily of individuals whose purpose has been
attainment of the higher degree from the inception of, their graduate
training. Ph.D. graduates in Zoology from U. of M. have had no
problem in obtaining employment both in the state and the nation.

2. Service to State, Region and Institution. Ag in the case of MSU,
a considerable portion of the Ph.D. program at U. of M. is oriented
toward environmentally related problems. Again, the zoology staff
at U. of M. has Laken advantage of the magnificent natural laboratory
that exists all around them. Although U. of M. has traditionally
played less of a role than MSU in applied areas, with the wildlife-,
program being centered in the School of Forestry, the increased use
of the Flathead Lake Biological Station as an interface with the
public and applied problems is evident. Expansion of this function
at the Flathead Station is presently underway and federal funding
has been sought.

The situation with regard to an increased contribttion to the
solution of environmental problems in Montana, such as those related
to coal removal, is similar to MSU. Some of the zoology staff and
graduate students at U. of M. 4re presently involved in applied
environmental research and such involvement will undoubtedly increase
in the future.

III. Quality of Program

I. Faculty. Since the Ph.D. degree:is one that is research oriented
it follows that the faculty that serve as thesis and dissertation
directors be active in xesearch. It has been often said that
nn active biologist associated with a university should probably
publish an average of about oue-sound scientific article (in a
reputable refereed journal) each year. We have used this criterion
as at: least one parameter in assessing the quality of the Ph.D.
programs at both MSU and the U. of M.
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Unfortunately, the puhitca Lion record of the faculty is very
poor. At most, one or two faculty members approach the "one
paper a year" criterion. We realize, of course, that this is in
part affected by the fact that the wildlife faculty policy is
to not co-author the papers of their graduate students. Also,

we realize that the older traditions of the university did not
involve an active publication policy especially because teaching
loads were higher. IL is also noteworthy that the WAM1 faculty
has not had the opportunity to be overly active in research
because their teaching responsibilities, at the onset of the
program, arc so heavy.

It should be emphasized that despite the poor publication record
of the faculty we feel
sound and we feel that
research. We were par
group and we feel that
particularly good. It

-hat the papers they have published are
the faculty is capable of guiding Ph.D.
icularly impressed with the genetics
their rapport with one another is
is unfortunate that at least one of them

who had been particularly
publication in his area.

active suddenly stopped resea ch

A. University of Montana

The publication record of the faculty is fair. More than half of
the faculty meet the "one paper a year" criterion and fortunately
the younger members of the faculty are active. This holds promise
for the future. We feel that some of the younger faculty are
particularly good and enthusiastic and are successful im obtaining
grants. They rank well with faculty at comparable universities
with comparable orientation. Those faculty members involved in
ecology and ethology are particularly active and successful in
the Ph.D. program and the same can be said for the two younger
physiolog_

1. Students

A. Montana State University

We were much impressed both by the enthusiasm.of the graduate
students and by their apparent high quality. That quality students
(as judged by CRE scores) who enroll at MSU is surprising in view
of the stipends available. They seem to be doing good research
and relate to other students both within their department and in
other departments. The fact that they have their bwn well-organized
and well-attended seminar.,gronos is a reflection of their interest,

B. Univeity of Montana

The Ph.D. students at the University of Montana definitely are of
a high quality. They were attracted to the university not only
because of the environmental advantages of the state, but because
they were impressed by the research record of specific faculty
members. Dr. Jenni was especially notable in this regard. We
would compare the ;ncoming students very favorably with most
major Zoology programs at the national level.
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2. Facilities, Equipment and Library Holdings

A. Montana Si= ate Univer ity

Facilities seem adequat KAally with respect to-the physical
plant. Equipment while not abundant is adequate for carrying out
Ph.D. research. The graduate students indicate that they are not
hampered by lack of equipment and seem to make do through
borrowing and ingenuity. The computer facilities are excellent
and of a great help to the Ph.D. program. The students ate
proud of their library and can easily obtain materials_not
available on campus through inter-library loan.

B. University of Montana

Facilities nnd physical plant are adequate, alth ugh the separation
of the graduate students into an annex may not be conducive to the
best interests of the program. Equipment is available in much the
same way as at MSU. The computer facilities are good and library

adequate, but perhaps not as good as those at MSU.

IV. Program Co par son Between MSU and UM

A. Content and Extent of Dupl cation

An _ssential feature, producing maximum benefit to Montana from
life science education and research, should be cooperative programs
between the two institutions. Since such cooperation can be viable
only if areas of- mutual interest are identified, some general overlap
between the two programs is required. Such overlapping (actually
complementary) areas of research do exist in the doctoral programs
involving zoologists and cooperative effort is hindered by physical
separation - that is, the lack of financial support to counteract
the physical separation. It appears that the higher administration
of both MSU nnd UM, the Commissioner's Office and the Legislature
have all been less than helpful in fostering cooperative exchanges
between participants in the two Ph.D. programs.

As stated previously, the two Ph.D. programs are generally
different; MSU provides a more applied aspect and UM a more academic
one. Even if the overlap of the two Ph.D. programs was exact,
which it definitely is not, the differences in the university programs
related to the zoology Ph.D. are so divergent that the products
-present a healthy diversity of approach. In other words, the

programs at OM and: MSU are much more accurately characterized as
complementary than overlapping. Since areas of Ph.D. research and
training in zoology have little direct overlap, cooperation between
the two institutions should be mutually profitable. The UM Biological
Station could provide a useful vehicle for increased cooperation in
environmentally related areas.
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B. Quality - It is diffienit to make a qualitati analysis of the
two Ph.D. programs, because while there are certain similarities
the basic programs are different. At MSU several Ph.D. programs
are offered by a department of biological sciences and the
Zoology Ph.D. program has as a result, input from a variety of
disciplines in the same department. At the University of
Montana there is only one Ph.D. program in the one department
of Zoology. On the basis of productivity of individual faculty
members, it is probably true that the.quality of the Ph.D.
program at the University of Montana is relatively better than
that at MSU. However, this criterion alone is difficult to use
in the total qualitative analysis of the program.

One obvious difference in the programs is the relative
strength of invertebrate zoology at MSU and of vertebrate zoology
at the U. of M. Perhaps there is more potential at the U. of M.
in that some of their most active faculty members are young.
Moreover, they expect to add five new people during the neXt five
years due to openings created by retirement. A source of potential
at MSU may be the WAMI program. If these young people can realli-
develop their research programs in the face of heavy teaching
responsibilities, _-e Ph.D. program in Zoology will be enhanced.

One problem at MSU is the status of entomology. Most members
of _the "entomology group" seem to be willinA to operate through
the Zoology Ph.D. program, however, one other member is a persistent
supporter of entomology. Perhaps this accounts for the unusual
situation at MSU wherein a Ph.D. program in Entomology exists in
the absence of definitive courses in that discipline.

Some vertebrate zoology at the U. of M. is perhaps a little
"old fashioned." However, this characteristic seems to be changing
and probably will be resolved through the addition of new faculty.

At present it appears that the quality of the whele Ph.D.
programs, including faculty and students, at the two universities
is perhaps less than that of other universities on a national basis
however, the programs are young and are in a state of maturation.
Both Zoology Ph.D. programs are to be complimented for their emphasis
on environmental problems - a proper emphasis in a state that has
"environment." The development of interests in molecular biology
is a luxury that neither Ph.D. program needs nor could afford.

V. Record-, of the Department Programs , Attracting Additional Resources

A. Grants and Coni_ £2

There is a definite need at both institutloi
level of outside support for graudate level resr
applied aspect evident at MSU has been reflect
Montana and federal fish and wildlife and ag_
has obtained some support from other agencies.
zoologists at both institutions have been supp-
related to environmental problems. Additional supp

CI A

o increase the
The more
support from

agencies. UM
) and a few
contract work'

:t should be

;
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actively sought, particularly in the area of environmental pr bi ns
from agencies such as EPA, ERDA and basic research from NSF.
If given time,the WAMI faculty at MSU should be able to obtain
NIR support.

Facilities. The outstanding example of outside facility support
is the U. of N. Flathead Lake Biological Station which has
received both NSF and EPA funding for phsical planl'expansion.
However, the area of facility improvement and expansion is primarily
a University function.. If MSU or U. of M. take the position thst
this constitutes an additional responsibility of the staff, one
could well ask what useful. role the administration serves.

VI Recom endations

Ph.D. programs at both institutions should definitely be retained.

Offering of a single Ph.D. in Biology, with area of emphasis such
as Entomology or Wildlife indicated parenthetically, at MSU.

C. Combination of Zoology, Botany and Microbiology in a DiviSieeof
Life Science and offering of a Ph.D. in Biology with area of emphasis
indicated) at U. of M.

Increased interaction between staff and graduate students at the
two institutions. In the environmental areas, a logical vehicle
for this would be the U. of M. Flathead Lake Biological Station.
Regular bus service (already under study by U. of M.) between the
two campuses should be implemented as soon as pos.sible.

More emphasis at both institutions on outside research support and
publication in.national and international refereed journals. Staff

members should be encouraged in such endeavors by more release time
and improved, university generated, facilities. The equalization
of teaching loads evident at U. of M. is certainly a positive step.

F. Re-evaluation of the paramedical programs at both institutions.
It seems foolish that WAMI should be located at MSU while Pharmacy
and Medical Technology, etc. are at U of M. Sinee it seems obvious
that a medical school will not exist in Montana in the foreseeable
future, consolidation of the paramedical interests seems advisable.
However, neither the life science unit at MSU nor at U of M should
be paramedically oriented, but rather should continue to develop
with major emphasis on environmental biology.
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ATTACHMENT # 5

An Evaluation of the Doctoral Programs

in Chemistry

the University of Montana and Montana State University

by

Peter K. Freeman

Department of Chemistry, University of Montana

A. Faculty

(1) Biochemistry

The biochemistry group, consisting of Professors H. R. Fcvold, W. E.

Hill, G. P. Mell, and K. E. Watson represents the most vigorous division

in the Department of Chemistry as a consequence of successful fund raising

and a reasonable rate of publication. The biochemists have attracted,

partly as a result of their own efforts and partly as a consequence of the

present inclinations of graduate students who have chosen the department

for their graduate studies, the lio share of the graduate students (Ca.

75%), Clearly, biochemistry is a major theme of the chemistry department

and biochemistry faculty members interact strongly wIth other departments

on the campus such as Zoology and Microbiology,



undergraduates. He does not have major federal grant support, but efforts

are continuing. Although his publication record is good up until 1973, he

has not published in the last few years. One senses that this is not a

problem and that publications will be forthcoming in the near future.

Dr. H. R. Fevold has strong grant support, an active research program

and a reasonablepublication list. With this strong funding, including support

196 1970 on an NTH Research Career Development Award, one can look

forward with confidence to regular contributions to the literature in the

future by Dr. Frevold.

Dr. W. E. Hill has strong federal grant support, including an NIH Research

Career Development Award, a research group of one undergraduate, two graduate

students and a technician and a good publication rate. I am impressed with

the vigor of his research program.

Dr. K. F. Watson is certainly off to a good start with a choice of two

different career development grants on the horizon, strong fede al grant

support and a research group of five graduate sTddelifs (one shared with th

Microbiology Department) and a postdocto al fellow to arrive in the near

future. His contributions to the literature already look good and one can

anticipate a bright future.

(2) Inorganic Chemistry

The inorganic chemistry research area includes Professors R. K. Osterheld,

F. D. Thomas and W. F.VanMeter. With Dr. Thomas's emphasis on undergraduate

teaching and interaction with the high schools, Dr. Osterheld's role as

department chairman and Dr. VanMeter's interests in environmental chemistry,

the inorganic group contributes to the doctoral program principally in a

9 7



supportive role. Dr. Osterheld has directed one Ph.D. thesis aL. the

Univer ity of Montana, but otherwise the inorganic chemists have played a

secondary role. Dr. VanMeter has recently obtained a major grant from

ERDA (in collaboration with Dr. Erickson), which should be a stimulus t

scholarship. However, he views the project as unsuitable for the participatio,1

of doctoral candidates and anticipates the use of technicians and perhaps

M.S. candidates as the major source of assistance.

,(3) Organic Chemistry

The chemists in the area of organic chemistry, R. J. Fessenden, R.

Juday, R. E. Erickson sabbatical this year), A. A. K- ego, F. Shafizadell

and W. L. Waters, represent the largest divi ional grouping.

Professor Fessenden served as chairman of the depa tment for a six year

period ending in 1973 and is active as an author of undergraduate textbooks.

His research interests focus on synthetic methods for the synthesis of

heterocyclic silicon compounds and he has been active over the last few

years, although his publication rate is not high, which is understandable

in view of his other commitments. Presently he has no outside funding.

Professor Juday's research interests are turning from the synthesis of

steroid analogs to an analysis of trace components of lakes, although he

has a collaborative project with Professor Waters on the stereochemistry

of cathodic reduction of organic substrates. He has directed one Ph.D.

thesis and has been active in research, but not at a high rate of publication.

Professor Erickson is on sabbatical leave this year, so we didn't have

a chance to talk to him. His research interests have been concentrated

on the mechanism of ozonation reactions and electroreductions, and he has achieved

good funding for these studies which haVe resulted in a very nice series of

publications. Recently, however, Erickson's interests have turned to

9 8
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environmental chemistry and public policy as it pertains to environmental

considerations; according to Dr. Qsterheld and othe_- he is no longer

interested in teaching graduate level organic chemistry. Presently he has

funding from ERDA, in collaboration with Dr.Van Meter, for an environmental

study on waste products from coal gasification.

Since Dr. Kamego is on a one year appointment, replacing Dr. Erickson,

we did not interview him.

Professor Sharizadeh is Professor of Chemistry and Director of the Wood

Chemistry Laboratory. He is a department all by himself and has been highly

successful in fund raising and publishing in his fields of cellulose chemistry

and natural products of sagebrush. His direct participation in the doctoral

program in chemistry (two Ph.D. dis-ertations directed in chemistry and

three in forestry) is not as great as one might expect based on his publication

rate and extensive funding. He has used his research funds to a large degree

to support postdoctoral fellows and research assistants (non-degree candidates ).

Professor Waters has made a strong contribution to the doctoral program

in chemistry at Montana. His studies, principally in the area of phys -al

organic chemistry, have resulted in regular contributions to the literature

He does not have extensive funding at the present time, but his vigorous

approach to research suggests that he will continue to contribute high

quality papers on a regular basis.

4) Physical Chemistry

The physical chemistry group at Montana consists ofProfessors. Field,

Woodbury, Jr., and L. M- Yates.

Professor Yates is not directly involved in the doct-_al program, but

does support the Ph.D. program as desirable.

Professor Field is new this year and cer ainly represents an -outstanding
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addition to the staff. He is al--ady rather nicely establish d in his

area of interest, oscillatory chemical reactions, as illustrated by

extensive list of papers with R. M. Noyes (University of Oregon). Dr. Field

has all the personality and talent that one could hope for and it seems

highly probable that if the Ph.D. program is maintained at Montana that he

will develop a national reputation.

Professor Woodbury is also a source of s rength in physical chemistry

and in the department. He has contributed to the lite.ature on
. a regular

bas s and has maintained nearly cont nuous funding from the National Science

Foundation, (not an easy feat in these days of extremely keen competition`.

B. The Doctoral Program

The faculty, grant funds and facilities all seem satisfactory for the

modest Ph.D. program underway. The size of the graduate program-is small

with only 20 grad lte students and the emphasis that has developed is on

biochemical research. Dr. Shafizadeh's carbohydrate and natural product

research also prospers, but this does not at present make a large impact on

the doctoral program. Perhaps both the size and the emphasis are right for

the times. The number of graduate students is smaller than most chemists

would consider to be ideal for a doctoral program and this will most likely

continue to be a problem in the future although some partial answers may be

available (see . The quality of the graduate student attracted to

this program is presently varied and this will most likely also cont _ue to

be a problem (a- it is a national problem).

C. Conclusions and Recommendations Specific to the University of Montana

Biochemistry represents the major emphasis of the graduate program in

chemistry and perhaps the major factor in any decision on the future of the

department. _f the biochemistry group is moved to Pharmacy and Allied Health

Sciences in ordei _: interact more strongly with Microbiology, the Micro
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department having Jsut voted to move to Pharmacy, the heart of tl chemistry

program will be lost. I doubt that the doctoral prograM in oherai trY could

survive such a blow. MY recommendation is :hat Biochemistry remai-n in the

Chemistry Department and that interactions with Microbiology (elfeady

ext _sivelY developed) be encouraged by other means. Perhaps joiAt seminar

programs, a- as of concentration and closer siting of laboratorY operat-ons

are reasonable roites for enhanced interaction.

If Biochemistry remains with Chemistry, the doctoral progaflh -an be

improved by building on the strength in Biochemistry and improvin the

participation by Staff members in the remaining divisional areas, especially

organic and physical, where there is residual strength. In Orga1Rc chemistry

a quantum leap fo- ard is Possible. Dr. Shafizadeh suPperts tht- to seven

postdoctoral fellows and two research assistants none uf whom aN directly

involved in the doctoral program. My view is that he should use pproximately

50% of his salarY funds (presently Postdoc d research assisual ) on

pro-doctoral students. He could add to the department total of 2q_ approximately

four to nine pre-doctoral students. Dr. Erickson's apparent los 0f interest

in doctoral level research is a disappointment after his impres51V

accomplishments initially. If he can be encouraged to Use his t&nta and

interests in environmental chemistry to direct research in envil'o ental

chemistry at the cictoral level, then he would be making the kipd 0f contribution

that would enhance the Ph.D. program. If this is not Possib'e, then the

appointment of Or. Erickson to head up the interdisciplinary en

thprogram, presently in e planning stages, is a log:- 1 one,as low

the department to replace him with a young research actiVe orgaPi che ist.

Changes along these lines Would undoubtedly increase the morale cT Or, Waters

who presently is providing the most enthusiastic'suppert of the P

1.01
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in organic chemistry.

Research in Physical Chemistry looks very promising with Woodbury

and pield, but another research active staff member is needed. This might

be accomplished best at the next retirement opportunity. Inorganic chemis.ry

represents perhaps the weakest area where doctoral research is planned.

Dr. osterheld is perhaps making his contribution to the Ph.D. program by

providing able administration as chairman. Dr. VanMeter's contribution to .

the graduate program could be enhanced through the use of some of his ERDA

funds to support M.S. candidates.

Ueprtment of Chemis ry, Montana State University

A. Faculty

1) Biochemistry

The biochemistry faculty group at Montana State consists of Professors

M. T Arnold, K. J. Goering, K. D. Hapner, L. L. Jackson, G. R. Julian (on

1 ave this year), J. E. Robbins S. J. Rogers, R. V. Thurston and G. R.

Warren, The large size is made possible by salary support from the

Agricultural Experiment Station and WHAMI. The doctoral program presently

is being carrIed by Jackson, Julian and Rogers with support from Hapner

and R bbins. All are research active, with Jackson the most prolific

publisher in this group of five. ltwould appear that Ph.D. candidates have

a sujtnble range of projects from which to choose in the area of biochemistry.

Outside support in the form of grants from federal agencies such as NIH and

NSF I8 not large, but this lack appears to be made up by Agricultural

Experim nt Stat on support. Professor R. V. Thurston, Director of the

Fisheries Bioassay Laboratory does have considerable support from the EPA

and Nsf. This certainly adds to the strength of the scientific community,
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but it does not impin- directly on th- Ph.D. program in chemistry.

(2) Inorganic Analytical ChemiStry

Inorganic and analytical chemistry at MSU comprises Professors J. R. Amend,

K. Emerson, E. P. Grimsrud, R. A. Olsen G. K. Pagenhopf and R. A. Woodriff.

The thrust of the doctoral program in this grouping is carried by Emerson,

Pagenhopf and Woodriff, with Woodriff's program impressively active although

he is at retirement age. Although Dr. Emerson has directed no doctoral

students since 1972, his past accomplishments and present research program

add strength to the graduate research program. Dr. Pagenhopf has a vigorous

research program with good grant support and, a strong publication record.

Dr. Grimsrud is new on the faculty but is in an interesting and currently

impo tant research area. His support by the ACS-PRF and a good start on

contributing to the literature augurs well for the future. Dr. Olsen is a

soil scientist with an active research program, which supports the doctoral

program, although he has not played a large role in directing doctoral work.

Dr. Amend's accomplishments in science education are impressive but are not

tied intimately to the doctoral program.

(3) Organic Chemistry

Faculty with inte ests in organic chemistry are P ofessors A. C. Craig,

R. E. R. Craig R. D. Geer, H. E. Gerry, P. W. Jennings and B. P. Mundy. The

doctoral program is carried in organic chemistry by A. C. Craig, Jennings,

and Mundy, with support by Geer. Professor Jennings has been particularly

active in the Ph.D. program, turning out six Ph.D. students in a 10 year

period, raising funds for his own program and coordinating successful

proposals to obtain instrumentation vital to the Ph.D. program. The efforts

of A. C. Craig and B. P. Mundy also add significant strength, with Mundy's

publication rate particularly strong. Professor Geer is active in the
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doctoral program, directing the work of two successful Ph.D. candidates and

contributing to the literature on a regular basis.

(4) Physical Chemistry

Faculty members with interests in physical chemistry include E. W.

Anack r, P. R. Callis, C. N. Caughlan, R. A. Howald and R. G. Stebbins.

Professor Caughlan has been a source of great strength for the department

through the years, serving as department chairman, directing ten Ph.D. theses

and collaborating with colleagues at other institutions and at Montana State.

His contributions to the literature are numerous. Professor Caughlan's

activities have not carried the doctoral program alone in physical chemistry.

Complementary strength has been provided by Professors Anacker, Callis, and

Howald, all of whom have been active in directing doctoral disertations,

raising funds and contributing to the literature on a regular basis. The

physical chemistry group has strength throughout and there are, therefore,

a good variety of projects for doctoral candidates. Professor Stebbins is

new this year and has not had an opportunity to become heavily involved in

the Ph.D. program.

B. The Doctoral Program

There is strength exhibited in all the traditional areas of chemistry

at Montana State. If one considers the resources expended in terms of state

support, quality of graduate students, salary levels of faculty, teaching

assistant stipends and teaching loads, the accomplishments of the doctoral

program are impressive. A new area of emphasis is clearly developing in

environmental chemistry and Montana State is certainly a logical place for

such a trend. There is, ho ever, one aspect of this which may develop into

a problem. A fairly substantial fraction of the faculty is now moving to

greater involvement in chemistry applied to environmental concerns. Some
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faculty member$ may be _Read across too many different aspects of chemistry

and the competence of staff in the traditional academic areas may decrease

to a point where the quality of graduate instruction in traditional academic

areas is reduced. I believe that the present faculty are not unawa e of

this problem, but it appears to me to be an important consideration in future

planning.

The facilities for a doctoral program in terms of space and equipment

appear to be exc llent. There would be no apparent problem in expanding the

program to 40 or so graduate students in terms of lim tations imposed by the

availability of physical facilities.

As in tie case of the program at the University of Montana, the doctoral

program at Montana State is small. The present 24 graduate students a e too

few for the staff and for optimum interaction in classes, seminars and informal

discussions of research. I do not view this as a fatal flaw and there are

always some compensAtions in a smaller program.

C. Conclusions and Recommendations Specific to Montana State University

The quality of the program in Chemistry at MSU is good with good balance

achieved in the traditional sub groupings of chemistry. My only specific

recommendation would be that continuing efforts to maintain research in some

of the traditional areas of chemistry be maintained so that the department

does not become a depart ent of environmental chemistry. I see nothing wrong,

however, in environmental chemistry being a major theme of the department.

III. Recommendaons

An assessment of the desirability of eliminating the doctoral program

in chemistry at eilier the University of Montana or Montana State University

can be brought into focus by considering the effects of such a change. The
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effects of termination would be quite siini lar in either department and so

they are considered together.

(1) Many of the staff of either department would attempt to leave

(Fevold, Hill, Watson, Waters, Field, Woodbury and perhaps others at Missoula

and Jackson, Jennings Mundy, Rogers and others at Bozeman ). The academic

job market is tight and perhaps of all of those that attempt to leave only

two or three would actually leave. The odds are that those that leave will

represent the major contributors to quality graduate as well as undergraduatc

instruction.

(2) As a consequence of the attempts at mass exodus and the reduced

scholarly opportunities, the morale of either or both departments would be

extremely low during a fairly extended period of time. The quality of

instruction at all levels would certainly suffer.

(3) Without a Ph.D. program the quality of the average teaching

assistant attracted to the program would be reduced with the only option to

counteract this being the employment of inst ctors, which would be, on

balance, an added exp se.

(4) Grant funds from federal agencies would decline ith loss of

funds for instruments. If the quality of the undergraduate program is to

be maintained, state funds would have to meet this need.

(5) Undergraduates who are bright and eager and wish to pursue

research projects in their junior and senior years would often have a less

stimulating environment without the opportunity to work in a reasonably

vigorous research group with advanced graduate students.

(6) A loss of research quality and competence in chemistry would

cause a ripple effect across the campus in both cases due to the fact that

chemistry interacts strongly with other departments such as Zoology, Geology
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and Microbiology at Missoula and with Chemical Engineering, Physics, Plant

and Soil Science, Animal and Range Science, Microbiology, Genetics and

the MHD program at Bozeman. The collaboration with other departments appears

to be particularly strong for both chemistry departments. This interaction

is much more than an exchange of members on doctoral committees; collaborative

efforts on research are underway so that scholarly efforts in other

departments would be placed in jeopardy by eliminating the Ph.D. program

in chemi t y. The MIAMI program, which is off to such an excellent start

might very w 11 be hurt; loss of the program is a definite possibility if

staff competence in biochemistry is reduced, as seems likely.

7) Savings undoubtedly could be achieved by a discontinuation of

the Ph.D. in chemistry, if one is willing to make a com romise in the .uality

2fLtheuraduate_program. Assuming that quality is to be maintained in

the undergraduate program, the picture is not clear. Less graduate course

fferings might be possible, and individual teaching loads probably could be

increased to some degree. There would be some savings in staff time spent

on committees primarily involved with doctoral program considerations. It

appears, however, that the state d es not support the Ph.D. programs di: :tly

to a very large degree; most of the direct suppo t is derived from federal

grant funds. Therefore, the potential savings to be made are rather limited

at the start. Whatever savings might be achieved in professorial FTE would

be offset, probably to an important degree, by the necessity of purchasing

modern chemical instrumentation without as much federal assistance, and

replacing teaching assistants with instructors.

Originally, when I agreed to take up the assignment of reviewing the

doctoral programs in Montana I felt I would not be able to reach a conclusion

as to the most desirable course of action, but would only be able to outline
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alternatives and their consequences. However, the opportunity to visit b h

departments,view the programs in action and study the a-complishments of

each department has convinced me that it would clearly be a mistake

discontinue either doctoral program.

One must take into consideration the fact that University chemistry

departments have produced too many Ph.D. chemists in the recent past. All

departments have the obligation to keep market place economics in mind. The

answer for the Montana departments (OregJa State also) is to maintain or

perhaps raise the qual ty of their doctoral product. If this results in a

somewhat smaller number of Ph.D. chemists produced per year, that may, in

fact, be a desirable result. I wish to stress that the benefits in overall

quality in che istry and all the other disciplines which it touches can not

be measured by the number of doctoral theses turned out per year.

The presence of the doctoral program in chemistry might be considered

to be a fringe benefit to be added to the opportunity to live in a beautiful

part of the world. The salary levels of professorial staff and teaching

assistants in both departments indicate that the state is already taking

advantage of these fringe benefits. The geographical benefits will rematn,

but if the Ph.D. programs and the opportunity for scholarship that goes with

them are discontinued, the salary levels for remaining staff will have to

be adjusted sharply upward to maintain the present level of quality for the

remaining instructional programs.

In concluding this report, I emphasize that an analysis of the savings

to be made by discontinuing either Ph.D. program is difficult to estimate,

but I am confident that the savings would be small, if any, and the damage

done would be great. The best route to follow, I believe, is to cont nue
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both programs, monitoring the quality of the doctoral candidates carefully

and responding in a sens
.

ive ma ner to the national need for doctorates in

chemistry.
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ATTACHMENT # 6

SUBJECT: Program Comparison - Departments of Chemistry at University -f
Montana and Montana State University

REVIEWER: e n'ne M. Shreeve, Head, Chemistry, University of Idaho

DATE: June 9, 1976

Both institutions have quality, dedicated faculties. Both departments are

engaged in a variety of interesting and worthwhile basic and applied research e

forts. Each depart extt does very well in its individual undertakings. Montana

State with its larger faculty, longer established Ph.D. program and built-in

benefits from the Agricultural Experiment Station and the WAMI program is involved

in a greater variety and larger number of activities. The research at Montana

State leans slightly more to the applied than that at Montana as is'to be expected

from its land-grant mandate.

Each department does a creditable job preparing Ph.D. chemists to assume a,

variety of jobs in meeting the needs of American industry, government and academic

institutions for well trained person_el who can adjUst to searching for solutions

to new and complex problems as they arise. There is duplication in the sense that

each department grants Ph.D. degrees in biochemistry, in physical, organic and io-

organic chemistry while MSU only offers the Ph.D. in analytical chemistry. However,

the research problems which are solved by the Ph.D. candidates are quite different.

There is duplication in much of the instrumentation which the Ph.D. prog ams have

brought to each campus and which have given real strength and a modern approach-

to the undergraduate offerings. However, there is some sharing and loaning of

research gear between departments.

The University of Montana program has fewer Ph.D. candidates than does

Montana State University, but probably not fewer than MSU had after' its first 10

years as a Ph.D. granting department. MSU is fortunate to have been a Ph.D.

granting department during the late 50 and the 60's when science was in its

heyday whereas UM did not commence granting the degree until 1965 with the first
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candidate being graduated in 1969. Both institutions compete very successfully

with other Ph.D. granting institutions across the nation for research and instru-

ment funds and the faculties are to be commended for this fine showing. There are,

I believe, two ready measures of the success of a chemistry Ph.D. program--1) the

success of ice products and 2) the extent and cOntinuity of outside funding. The

state should well take pride in both programs on both points.
.

Each department plays important roles in the success of programs in several

other departments. This is not surprising. Chemistry is the central science!

MSU and UM chemists with their research expertise and research programs d: much

to enhance quality science at all levels on each-campus.

More extensive collaboration, which could enhance and enrich both programs,

should be pursued. Both institutions and programs suffer from the extreme iscf-

lation and rather poor accessibility of the two towns in which 'they are located.

Althongh state-originated travel funds are limited, faculty members do attenti

national chemical meetings frequently and take advantage of study leaves. Sharing

of available funds for joint visiting well-established lecturers throughout the

year would combat the geographical situation, particularly for the graduate

student. With a rather small commitment of state funds it should be possible to

'exchange expertise on one campus with that on the ether through professors giving

lectures one day/week at the sister campua--this would be very useful to graduate

students whose chemical world could be broadened markedly. Better use of the

respective expertise could be made 'by a more extensive use of joint Ph.D. com-

mittees. Students should bp apprised of course offerings on research techniques

on each campus which might encourage enrollment on the sister campus for a quarter.

The idea of an intercampus shuttle, preferably via aircraft, two or three times

per week should be considered seriously. The institution of a state-wide tele-

vision network would Increase the ease of cross-fertilization and broadening of

the training of Ph D. students.
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SUBJECT: Department of Chemistry, University of Montana June 9, 1976

REVIEWER: Jean'ne M. Shreeve, Head, Chemistry, University of Idaho

The evaluation team of Dr. Peter K. Freeman,. Professor of Chemistry, Oregon

State University and Dr. Jeanine M. Shreeve, Professor and Head of Chemistry,

University of Idaho, was met in Missoula by Dr. Freeman Wright of the Office of

Higher Education, on Tuesday, May 25, 1976, at 6:30 P.M. A discussion of the

responsibilities of the evaluations and the philosophy of the reviewing procedure,

ensued.

The team was picked up at 7:50 A.M. (May 26, 1976) to commence a well or-

ganized, well-run busy day of interviews -ith students, faculty, cognate faculty

and administrators and of a tour of the physical plant. Each interviewee was

given the opportun ty to respond to several common questions as well as any other

points which arose during the half-hour meeting. The t am encountered in every

case a strong willingness, even an eagerness, on the part of the interviewees to

cooperate in every possible way, e.g , an openness in replying to queries, volun-

teering other pertinent information, and, in general, being perfectly candid.

The Chemistry Department at the University of Montana is housed in one rather

old (by science standards) and one very new building situated close at hand. The

laboratories-available for graduate work range from goed to excellent--well-

lighted both naturally and artificially and of sufficient size to allow a fair

sized group of students to be actively producing good research simultaneously in

each'laboratory. One complaint shared by the biochemistry faculty was the lack

of close proximity to the Department of Microbiology with whom they interact very

strongly. It was felt that sufficient geographical closeness should be realized

to allow informal int racticin between coliSagues, precluding the neces ty of

spanning the distance and wasting the time now requi interaction with

minimum effort, which is a valid point.
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The department has most of the standard instrumentation associated with

chemistry departments with viable undergraduate and graduate programs. However,

much of the gear, particularly that not specifically utilized by biochemists,

aging rapidly and will need to be replaced gradually over the next few years.

It must be noted that a huge majority of the gear owned solely by chemistry or

shared by chemistry with other departments, such as Geology, Microbiology, and

Zoology, was purchased by funding from outside sources, either Federal government

or private industry, and essentially none was acquired through theintilization

of funding provided by the State of Montana. Without instrumentation of this

quality and quantity it is impossible to provide a quality program at any level

(B.S., M.S. or Ph.D.). The department has the admirable philosophy that all

students, after suitable instruction, should have hands-on access to instr_-enta-

tion. Thus, their student products are better prepared to accept and be of use

in a greater variety of jobs than students trained in wealthier institutions

where only technicianaare allowed to operate the instruments. Montana is fortu7-

nate in having a gifted electronics person who has the know-how and the dedica-

tion to keep these "black boxes" operational without the added major expense of

_bringing company-employed technicians to Missoula from far-flung cities in the

United States.

However, the area of scientific imatrumentation is one which is constantly

growing in range and undergbing improvement. All chemistry departments are faced

not only with the problem of replacing obsolete gear with modern analogs which

are more versatile and more sensitive, but also with acquiring new additions to

the chemists armory of instruments which make solution to problems that were in-

solvable five years ago now a-most routine and which are necessary if the under-

graduate or graduate student is to be trained to compete successfully in the job

market.
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The report prepared by the University of Montana Department of Chemistry

well done--it points out clearly that some areas within the department are staffed

by people who have a stronger orientation toward research than others. It is

clear that all of Uie sub-areas are peopled by dedicated and willing teachers.

The Ph.D. is not awarded in the area -f-analytical chemistryr-this is as it should

be with the current research interests of the faculty, However, the faculty who

are involved with the teaching of analytical chemistry at the undergraduate or

graduate level use this expertise'to help in solution of research problems not

only i- lie department but in other campus depart ents ana in the private sector,

e.g., a very applied study concerned with ground water from by-products of coal

gasification processes.

The research throughout the department seems to be of uniformly high quality.

Biochemistry is the strongest of the sub-areas within Chemistry in which the Ph.D.

_y be pursued. This is where the majority of graduate w:udents, the greatest

outside support (with the exception of wood chemistry) and the largest number of

research-active faculty are concentrated. It should be noted here that three of

the four faculty biochemists was, is, or is about to become an NIH Career Devel-

opment Awardee a real tribute to these people and the department. The research

facilitiee in this area are particularly impressive. The ties between Biochemi

try and Microbiology are strong and mutually beneficial at all levels, e.g.,

graduate courses, seminars, research interaction, active participation of facul-

ties on joint Ph.D. committees, sharing and joint ownership of research gear, con

sultants, and cross-fertilization of good research ideas. The two programs are

highly interdependent. In addition, this interdependence and concomitant enhance-

ment of graduate programs exists between all of the chemistry program and such

other departments as Geology and Zoology. The addition of a second research-active

physical chemist in Fall 1975 has done much to broaden the offerings and to give
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that area greater viability fo graduate students as we as for it .facu1 ty

stimulation. Organic chemistry, very often the largest research areS ia Ph.D.

programs since industr Y utilizes greater numbers of organic chemists, has been

markedly changed due to faculty members de oting their time to other eholarlY

pursuits, such as wr4ing textbooks, ePPlied resear h or research in different

area. Organic che istry is still a very important one for the resear h being

done as well as for being the main support area for bioche istry auk! NurnbiologY.

Inorganic continues to be productive and to have-particularly import

actions with the geology program.

The wood chemistry program which admirably bridges and enhances

lit inter-

mistry

and forestry is po _rful. The quantitY of funds from outaide ageteioa is verY

impressive, and the quality and practicality of the work performed 0 111..gh The

Ph.D. students: involved in this area of course are dependent on ootea4 JAI the

other areas of chemistry. Large amounts of research and tea hing bave come

to the department, purchased solely by wood chemistry funds or frota outside funds

generated by wood'chemistry and other chemistry areas.

The morale of the facultY, cognate faculty and the graduate seems

tcOzie high almost without exception. In spite of the small tumbere

in the graduare program, the students feel they receive good trainia end :::: a

good research experience due largelY to the very extensive and interAv- facUltY

student interactions. The students apPreciate the quality and dedio,s to of the

Chemistry faculty. Montana Ph.D. degree holde I have bee0 v_ istle eful in

obtaining good jobs even in tal-peria of a tight Joh. market. The ultiel of

cognate departments were most enthusiastic in their praise _f the QheRletry fac-

ulty and the Ph.D. program and adamant about the extreme jrnportar'ee Of that pro-

gram to thei-
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Partl:cularly impressive is the number of research dollars senerated from

federal f -ding agencies by this small faculty of dedicated researchers. During

.the period 1971-75, the department (excluding wood chemistry) was awarded $767,936

end when vood chemistry is included the amount obtained for that period soars to

$1 314, 716. These dollars not only enhance the local economy but make possible

a level of quality research that the state is probably neither willing nor able

to euPeort. The money comes primarily.to support research and the accompanying

gear at tbe Ph.D. level, but the concomitant.benefits to the undergraduate pro-

gram are also marked. Abolishing the Ph.D. granting capability in chemistry

would preclude funding from many of the granting agencies now involved since most

are unwilling to support departments where only M.S. level research is underway

because the caliber of the average M.S. candidate is lower and his lifetime- and

thus productive period, is much shorter. In addition to funds given to solve

basic et wore widely applicable problems, faculty members have taken advantage of

Federal fund available in an attempt to answer many of the environmental and

energy p blems faced by the people of Montana, e.g., ERDA, EPA, USDA.

JJoss of the Ph.D. program would reduce the graduate enrollment to a small

number Of u.S. candidates and would increase the undergraduate teaching responsi-

bilities of the faculty with additional faculty (Ph.D.) having to be hired to

bandle the load. While the salary of a very junier faculty member is equivalent

to that of about 4-4.5 teaching assistants, there is no way that the faculty me bar

could be espected to assume all of the teaching and iaboratoty responsibilities

cf that -ber of teaching assistants. In addition, the few graduate students

would on the average be of lower quality since in chemistry most often the best

students WI directly from the B.S. to the Ph.D. This would be reflected in poorer

ostructioo for the undergraduates and a marked decrease in research quality.

Loss of the Ph.D. program would markedly weaken graduate and undergraduate
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;programs in her departments on campus, e.g., Microbiology, Zoology, Geology,

and Forestry, as well as the undergraduate program in Chemistry (quality of

-struction and facilities). The complexion of the faculty would change abruptly

as the younger research-active members attempted to leave for universities with

Ph.D. programs followed then by a gradual transitIon to a department of teachers-

which rarely does the quality job of training undergraduates that is possible

when the lifeblood of chemistry, good research opportunities, is available.

Maintenance of the undergraduate program at its present level without the

benefits of the Ph.D. program would require an increase of funding by the state

by at least an order of magnitude. The State of Mbntana gets amazingly good

value-for the few dollars invested in chemistry. The annual support budget :f UM's

Chemistry Department is considerably lower than that of the University of Idaho- a

school which competes for graduate students from the same pool and with acompa-

rable faculty. The chemistry faculty, salaries and teaching assistant stipends

are higher at the University of Idaho.

The library holdings are very modest and are viable only because of inter-

library loans or phone calls to friends who will send Xeroxed copies of journal

articles by-_eturn mail.

-Suggestions for Constructive Changes

1. Greater i teraction with Montana Sta e (discussed under program comparison
,

section).

2. Replacement of forthcoming retirees with researchactive personnel.

3. -Reassignment of personnel to enhance research activity, particularly _n the

area of organic chemistry.

4. Encourage facultY with large amounts of outside funding to utilize a larger

portion of salary money for support of Ph.D. students as research assistanta

and a smaller portion for postdoctoral fellowsi-if possible.
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SUBJECT: Department of Chemistry, Montana State University June 9, 1976

Reviewer: Jean, Shreeve, Head, Chi_istry:, University of Idoho

The evaluation team of Dr. Peter K. Freeman, Professor of Chemistry, Oregon

State University and Dr. Jean'ne M. Shreeve, Professor and Head of Che istry,

University of Idaho, were met in BozeMan by Dr. Ed Anacker, Head'of Mont na StaLe's

Chemistry Department on Thursday morning, May 27. Commencing with a working,lunch

attended by several chemistry faculty members, the remainder of Thursday and Friday

until 4:00 P.M. vere utilized in discussions with chemistry faculty, cognate f

ulty, graduate students, and administrators and a tour of the physical plant.. Each

chemistry faculty member was interviewed for one-half hour or in a small group

during a meal. In general, several common queries were made of each interviewee

in addition to discussion of any other points which aiose during the ensuing dis-

cussion. All of the Montana State faculty and students were Most cooperative and

helpful to.the team, being completely forthright and candid.

The Chemistry Department at Montana State University is housed in a modern

building with excellent facilities for graduate research. In the near future the

biochemistry area is scheduled to move to a new laboratory building which will

allow the remainder of chemistry plenty of room for expansion. The rationale be-

hind this move is to house the biochemists in close-proximity with the microbiolo-

gists with whom there are very strong research interactions. The department has

most of the standard laboratory gear necessary for viable undergraduate and gradu-

ate education. This department, like all others who want to do the best possible

job in research and training of students, is confronted constantly with the problem

that research gear too rapidly becomes obsolete and needs to be replaced wi h new

models which do all the old jobs better and solve some net.: problems as well. In

addition, new types of instrumentation are being developed and must be added to the

department's in trument repertoire to continue to do competitive research and to
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train students (at all levels, B.S., M.S., and Ph D.) for todayls job market. A

good deal of the present instrumentation, much of which is shared with other de-

partments, was acquired with funds not_ supplied by the State of Montana. Thus

little or no expense to the state the chemistry Program at all levels is better

for the presence of viable graduate (Ph.D ) program which ean attract funding for

expensive modern gear.

The report prepared by the Montana State.University Department of Chemistry is

excellent. It points out clearly that some people in'the department have a -onger

orientation toward research than others. All areas in the department are staffed

by dedicated and enthusiastic teachers. The split appointments between chemistry

and the Agricultural Experiment Station, and now the WAMI program, does much to

strengthen the chemistry program'at MSU--this organization not only allo..s for a

larger faculty with greater range of expertise but also a wider choice of 'msearch

topic's for Ph.D. candidates and a greater opportunity for solving pertinent prob-

lems of interest to the state and nation. The exisience of the Ph.D. program has

certainly influenced in apositive %ay the caliber of faculty available for -hese

appointments.

Faculty and graduate student enthusiasm for the graduate program is very high.

The students appreciate and realize the good fortune of having a great deal of
.

interaction with a large number of intere ted faculty members. The quality of the

basic and applied research completed in this department as reported via publication

in good journals is very good. The faculty is obviously very competent and is able

to mold the available students into well trained, thinking, producing scientsts.

Members of other departments who work closely with the chemistry department

strongly Praise the value of the high caliber faculty and Ph.D. program to their

own disciplines, e.g., Microbiology, Plant and Soil Science, Physics Chemical

Engineering, etc. There is continuing active interaction on Ph.D. committees, re-

search problems, sharing of gear, cross-fertilization, consultation, and in graduate
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courses. It is felt that changing the professional expectations of the chemis-

try department by phasing out the Ph.D. program would drastically affect other de-

partments to the point of losing good faculey in addition to losing productive

chemistry faculty.

Nearly one-half of the graduate studenta are doing research in biochemistry

and this sub-area has got to be the strongest as well as the largest faculty-wise,

in the department. The sub-areas of physical and organic chemistry, although with

fewer staff members, also are very productive. Inorganic and analytical chemistry

sub-areas have active pfograms but the staff is very small (including one member

who is officially retired but who maintains a very strong progr ). The addition

in Fall 1975 of a young analytical chemist at the assistant professor level will

be most beneficial to the entire chemistry program, particularly in these days

when great importance is placed on quantities as well as kinds of substances

turning up in the environment.

Nearly all of the surviving Ph.D. awardees are employed in positions which

cover a wide range of industries and academic roles and which would be typical of

:such degree holders from any Ph.D. granting department. This suggests that the

products of this program are employable and can successfully compete f the jobs

even during this tight economic period.

There is a Considerable amount of exciting research being pursued by MSU

chemists and their research students. In spite of the funding available through

the Agricultural Experiment Station, faculty membe have a commendable-redord of

obtaining funding from Federal and private source's. They have equipped the depart-

ment with modern research gear primarily from non-state funds. During the period

1971-75, exclusive of AES funds, they have added $847,344 to the economy of the

ate and to the general welfare of chemistry and chemical research and related

departmen (at all levels). The quality of the undergraduate, as well as the
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graduate, program has got to be higher as a result of this supplemental funding

Which the state has not been able to provide. Faculty members have eagerly seized

the opportunity to help solve cooperative environmental and energy problems by

utilizing funding from ERDA (MHD) and EPA--proble hich Montana must solve.

Abolishing the Ph.D. granting,capability in chemistry would preclude funding from

many of the granting agencies now involved since many are unwilling to support de-

partments where only M.S. level'research is underway because the caliber of the

average M.S. candidate is lower and his lifetime, and thus productive period, i-

much shorter.

Loss of the Ph.D. program would reduce the graduate enrollment to a small

number of M.S. candidates and would increase the undergraduate teaching responsi-

bilities_of the faculty with additional faculty (Ph.D.) having to be hired to

handle the,load. While.the salary of a very junior faculty member is equivalent

to that of about 4-4.5 teaching assistants, there is no way that the faculty member

.could be expected to assume all of.the teaching and laboratory responsibilities

of that number of teaching assistants. In addition, the few graduate students

would on the average be of lower quality since in chemistry most often the best

students go directly from the B.S. to the Ph.D. This would be reflected in poorer

insti ction for the undergraduates and a marked decrease in research quality.

Loss, of the Ph.D. program would markedly weaken graduate and undergraduate

programs in other departments on campus, e.g., Microbiology, Plant and Soil Science,

WAMT, Genetics, as well as the quality of instruction and facilities in the under-

graduate program in chemistry. The complexion of the faculty would change abruptly

as the younger research-active members attempted to leave for universities with

Ph.D. programs, followed then by a gradual transition to a department of teachers

which rarely does the quality job of training undergraduates that is possible when

the lifeblood of chemistry, good rese- ch opportunities, is available!
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Maintenance of the undergraduate program at its present level without the

benefits of the Ph.D. program would require an increase of state funding by at

least an order of magnitude. The State of Montana gets amazingly good value for

the few dollars invested in chemistry. The annual support budget of Montana

Staters (including that from the Agricultural Experiment Station) Chemistry De-

partment is about the same as that of the land grant institution at Idaho--a

school which competes for graduate students from the same pool and with a compa-

rable faculty. Chemistry faculty salaries and teaching assistant stipends are

higher at the University of Idaho. The MSU library holdings are modestly ade-

Auate. Inflation is particularly treacherous in this area.

Suggestions for constructive changes -

1. Greater interaction with the University of Montana (discussed under program

comparison section).

2. Modify Graduate Record Examination requirement to enhance graduate student

recruiting.

3. Encourage faculty with large amounts of outside funding to support a greater

number of Ph.D. candidates as research students rather than personnel at M.S.,

postdoctoral or technician level.

4. Utilize graduate teaching assistantships to support only students who are

pursuing a research degree.
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ATTACHMENT # 7

Review° 's report on the Mathematics Ph.D. programs at Unive-sity of
Montana and Montana State University

Reviewer: Paul C. Fife, University of Arizona

Let me begin the reporl with a statement about the condition of

hematics Ph.D. programs in the nation as a whole. It's a pretty well

known fact that graduate education in most fields, mathematics included,

is in a period of crisis. Academic employment for Ph.D.'s has been much

ha der to come by in the last several years than it has been in the past,

due to a slowing and leveling of the gro th of universities, and to

financial stringency measures in practically all funding sources. Non-

academic employmcnt for Ph.D. mathematicians has also been harder to

obtain, despi e the facts that many facets of our society are becoming

more mathematized, and that more than ever before we have tough proble s

which need to be tackled by mathematical scientists.

themati _ departments in the United States are responding to

this crisis in many different ways. There has generally been more talk

than action. A lot of the talk has been about offering -tudents more

options in applied mathematics and in interdisciplinary sf.

There is also a fairly general feeling that graduate progri, is should

be r structured to provide broader and/or more flexible raining.

personally feel this is definitely the way to go. The nature of our

nationls most serious technological problems changes rapio but always

what seems to be needed most are scientists or teams of scientists whose

expertise spans seve ,1 fields, and who are able to adapt q- iekly to new

*See discussions about this, and in general about the employment situation
in mathematics, in the Notices of the American Mathematical Society,
Vol. 22, Nos. 2 and 7 (1975), and Vol.. 23,:Nos. 2 and 3 (1976).
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problem areas. World War II was a crisis to which. -_ lot of creative

scientists, including mathematicians, gave the wies and in su doing,

really forced themselves to think in new ways and work in ne ions.

Today - crises are almost as unsettling, and certainly as never before

require mathematicians which are creative broad-and flexible.-

Most projecti- indicate that in the futu e a greater percent-

of Mathematics Ph.D.'s will be taking nonacademic employment. But in'

any case what is needed by futur_ scientJsts in the way of graduat

education is equally needed by fu ire teachers, because as the needs

and uses for mathematics change, the relevance of the various types .

of mathematics taught also changes. A teacher will need to know lots

of fields, in and out of mathematics proper, will need to be able to

ate the mathematics being taught to its potential fields of appl

cations and -ill need to keep abreast of the-changing times.

All this is -/hy I believe that far more broadly based and innova-

tive graduate training is going to have to be the thing of the future

mathematics depart- nts, a_d other departments as well, for that

matter. But it is not an easy thing to convince mathematics faculties

that more than token changes must be made.

After this prelimina y excursion into generalities, let us look to

the problem at hand. The mathematics departments in the two universities

in Montana have shown a willingness, to move in directions suited to tc

current situation and _ii fact are already to a certain:extent meeting

challenges in graduate education as I have outlined them, each in its

ownway. The department at Missoula haS its Mathematical Sciences

Option----actually more of a requirement than an option----which empha-

sizes ,ducation in a broad range of mathematical subjects and ,applications,

and in teacher training. In ]iO7.emafl, there is the Statistics Laboratory,
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which affe-ts the lives of regular maL1ieiaLici tudents as well as of

statistics students. Ali ts take statistics courses, and the

statis ics program iF very applied and service oriented. St

students are given : good deal of training in actual projects arising

on and off campus. In this way, they are probably afforded more con-

tact with mathematics users than students in m- h departments at other

univer ities. Matheitiatics students at both universities are encouraged

to mi or outside the department. Statistics students at Bozeman are

not so encou lged, but tfley have a lot of contact with other d part

through the Stat Lab I mentioned.

So the two departments a offering something "special" to their

'dents, and at least to that extent have been innovative in a world

where inspired innovation is sorely needed. The programs at the two

institutions should be retained, and encouraged to develop further in

the directions they have chosen. Further development is very desirable,

in view of the fact; that other universities are also recognizing that

new directions arc needed. As new types bf Mathematics Ph.D. programs

emerge throughout the country, those in Montana will be less ceptional.

They,have started in right direction, but need to keep moving to keep

pace with the rest of the world.

I believe the two departments are meeting the needs of thei: s udents

in large part because of their special programs, and also because the

progratlis are evidently being well effectuated. The students are satisfied;

they a e getting jobs despite the bleak ket; and they are recommending

the departments _ other prospective students. In both places, the supply

of appl cants for teaching assistantshiips (practically the only means of

supporting the students) has been fairly constant in recent years.

The departments are also meeting needs of the rest of their respec--

t vo unIversities ;tncl of the state. In this respect mathematics is.
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somewhat unique among the sciences, in that it is a common tool

many of them. As a result, the pot ntial service role of mathema ics

departments is great. So many depa_ ints ignore this .potent _1, but

the ones at Missoula and Bozeman take it seriously. This role consists

both in teaching undergraduate mathenatics courses to students of other

departments, and also in providing consultation ancicollaboration to

users of mathematics. According to many testimonials by users on b-

campuses, the departments are very cooperative in both respects. At

4issoula, around half of the teaching assistants have masters degrees

and teaching experience in small colleges. And we cau surmise that

most of the other teaching assistants have more than the usual int

in teaching, by virtue of the fact that they have chosen this particular

program. Of course, they also get special teacher training in seminars

and internships. From all indications, they are doing a better job at

teaching service courses than T- A s at most other schools. As regards

consultation, pr fessors from Forestry, Chemistry, Psychology, Zoology,

and Business have told us of their delight with the cooperation and

help they have received. Students often take part in th s. Also cies

the existence of Ph.D, program dras faculty competent in consultlng.

Strong testimonials of this type were also given in Bozeman, though

from people in different fields fro- those in Missoula: engineering,

entomology, microbiology, etc. The Statistics Lab is evidently prosp- ing

and perfo- ing a very useful function on campus. The Dean of Engineering

told us of his pleasure in the degree of cooperation he now gets from the

Matl Department in the matter of teaching s_ vice courses to engin

Again, Ph.D. students are used extensively and form an important part of

the consulting services.

All of the above comments about the departments have been rather

-Y

,
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positive. Now let me dwell on some defici -ices. I shall

remarks mostly in terms of how improve ents could be made. In each

department there is an active group which provides the Impetus for the

Ph.D. program, and the rest take on a secondary role. In fact, a good

part of each department is relatively unproductive. The fact is that

a broader based leadership is needed. One to three senior level mathe-

maticians should be hired in each department. In addition, some twoor

hree-year terminal rotating junior level positions should be created.

These new people should be individuals with strong research records in

areas that will iit well with the existing programs in the departments.

The particular areas of expertise would be best determined by the depart-

ments themselves, but in each case I would strongly recommend people

currently active and knowledgable in applications of mathematics as well

as being good mathematicians themselves. In Missoula this would obviously

strengthen the Math Sciences option, one of whose stat d objectives is

to produce wellrounded students knoledgable in current important appli

cations. As I said before, this is a direction schools all over the

country will be taking, to revive their graduate programs in mathematics.

In Bozeman, these people should, at least in part. represent areas in

applied analysis, in order to complement and support the statisticians

in their outward-directed activities, both in service to other departments

and in training graduate students. The department should then advertise

to prospective students that it.special_zes in applied mathematics, sta-

tistics, and analysis.

Even if budget conside_ations would allow ._ it, these positions should

not be filled hastily, 11:.' rather over a period of five years or so.

Long, painstaking efforts to find the right people always pay off. Ther

is no question that excellent junior level people are available.
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regards the senior p o le, I definitely think they can also be found,

but it will require a great deal of effort----lots of inqu

and perhaps visits.

Along

high teaching loads offered advanced graduate students should be elimi-

tcd. It makes more sense to hire new Ph.D do this teaching.

errnore the teaching loads of faculty members engaged in research

should be strictly limited to t o courses (see the attached state ent

by the Council of the Ame ican Mathematical Society).

In each dep Anent, one of the new senior people should, if possible,

be h_red as department head. In my opinion a developing department

needs a well,-qualified knowledgable rese- ch mathematician as head, to

provide strong leadership. In the absence of such heads, formal executive

committees, with specific written functions, should be formed ia place of

ies letters,

lion of new tr porary positions, at Bozeman the

the informal ones.

Along the lines of improving the faculty, some other things should

be done as well. In recent years, tenure and promotion have bee- granted

too readily. Both universities should immediately tighten their require-

ments. New policies in this regard have been recently formulated, I know.

But the actual interpretation of the policies is in danger -f being too

lax, on both the university and department levels. I gather this from

talking with both achanistrators and department m- bars, particularly at

Missoula. Being hard-nosed in this regard, together with creating tem-

porary positions as indicated above, are necessary to insure turn-over

with its conco itant influx of n - -*de

Also as regards merit increases for tenured faculty, Misso la does

not seem to reward people enough for reel scholarly effort. their system

for providing salary increases is too rigid, andIlm not convinced the
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department makes merit inctea e reconmmenthitions for substa tial enough

reasons----though this, of cot se, is subject to dispute.

The granting of tenure and promotions is but one area in which well

codified procedutes and rules need to be set up, particularly at Bo' _an.

On the university level, the procedure- lnting tenure, promotion,

and firing for cause need to b- well systematized. On the department

level, the whole operation of the department need be codified (it is

not now, except for a listing of the committees). This document should

elude the functions of committees, the method of selection of their

members, and hiring, tenure, promotion, and firing procedures. This

should make for a, smoother functioning department with each member better

able to see his or her own role as part of the whole.

There should be more checks on the quality _f teaching, with student

evaluation required in all courses, the results being available to the

depart ent head. I am not_ implying that such evaluations will be- accurate,

but in extreme cases -her way) they will be and they would pr_ ide the

teacher with further incentive te improve.

The students don't seem to be too well info- ed about the value to

them of writing a thesis. The latter should be a significant contribution

(as most of them seem to be), including the nonstandard theses written at

Missoula. They should be written under the direction of someone who has

air ady published recently in the are (This is my opinion there is

some disagreement

with interdisciplin

on this polnt.) Mo e experimentation should be made

_ry theses, codireeted with someone from another depar

ment, who, again, has himself done r_ arch (though n-t necessarily mathe-

n ical) in the area. 'In this way the math department codirector would not

have to be quite as expert in the area. This approach would fit in with

-hp _ea degree envisioned in the role and scope statement of Missoula.
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At -issoula there is some talk of merging the Nathematigs and

Computer Science Departments. This would strengthen both departments

and eliminate much cross-effort.

Finally,a comment on outside grants and contracts. Except for

the Stat Lab, the record is poor in this regard. This statement should7

be tempered, however, -ith the following facts. In mathematics, by far

most of the federal resea-+ funding comes from the National Science

Foundation, which of course has been cutting back in recent years.

They have always funded proportionately fewer mathematicians than, say,

chemists and physicists. And since mathematical research does not need

capital expenditures or assistants, the dollar level of funding is always

far below those other fields. Fu thermore other scientists can get fund-

ing more readily from other federal agencies. So in a:top-ranking univer-

sity, typically 90% of the che ists might be funded for research, but

only perhaps 60% of the mathematicians. If senior people are hired as

in my recomnendation, they would bring in federal funds.

I would be most happy to elaborate on any part of the report, if the

need arises.
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STATEMENT ON TEACHING LOADS AND CLASS SIZE
Adopted by the Council of Apri111, 1975

1. In response to czonomic dffficulties, some by lecture-discussion sections, administrators
are urged to weigh carefully the educational
merits of the two methods of instruction, as they
apply to their own institution.

2. The Society recommends that for mathe-
matics teachers who are expected to env.ge in
research or to render more than trivialtadminis-
trative service, teaching loads be limited to two
courses per term. For mathematics teachers
whose duties involve neither research nor ad-
ministration, teaching loads should not exceed
three courses per term.

3. The Society recommends that when an
institution creates a special faculty position, the
teaching load associated with that position should
not exceed the normal load for assistant profes-
sors at that institution. The Society urges its
members to reinforce this recommendation by re-
fusing to accept any appointment at au institution
that does not operate within the spirit ef this
recornmendation.

4. The Council is establishing a standing
committee to whom mathematicians may report
cases of excessive teaching loads and class sizes.
The Society hopes that by tactful consultation, the
committee can convince administrators of the
inadvisability of heavy tatching loads. The So-
ciety also recommends that the cornmittee estab-
lish a program to monitor teaching loads, and
that it publish regular reports,

EDITOR'S NOTE: The members of the standing
committee have been appointed, and are listed on
page In the News Items of this Issue of the

colleges and universities have created faculty po-
sitions with untisually heavy teaching loads. The
American Mathematical Society is apprehensive
over the long-term effect of such measures, and
it. believes that educational Institutions should not
salve Lheir financial problems by depressing
pedagogical standards and diminishing scientUic
activities.

First-class performance in the classroom
requires careful preparation based on frequent
0-aluazion of the st.udents' reactionf.. For a
teacher working under perpetual pressure, ade-
quate preparation is impo.;sible. Moreover, the
overworked teacher is forced to abandon his own
professional development, and sooner or later
his students must suffer frsm the inadequacies he
has deveoped in service.

Some students regard their teachers entirely
as technicians who can provide expert instruction.
Dthers look to their teachers also for intellectual
or moral leadership: without time for thought and
reflection, teachers can not discharge-the im-
portant obligation Chez Lrnposed on them. Before
administrators increase teachers' work loads by
enlarging classes, by inerPasing the number of
courses or the number of weekly hours, or by
diminishing the supportive service of graders .
they should consider the po-..,sible effects of such
economy measures on performance In the class-
room and La imrormal contacts with students.
There is th many ins'itutioas a tradition of teach-
ing elemenfary manematics in small classes. A
cliange from small sections to large lectures
tends to be an irreversible step. Before supple-
menting the approach of teaching in small sections
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ATTACHMENr # 8

REVIEW AND EVAUJATION OF THE PH.D. PROGRAMS IN
MATHEKATICS IN THE MONTANA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM

William R. Scott
Mathematics Department
University of Utah

Introduction.

At the request of Dr. Freeman J. Wright, Deputy Coinmfssioner for

Academic Affairs, The Montana University System, a team consisting of

Professor Paul Fife, University of Arizona, Professor Franklin Graybill,

Colorado State University, and Professor William Scott, University of Utah,

reviewed the Ph.D. programs in Mathetatics at the University of Montana

and Montana State University during the week of May 10-14. The equivalent

of two full days was spent,on each campus. The reviewers are submitting

separate reports on their visit.

This report is divided into three parts. The first part contains

general information about the job market for Ph.D.Is in various areas of

mathematics d statistics, as well as salary information, both nationally

and in the Montana University system. The second part deals with the

situation at the University of Montana; the third part treats Montana

State University. Each of the latter two parts_ includes its own set of

conclusions.

It should be mentioned first that there is little overlap between

the Ph.D. programs at the two Universities. The University of Montana's

program is now al ost entirely devoted tO a training program for college

teacher , while Montana State has two separate programs, one in statistics

and the other in mathematics, the latter usually with a mdnor in some'

applied area. Although the programs are different, it will become apparent
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that some of their problems are similar.

1. General information.

In the decade froi_ 1965 to 1975, a large number of Ph,D. 's in

mathematics were produced, mostly in pure mathematics. Over the years,

these people have been accepting positions at smaller and smaller schools.

The result i3 that the demand is low for those in the purer parts of

mathematics (such as algebra and topology), not good, but better, for

areas such as analysis and differential equations, and still good in

numerical analysis, applied mathematics, and applied statistics. Such

predictions as existl say that this trend will continue and worsen for

the next fifteen years.

The situation described affects the departments of mathematics at

both institutions in two ways. Firstly, the market for pure mathematics

Ph.D.'s is down and will probably get worse, while that in applied areas

is good (with a possible worsening trend in the 1980 s) Secondly, this

is an ideal time to fill open positions with good applicants in pure

areas; but more difficult and/or costly in more applied areas.

The American Mathematical Society conducts an annual salary survey.

The results for the academic year 1975-76 are published in the Notices of

the American Mathematical Society, Oct. 1975, p. 303 ff. The relevant

figures together with those for University of Montana and Montana State are

Median Salaries for Faculty with Doctorate
Ass't. Prof. Assoc. Prof. Prof.

137-153 172-189 224-265AMS Survey, Group III

See Wendell H. Fleming "Future job prosPects for Ph.D.'s in the

Mathematical sciences", Notices of the Amer. Math. Soc., Dec. 1975, 377-380
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University of Montana 125 160 184
Montana State 151 178 (approx.) 203

Salaries are in hundreds of dollars. Group III to which both universities

belong are those univeL ities in the United States which grant the Ph.D.

in Mathematics, but which are not listed in the top 65 by Roose and Ander-

son "A rating of graduate p.og ' Amer. Counc. of Edue., Wash.D.C., 1969.

At each professorial rank, the smaller figure in the ANS survey represents

the twenty-fifth percentile figure (among the universities reporting),

while the higher figure is the seventy-fifth percentile number, and in all

cases, these are median salaries for the rank. The Associate Professor

value at Montana State is in doubt by a small amount because of a typo-

graphical error in the data furnished to us. Although special factors may

influence an individual entry in this table, it is clear that the salary

scale at the University of Montana is low at all ranks, while that at

Montana State is good at the Assistant Professor rank, and low for full

Professors (but is consistently well above that at the University of Mont a

2. University of Montana.

The University of Montana began its (regular) Ph.D. program in

mathematics in 1965, with the first degree being awarded in 1971, and three

more since then. A second Ph.D. program, the Mathematical Sciences option,

was started in 1971 with a development grant from the National Science

Foundation (approximately $300,000 total). The first two graduates of this

program completed their degrees in 1975, and two re are expected to finish

this summer.

Over the years, some changes have occurred in :these programs. First,

the Mathematical Sciences option has experimented with several types of
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seminars, etc., retaining those things which seem to work best. Our

description of the program will be what we understand it to be now.

Second, the two programs have gradually merged, so that it_ J.: about
f

90 percent correct to say that there is just one program at the

University of Montana, the Mathematical Sciences option. In any case,

the second program does not cost additional dollars.

Because of the existence of the regular option, I will review its

status briefly. All of its graduates have obtained suitable academic

positions, but it is too early to tell whether all will obtain

tenured positions. The research record of the department as a whole is

not strong, particularly compared with other Ph.D. producing departments.

Moreover, one of the =two men with the strongest research records in the

department has not directed and is not now directing any theses (the

other one is directing three). It should also be mentioned that the

department lost a strong, young, research man, Pro essor Fisher, who

died several years ago. He was direc ing a thesis at the time of his

death. Finally, it is only fair to state that sometimes people with

mediocre publication records are gifted at getting students to produce

research theses, and that this seems t- be the case here. Nonetheless,

the regular Ph.D. program must be rated as minimal. [See other comments

below.]

The Mathematical Sciences option, which might be described as a

college,teacher training program with applied overtones, appears to be

doing about as good a job as is possible, assuming certain constraints

which exist at present. From now on, in this section, I will speak as
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though there were just one program, the Mathematical Sciences option.

This program includes the following items:

(1) A somewhat greater breadth, i.e., concentration on f st year

graduate courses with fewer second year courses than usual.

(2 ) A one-quater teaching seminar.

3) A teaching internship The graduate student teaches a substantial

part of an advanced undergraduate course under the direct super-

vision of a regular staff member.

(4) A history of mathematics seminar.

(5) A current topics seminar. This involves the application

mathematics to a topic chosen from an area outside mathematics

in consultation with a faculty member in that area.

(6) A minor, usually outside of mathematics (about 9 quarter hours).

(7) The usual written comprehensive examinations.

(8) A thesis which may be partly or wholly expository, but which is

mathematical (not historical, for exa ple).

Also, as an observed fact, all of the students have taken a year

statistics. This will be of value to those who will'teach in small

colleges, for example.

Several of the items in this program bear directly on teaching.

When we talked to the faculty and students (separately), I was

pressed by the strong commitment to good teaching and to improving

teaching on everyone's part. It seemed to me that this is the strong-

est part of this program, as it probably should be.
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Copies of some of the comprehensive examinations..were furnished

to the committee. The examinations were as hard as, and longer than,

the ones I am familiar with. Moreover, comments from one of the

faculty have convinced me that the grading:is:such-that the tandards

-f the department are high. This-has kept the Ph D. production do

but insured the quality of the product.

exaMined the Ph.D. theses in as much detail as time permitted.

All but one were well written, and all of thtm involved mathematics

the Ph.D. level Several were wholly or partly exposito y. As best we

could determine, only one published papermill result d rectltfrom any -

of the theses already completed. For the standard type thesis the

usual expectation is that at least one paper per'thesiavill result. For

expository material, on the other hand, there are only a few Outlets,

and one should probably not expect publication.

The comments of the students on the .program were uniformly' favorable.-

Morale was high, and the only real complaint we heard- involved another

department (CoMputer Science; see below).

Most, but not all, of the graduate student- at the University

. Montana came because.of the Mathematical Sciences program. Many were

already teaching in colleges, usually small ones, and nearly all intend

to teach in'colleges after obtaining their Ph.D. The quality of the

students in the Mathematical Sciences-option was poor at first, but Fum

been imp oving as the program became better known, and the department

more adept at screening .applicants. For next year, .there were 20

'applicants for 8 positions.
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The principal problem of the program is the small number of

gradUate students [25, according to the written information.furnished

to us, 23 according to oral information ] . This number is limited by

the amount of financial support available', although two students are

self-supporting. In the past few year- the NSF'grant has provided

some support for students but this money is (nearly) gone. Since

the University does not have an Engineering School, the demand for

undergraduate mathematidsis not as great as at Montana State, hence

the number of graduate assistants required is smaller. With no Federal

support in the form of Fellowships in sight, it is apparent that the .

graduate mathematIcs program cannot grow very rapidly at the University

of Montana. On the other hand, there is no doubt-that the program could

be run more efficiently if the student body size _ere,increased by 50%

(say). The reason is that the class size of graduate classes is small.

The first year graduate classes are in reasonably good shape. However,

second year courses,_ which are necessary to lay a foundation for thesis

work, are almost always run as seminars. These have been nearly always

taught by the instructor as an'overload, with some corresponding un-

happiness. It is to the department's great credit that this has been

done, but some system of relief, or at least partial relief, must be

found.

In addition to problems created by the small size of the graduate

program, the department has several other najor problems. The low

salaries and the generally poor research record have already been

co -ented upon. Until recently, the promotion and tenure requirements
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were quite low, and, I believe, are still well below the standards of

better,Universities in this region. In any ca_e yast mistake8 should

not be repeated, and steps should be taken to raise these requirementa

still further. Not many openings will occur within the department soon,

but some will. The real need of the department staffwise is 4 senior_

level appointment but unfortunately, the administtation, as an economy

measure, has established the (almost fi policy of making all new

appointments of new Ph.D.'s oniy. As was pointed:out in theintroduc-

tion, there a e a lot of good young Ph.D.'s available at this time,

and the depw.ctment should take advantage of this fadt as openings'ari e.

The committee could detect no realization within the-department of the

urgency for doing this. [No member of the department mentioned it at

all until we brought it up late in our visit.]

Library facilities were visited and appeared adequate for a Ph.D.

program.

Grants and contracts within the department are few, now that the

NSF development grant has been used up.

With one major exception, relations with other departments are good.

In fact, the Mathematics Department appears to make strong attempts to

use mathematics in other areas, and to help students and faculty from

other areas with their mathematical and sta istical problems. Several

members of the department, and some students, are or have been involved

in applying mathe_ ics (often jointly with members of other departments)

in ecological areas. We met with some "users of mathematics" from other
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departments.-The statitic±ans in the department were partidularly

appreciated, both for courses taught, and for some consulting. The

consulting is not yet on a paid formal basis, howeve . Mention

should also be made of good use of the computer in dertain courses

taught in the mathematics depa-tment.

There was one area, computer science, where cooperation appeared

to be lacking. Computer scieace would be a useful Tinor for a college

teacher of mathe_ tics to have, yet, through no fault of the mathemat,.

ics department, it appears to be virtually impossible for a graduate

student to obtain such a minor. [Strangely enough, the situation at

Montana State is somewhat similar. Perhaps this points out aie value

of a stro-g graduate program in keeping a service department useful.]

The Mathematical Sciences option is the brainchild of Professor

Robert McKelvey. He.has been remarkably successful (90?) in institut-

ing the program and in obtaining the necessary departmental enthusiasm

for it. The dependence of the program on Professor McKelvey's continued
-_- ---L e-

presence Is less than formerly but it is still a consideration. Also,

there was quite a bit of dragging of the feet by the administration of

the University in picking up of financial co_ itments as the NSF grant

expired (this co_ inued over more than one year), but that crisis is

now over.

Graduates of the program have all obtained suitable positions, and

demand for the program,is currently reasonably good. It is not at all

clear whether, and how long, the market for graduates from programs of

this type will remain good. Fourl-year colleges with no graduate programs
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do not attract, and usually do not want, the standard Ph.D. in

J4thematics. Such colleges would prefer graduates of this and

similar progrems. In addition there is some possibility, that

the good two-year college will provide a market for these grad7

uates in the future. (A few states have good Junior Colleges,

most do not.)', in the Fleming article referred to above, it is

stated that only about 10 percent of the two-year college math-

ematics facUlty have the Ph.D. whereas, a mueh higher percentage

of the Biology faculty do At present, there are few such teacher-

training programs in the United States, perhaps five or so. However,
z

these programs may be expected to increase in number and in quality,

so that the Montana program must continue to improve to compete.

Conclusions.

1. The Mathematical Sciences option program fills a need in American

education, and is doing it succe'ssfully. If it :ere not for this

program, most of its students would either

( i) Complete a si-ilar program at one of the small number of

places where such are offered,

Not complete a Ph.D degree program at all.

2. The regular option, although technically s:ill available, Is rather

blurred with the Mathematical Sciences option. There is hardly any

'financial or educational point in formally removing it.

There is essentially no duplication with any program at Montana
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State. Formally, the regular option at Montana overlaps with the

mathematics option at Montana State, but see earlier remarks.

4. The program is gradually improving in student quality.

4

5. The number of students is small and remains the principal prOblem of

the program.

6. The teaching overload resulting from number five should be relieved,

starting with relief for those directing theses.

The research output of the staff is not large new appointments

(Preferably'at the Associate PrOfessor or Professor level) Must be.of

people with research talent as well as dedication to the department's

program.

8.. Strong efforts Must be made to bring the salary scale in line with

(at least) the twenty-fifth percentile of Group III Universities (see

earlie- table).

The Mathematics Department has good relations with 'most of its users

on the campus. They also have a good percentage of faculty members

who are actively applying or seeking to apply mathematics in other

areas.

10. Removal of the program would result in

( i) Loss of a useful part of Amer can educational program for which

the University of Montana is gradually becoming well known;

(ii) Weakening of the department, with probably loss of several staff
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members over the next few years.

Weakened'support for other departments. It is hard to predict

in advance exactly all of.the consequenc but the example

of the Computer Science Department is instructive.

3. Montana State University.

There- are three Ph.D. programs in mathematics-at.Mo-_ ana State

University, pure mathematics, applied mathematics, and statistics. In

effect this is more nearly t &programs, mathematics and statistics,: and

I will treat them from this point of view.

The statistics program is under the charge of Professor Tiahrt.

is nearly, but not quite, disjoint from the mathematicsprogram, although

both are under the same departmentalroof. Since Professor Graybill is

the statistician on the reviewing team, I will leave detailed comments on

this program to him and content myself with some gene al impressions. The

program is primarily one in consulting statistics (or applied tatistics),

and not theoretical statistics. As such it is successful, and.its grad-

uates have no difficulty obtaining suitable positions, Student morale

is good. Consulting is done on a formal basis and the user's that we

talked to were uniformly satisfied with the results. The consulting per-

formed by the staff covered a surprisingly wide range of topics, and served

a number of departments and agencies within and outside the University.

It is clear that this entire program And its staff perform quite a use-

ful function to the University and the State of Montana. We detc ed no

friction between the statistIcs program and the mathe _tics program. A

recent change in the catalogue specifically labelling statistics courses
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as such and having a separate section for these courses should prove

useful. The only two criticisms I have are rela ively minor:

( i) One member of the statistics group appears to b_ rather inactiVe,

and it is not clear what contribution he makes to the program.

a large program this would not be serious but the statistics

staff is small at Montana State.

(ii) The degree conferred IS called Ph.D. in Mathematics. This is a

serious misstatement of the situation Absolutely no money (but

some administrative effort) wbuld be required to make the change

to Ph.D. in Statistics.

The mathematics Ph.D. program is reasonably standard but in

practice,
-.-

.rather lacking in advanced coursei. It usually,includes

a'minor outside of mathematics. It has produced, I believe, 23 or'24

Ph.D.'s, with the first degree.being granted in 1966 (or 1963). The

"-degree l*iPients for whom the-loCatiorvisiknown,(41 but . one or two)

have academic positions with one exception,t the eCeOtion being with

the Aerospace Corporation. The program has thus been performing a

useful Service to the country.

The-problem of low research output -f the department as a whole

ex sts here also, although not quite to the same degree as at the

University of Montana. In the last few years the situation has im-

proved in two ways:

( i) Two mathematicians with good research records have jo_ned the

department;
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A high research producer already in the department has started

directing theses.

In spite of these improvements and the fairly large number of Ph.D.'s

produced, the program _ust be regarded as -f minimal quality.

Along w-th the problem of the low total research output of the

department is the fact that.a large percentage of the faculty have

tenure. This makes it all the more important that action be taken now'

to insure that tenure and promotion requirements are raised. When there

are openings, good people must be hired to-fill them. In my.opinion, the

next appointment or two should be made at the Professor or'Assciciate

Professor level. This may well involve going above the-present makimum

salary at the rank in question.

The situation as,to student numbers is slightly-worse than at the

University of Montana,and the consequences:are quite similar. Very few

(at most one or two) advanced graduate courses have been taught 'within

the last five years. Again this puts the burden of advanced training on

seminars, reading courses, etc. , usually resulting in a teaching overload

of the instructor.

It appears to me that the student shortage is such that the first

financial priority is that of hiring more graduate assistants. Montana

State is in a more fortunate situation in this respect than the Univer-

sity of Montana since enrollments in th'e Engineering School are increasing,

at a good rate, with the result that undergraduate mathematics enrollments

are also increasing.

There is some dissension withIn the Mathematics Department. .The
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basic causes of this seem to be rather varied, and our committee had

insufficient time to fully explore all claims and counterclaims. While

I believe that it is impossible to prevent all of this wrangling, some

of the difficulty could have been prevented by having written rules and

procedures for the department. Moreover, it seenm clear that democracy

must be increased. The members of the departtent must be given a reason

able amount of control over their own affairs, and must themselves, in

turn, exercise this control responsibly. A ce tain amount of decentrali-

zation within the department might also be helpful.

In view of the various problems mentioned or alluded to above,

seems to me to be essential that the department agree forMally (by

majority vote) on the goals and detail- of their graduate program for,

say, the next five years. The reviewers were furnished with copies.of

a proposal for such a program by one department -ember. Its, main sugges-

tion was that the Ph.D. program concentrate on applied analysis. While

it would be inappropriate for me to endorse a specific proposal, it seems

to me that only by agreeing on some program rather near to this can the

Ph.D. program continue to succeed. Concentration of the advanced work

a relatively small area of mathematics is virtually forced by the small

number of students. Moreover, in view of the employment'situation for

Ph.D.'s, it will become increasingly difficult for Montana State to place

its graduates unless the program emphasizes the applied area. Finally, I

wish to re-emphasize the very high priority which should be given to re-

cruitment of good graduate students and to increasing the number of

positions open to them. If it is financially necessary, the increase staff

can wait, but not the increased student body.
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[It might be asked why a similar shortage of students does not

adversely affect the statistics program. The answer seems to be:

( i) The course work in this program is tightly scheduled;

(ii) To a large extent, consulting experience takes the place of

second level graduate courses.]

Finally, we mention several important but unrelated ite s.

a) I examined several written Ph.D. examinations and found the questions

to be of standard type and difficulty._

(b) I examined two theses and found them to be well written and on a Ph.D.

level, but one of them involved somewhat nold-faahioned"

mathematics.

Only about half of the theses lead directly to a published paper. As

we pointed out earlier, this percentage is rather low.

(d) There are very few grants and contracts within the department (o

side of statistics).

The library holdings are more than sufficient for a-Ph.D. program.

Relations with other departments and Colleges appeared to be good

with the possible exception of Computer Science. [This remark does

not apply to the Computing Center. My impression is that, though

probably underfunded, it is doing an excellent job ]

Several members of the department are, or have been actively in-

volved in various applications of mathematics. This has included

consulting as well as research.

(h) The administre ion appeared to be actively concerned with improving

the depart ent and its program.

Conclusions and recommendations.
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1. The Statistics program is small, but in good shape d renders a

service, both in its counsulting program and in its teaching program.

2. The title of the degree conferred in the Statistics program should be

changed from Ph.D. in Mathematics to Ph.D in Statistics.

The Mathematics program has successfully produced Ph.D. 's in the

past, but needs urgent attention to insure its continued success. It

should be saved and improved.

4. There is essentially no duplication with any program at the University

of Montl _a.

5. Removal of the program would result in

( i) Loss of a useful training program for Ph.D.'s in mathematics,

one of very few in a rather large geographic area.

( ii) Weakening of the department, with probably loss of several
fi

staff members over the next few years.

Weakened support for other departments. As at the University

of Montana, the lack of a strong graduate program in Computer

Science has led to weakened relations with other departments.

Undoubtedly the same thing would occur in Mathematics were its

Ph.D. program_to be dropped.

The number of students is small and is one of the main problems o_ the

program. Correcting it should have the highest priority.

7. The teaching overload resulting from this shortage of students should
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be relieved, beginning -ith thesis directors.

Students completing a Ph.D. thesis -hould be strongly encouraged .to

submIt a paper containing the results of this thesis for publication

before obtaining their degree. (This suggestion applies:to the

Statistics program as well as the Mathematics program.]

9. The research output of the staff as a whole is below standard, but

there are several bright spots.

10. Increased standards for promotion an_ tenure should be adopted.

11. After an increase in the number end quality -of graduate,students is

effected, a new appointment or two at the senior level will be re-

quired New appointments at the rank of Professor will likely require

an increase in the maximum salary within the department.

12. The Mathematics Department has good relations with most of its users

on the campus. The statistics group has excellent relations with the

users of its consulting program.

13. Because -f the sho:tage of students, it is imperative that the Ph.D.

program become more . narrow (mathematically) but also more intense.

Because of the employment situation, it is highly desirable that

applications be part of this program.

14. Codification of rules and procedures, both for intradepartmental

affairs and for relations between the department and the administration

should be accomplished. The situations that thie would correct vary
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from year to year, but several have occurred recently enough that.

it is clear that this should be done as soon as possible.

15. Democracy should be increased within the department.

16. The adminstration is strong and more than willing to assist the

department improve its Ph.D. program.

WRS:rr
6.9.76
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Ph.D. Review of Dopa

ATTACHMENT # 9

Mathematics, University of Montana, May 1976

General Comments

My major field of experience and training is statistics, so my rema_ s will

be directed mainly to tho statistics program and how it contributes to the

university and to the Ph.D. program in mathematics The other members of the

Drs. Fifp and Scott, who aro mathematicians, will give you direct infor-

mation concerning the mathematics prog..am.

The purpose of the Ph.D. program in mathematics is xvincipally to train

udents in the mathematical sciences to enable them to obtain teaching'jobs

fou -year colleges and small universities. appears to me that they have

their goals: well set and are working very well as a team towards them. There

is undoubtedly a market for graduates from this program and many of the studen-s

who are now in training_have had teaching experience in four-year colleges and

plan to return when they receive their degrees (they may not return to the same

college from which they came). In this regard, the students are mature lnd

their desire for a particular program has been well th_ught-out. Hence, they

bring to the program some degree of understanding of the problems they will

encounter as teachers in small colleges. These problems are discussed among

the students and this further improves their educati n.

There are many students in the U.S. who want to teach in smaller colleges

(I am not awa-- -f any hard figures ) and there is demand for graduates from

this program. It is a unique program and 1 believe (the two mathematicians on

the committee can speak bette_ to this) that there are only a few unversitics

that offer this particular degree. 1 cannot spndk directly to the quality of

the program in mathewaties b t I can speak to the quality of the statistics

program which is an integral part _f their und Aaking.
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There are four faculty whose principal t aining and work is in statistics

and they make a significant contribution to the goals and objectives of the

Ph.D. program in mathematics at the University of Montana. Students can take

a significant number of courses in statistics and this, of course greatly

enhances their chances of getting a job teaching in a small college. The

content of the statistics courses is a good balance between theory and appli-

cation and will be very suitable to the type of work the student can expect to

be asked to perform if he obtains a teaching job in a small college. If,

however, upon graduation the student decides to work in industry or in Federal

or State government, the statistics courses will also be of significant help in

obtaining employment there. The number of cour..es required for the option in

statistics is slightly less than what would be expected for a masters degree

in a major university that has a department of statistics; however, the purpose

Is not to give a masters degree in statistics but a "teaching minor".

One of the strengths of the statistics group at the University of Montana

is their consulting. We interviewed several faculty members from various

departments on campus and they were very complimentary about the teaching as

well as the constOting assistance on research problems that had been given to

them by the statistics faculty. This is the modern approach for a group of

statisticians in a university and it is my opinion that they are doi

well in this area.

The library, equipment

g extremely

and facilities for t_aining students in statistics

are adequate for this program but they must be continually improved. The

statistics courses are taught from modern textbooks and there seems to be high

morale among students as well as faculty. In most of the universities in the

United States in which there is a separate statistics department that offers

masters and Ph.D. degrees in statistics, the department was started in the
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dope- ment of mathematics and separated as soon as the stati tics group got

sufficiently large I would advise against separation of niatliematics and

statistics at the University of Montana, at least in the foreseeable future.

There are not sufficient statistics faculty for a separate department to be

viable and efficient. How ver, the statisticians make a significant contri-

bution to the goals and objectives of the mathematics depa tment, and the

mathematics department greatly complements and supplements the statistics pro-

gram. In discussions with the faculty, it appears that they get along very

well and that there is rio plan for separation. On the other hand, the depa

ment of computer scie ce is an extremely small depa tment and may bc able to

better serve the unive sity by being a pa t of the depart ent of mathematics.

The computer scientists could play a role in the department of mathematics

similar to what sta+istics plays. My recommendation is that the computer science

department be abolished and made a part of the department of mathematics. Thus,

a student who receives a Ph.D. degree in mathematics could have a "minor" in

several areas of mathemati s or in statistics or in cOmputer science. This would

greatly enhance his ability to get a job in a small university or a four-year

college since he would be prepared to teach any of the three subjects mathema-

tics, statistics, or computing science. I realize that organizing computer

science within mathematics will be a difficult maneuver.

The starting sala y in the depa tment of mathematics, especially for the

statistics faculty, seems to be somewhat low and hiring and keeping good faculty

may become a problem unless the salary structure is given some attention.

The internship program is an excellent undertaking and seems to be working

well.
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In summary, I believe that the program is a unique one, it is needed, and

is progressing well. It, of course, needs to have constant attention and needs

constant improvement and change as opportunities become available. I believe

the group knows what its goals are and are working hard to achieve them.

Summary and Recommendations

The statistics group at the University of Montana is playing an integral

part in the program in the department of mathematics. The program in mathematics

is not a conventional one, but I believe is useful and impo tent. The statistics

group, however, makes a contribution beyond the Ph.D. program in mathematics

through consulting with faculty in various departments on campus who are doing

research. They have an adequate staff to do this their training is good and

their desire to do a good job seems evident. I recommend that they not

separate into a department of statistics but remain with the department of

mathematics and continue to work towards the goals that they have set for

themselves.
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I. General Questions PurpoSe of the Review

A. Content, purpose, goals and limitations of the pro,ram

Goals are well defined and are being implemented. The Ph.D. program

unique and will perhaps require a less research oriented faculty.

(Also see my General Colin ents.)

Need for the program and results if eliminated

1. StudenL demand, Market for graduates Enrollment data

The two mathematicians on the review team will have to speak to the

subjects student demand, market for graduates -- in mathematics.

The "minor" in statistics in the program will help the student get

employment in fo -year colleges and small universities.

2. Service to state, region and institution

The statistics group is serving the University through teaching,

service courses and consulting. The consulting is also useful to

the state and region. Every major university must have well-trained

statisticians to aid in research where data collection (and interpre-

tation) is required.

C. Quality of Frogram

1. Faculty

The statistics faculty is heavily loaded with teaching and consulting

duties. They have little time for research. This will be detrimental

to them and to the prograM in the long run. They should arrange

their activities so that they can publish research in mainline

statistical journals as well as joint papers with investigators

in non-statistical journals.
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2. Students

Quality of incoming student. The incoming students are of-

sufficiently high quality for the w rk they do in statistics if

they choose that option. They can compete for jobs in industry

and government when they finish the program.

These are minimally adequate but they must be constantly improved.

The main deficiency is the arrangement with the computer science

faculty (see my General Comments).

Program Comsarison between the Two Schools

1. Content and extent of duplication

In a real sense there is very little duplication het e n the two

programs in statistics although on paper it may appear so. The

consulting activities could not possibly be carried on in the

university in which the statistics group was eliminated.

2. Quality

The quality of the program at the two schools is comparable.

However, they differ somewhat because the objectives are not the

same but the quality is adequate at each school.

Record of:the De-iartment Program in Attracting Additional Resources

to the University and the State
_

The statistics faculty has not been very successful ip this regard.

They should take appropriate steps to improve this significantly.

This will require more research, more pnblieation, and/or more
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consulting where the s atistician is a resource member on

proposals. This is an area where they are very weak.

2. Facilities.

The facilities are adequate (see General Commen-s).

Franklin A. Graybill
Colorado State University



Ph.D. Review of Department of Mathema ics, Montana State Unive_sity, May 1976-

General Comments

My major field of experience and training is statistics so my remarks

will be directed mainly to the statistics program and how it contributes to

the Ph.D. program in mathematics. The program in the mathematics department

at Montana State University is in many ways a conventional Ph.D. program and

the main strength in addition to mathematics, is the option in statistics.

The statistics group at Montana State University, though small, is of good

quality in training and energy. A student who enters the program in the

department of mathematics can re eive a masters and/or a Ph.D. degree with an

option in statistics. This is the way that many statistics groups have oper-

ated in the past and some operate that way at the present time. Historically

it has turned out to be a good method of operation and has worked very

satisfactorily for many universities until the statistics group got large

enough to offer stand-alone degrees. It must be pointed out that in a major

university such as Montana State Univers ty, the statisticians should n t only

be involved in teaching courses in statistics but should he active in research

and consulting with experimenters from most scientific departments on campus

where rese ch is being done. The statistics faculty at Montana State Univer-

sity has done very well in this regard and should be complimented. To indicate

the breadth of their contributions in consulting, I have attached a list of

some of the projects with which they have been involved (see Appendix). I

cannot speak about the quality of the program in mathematics (Drs. Fife and

Scott will do this) but it does contribute sIgnificantly to the program in

statistics and the program in statistics also gives additional opportunity to

the mathematics student. This will undoubtedly help him obtain employment,
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and there are ample positions for students who receive masters and Ph.D.'s

with options in statistics from Montana State University.

The goals of the faculty seem to be well thought-out and they appear to

be working as,a team to attain the goals. The administration is aware of the

contributions made by the statistics group and are supportive of them.

The visiting team met with several research faculty from different depart-

ments to find out hOW the statistics faculty is aiding in this research through

consulting activities. The contributions of the statistics faculty seem to be

high quality and the research faculty in the departments interviewed were very

complimentary of this assistance. A modern university doing research in the

empirical sciences must have statistical help, and I foresee that in the near

future more statistics faculty will be needed due to the fact that the con-

sulting activities may increase rapidly. Some of the monies for this increased

faculty can come from contracts and grants if a statistics member is listed as

a resource person on proposals submitted to funding agencies. Most funding

agencies are not only willing, but are somewhat enthusiastic about a statisti-

cian being a member of a group who works on a research project. The statistics

faculty already has some monies from this source and if they can get additional

faculty they can undoubtedly increase these funds.

We interviewed many staff members at Montana State University and several

members of '1-e admini tration. Everyone interviewed seemed to be well aware of

and satisfied with the progress of the statistics group and the relationship

bet een the statistics group and the faculty in other departments. The

statistics faculty using moderwstatistical techniques in their consulting

and are sufficiently active in publication to enable them to direct students

who are working on theses. However, they are extremely busy because of the

diversity of their activities.
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The students working in statistics appear to be well satisfied with their

program and with the instructors who teach the statistics courses. Those

students who are assisting in consulting also feel that they are getting

practical experience that will be of tremendous help in obtaining a job. The

statis ics group is making a significant contribution to the state, to the

university and to the local area. They have their goals quite well e tablished,

they believe in them as a group, and they have a good chance of realizing them

if given sufficient resources by the administration and the state.

Recommendations

As one can see from what I have written above, I believe that the stat-

istics program within the department of mathematics is making a real contribu-

tion to the advanced program in the department. The statistics group is also

making a valuable contribution to many research projects and subject matter

areas across campus. Their faculty also has the training and the desire to

direct masters and Ph.D. dissertations. Their teaching and interest in

students is satisfactory. I find the program to be an applied statistics

program which is in line with their goals and objectives, and the students

1,1110 graduate from the program will be well-trained and be able to obtain

employment.

I recommend against separation of the statistics group fromthe depart-

ment of mathematics since I belieye the size is such that it would be mo e

efficient and beneficial for them to remain together so they can complement

and supple ent each other's programs. I think it would be a distinct

advantage if there would be an increase in the number of undergraduate students.
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also recommend that the statistics faculty try to obtain contract and grant

monies by having their nameslisted on proposals as a resource personnel.

This would help them with summer employment and could free some resident

instruction money that would be available for additional faculty. To increase

their p ogram, as they are going to be required due to the demand for consult-

ing, it seems quite clear that within the next year or two one or two additional

faculty in statistics should be hired. While the program in statistics is a

conventional one, it is similar to most statistics programs in the United States

today. Their plans for the future seem to be well in line with the major trends.

think they have good promise, they are doing a conanendable job and have a

bright future.
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General Questions as to Fur Oges of the Rev ew (Montana State UniversitY)

A. Content ose oals and limitations of the ro The statistics

program is satisfactory in content purpose and goals but will be limited

by the number of faculty in statistics. As the consulting activities in-

crease the staff will undoubtedly need to be increased. Further infor-

mation on this is referred to in the General Comments of my report.

B. Need for the .rorain and results if eli inated.

1. Student demand market for aduates, enrollment data. There is no

shortage of jobs for masters and Ph.D. students in statistics. Those

in the program who declare an option in statistics will be employable.

2. Service to state re.ion and institution. The service to the insti-

tution is explained in my General Comments and examples of the

service to the state and region is described in the Appendix.

C. Quality of Program

1. Faculty. The quality of the faculty is adequate-but their respon-

,--
sibilities in teaching, consulting, and directing:graduate students

is important for a quality program. This will require additional

faculty.

2. Students. Qualit of incomin dent; ivalit ost- aduate

school careers. The quality of the student seens to be adequate

and those who take option in statistics are sufficiently trained

to obtain and perform in a job in industry, federal or state

governments.

Facilities eantd'lioldin-s_7u.pan. These are adequate but

they need to be constantly monitored and in- eased as the demAnd

warrants.



Proansonbetar_mea L_theTIwo Schools.

1. Content and extent of duplication. In a real sense there is very

little duplication between the two programs in statistics although

on paper it may appear so. The consulting activities could not

possibly be carried on in the university in which the statistics

group was eliminated.

2. Quality, The quality of the program at the two schools is

comparable. However, they differ somewhat because the objectives

are not the same but the quality is adequate at each school.

E. Record of the Department Program in Attracting Additional Resources to

the University and the State.

1. Gr ts aad Contracts. The statistics group has been successful in

obtaining some contract and grant monies but this could be signifi-

cantly improved if they would make a concerted effort to be resource

faculty on many of the proposals that are submitted to granting

agencies where a statistician is required to help conduct the

research. This is explained in more detail in the General Comments

of my report.

2. Facilities. The only facilities required are faculty, graduate

students, and computing time. These appear to be adequate.
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Appendix

Development of an index number system to measure human
recreation activities and major recreation development

2. Determination of feasibility of controling grasshopper
through natural disease applications.

Simulation model for air polution sources in West Fork
Canyon Montana.

attitudes toward

infestations

Basin of Gallatin

L. Relationship between climatic-conditions and magpie distribution in Montana.

5. A comprehensive data bank for soils classification data for the state o5
Montana to be used in predicting fertilizer and moisture needs for
successful cropping.

Prediction of population of Gallatin County Montana by age, sex and
occupation.

7. Development of a predictive model for watershed runoff for the state of
Montana for planning bridge and culvert construction.

Model of relationship between roughness of land topography and.miles of
waterway per section.

9. Vehicle traffic survey for Gallatin Canyon Montana.

Gallatin Field - Bozeman air traffic survey.

11. Sikorski Ranch (Montana) land use management plan.

12. Homing instincts of Canadian geese.

13. Projections of air traffic for state of Montana.

14. Assist Dept. of Ag. Education with a statewide survey and data analysis to
determine job requirements and employee competencies in agriculture and
agri-business areas.

15. Assist a Ph.D. student from the University of Montana with an evaluation
of environmental education teaching methods.

16. Survey of drivers in Montana to determine attitudes towards safe driving
and law enforcement, for Montana Safety Office and Highway Patrol;

17. Consultant to Montana Dept. of Public Instruction regarding pUblic survey
and data analysis to determine K through 12 quality of education in a
study requested by the State Legislature.
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Determination of expectedvehicle accident rates on US 191 in the Gallatin
Canyon area upon completion of the Big Sky Recreation Development.

19. Consultant to Montana Post Secondary Conmission to survey high school
'seniors regarding post secondary educational desires and intents and
related financial needs.

20. Consultant to Montana Board of Crime Control to design, develop and
implement a statewide survey to determine levels of unreported crime,
public awareness of crime prevention activities, and public priorities
and attitudes towards low enforcement methods end optional penalties.

21. Consultant to Montana Bureau of Maternal and Child Health Care in conducting
a statewide suraey to determine public awareness and priorities regarding
health care programs and availability of these services.

22. Assist-a Fish and ;Tildlife student with a thesis study us ng multivariate
discriminate analysis to determine suitable eagle nesting sites in the
Madison and Yellowstone river drainages.

23. AssiSt Biologists from Targhee National Forest with statistical analysis of
data from gopher reduction study.

24. Assist a Fish and Wildlife student with analysis of paddlefish catch and
population study data.

25. Study for MSU Equal Employnent Opportunity Office to determine a method of
xamining faculty salaries which discovers inequities (particular enphasis

related to examining the presence or absence of differences related to sex).'
This project involved serving as an expert court witness for MSU in the
Jane Doe discrimination suit, 1975.

26. Consultant to the Montana Fish and Game, Fisheries.Division to developand
implement a statewide fisherman mail survey to determine fishing pressure
(fisherman days of use) on all fishable waters in the state.

27. Consultant to the Deer Lod e County and City of Anaconda Government Study
Commissions on development of a questionnaire to determine pUblic opinion on
local issues.

28. Consultant to the Powell County and City of Deer Lodge Government Study
Commissions to determine sample size and method for an.interview survey
to gather public input on local government options.

29. Assisted a Ph.D. student in Plant and Soil Science in clustering international
barley growing regions so that specific strains developed for one region can
be easily transferred to suitable growing areas.

30. Consultant to the Montana Fish and Game, Fisheries Division to design a sample
frame for improving che fisheries creel surveys, to design data collection
forms and to complete a computer program for analysis of creel census data.
This has been used for studies on the Yellowstone, Flathead, and Madison
rivers and on Hyalite and Georgetown lakes, and will become the "standard"
statewide procedure.
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31. Consultant to the Montana Highway Traffic Safety Office to design a
demonstration motor vehicle inspection sampling program. The results of
this ihspection program will help determine whether Montana vehicles will be
required to have annual inspection. If not, the results will be given to
the Federal government as evidence for exemption; if so, they will be given
to the State Legislature to support enabling legislation.
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DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY

University of Montana

Missoula, Montana 59301

(406) 243-0211 July 15, 1976

Dr. Freeman Wright
Deputy Commissioner of Academic Affairs
Office of the Commissioner of Higher Education
1231 lith Ave.
Helena, MT 59601--

Dear Dr. Wright:

ATTACHMENT # 1 0
Response

File_

Vd4iite_

The Ph.D. graduate program in microbiology at the University of Montana
provides training ia the general areas of microbiology and thus enables the
graduates to enter any of the many areas available from the academics to .

clinical or research laboratories. The training also includes specialized
areas as required by the-nature of-the degree. As indicated in the evalua-
tion report,.the programs at MSU and U of M complement each other with very
little duplication in the specialized research areas,

The undergraduate education is one of the most profound beneficiary of the
graduate programs, Professors engaged in active graduate'research and
constantly stimulated by the challenge of Ph.D. candidates cannot help but
remain enthusiastic and impart current and updated informations and advance-
ments in their teaching. The people of Montana have also benefited enumerably
by the expertise thus developed. For example, physicians and veterinareans
and even-ranchers'throughout the state have received valuable assistance and
advice in the care and even treatment of patients or animals.

Although both institutions have several professors with similar background
training, there are still very little overlapping or duplication. Graduate
students obtaining their training at ene of the institutions can easily spend
at least another year at the other and obtain further training and education.
The diversity and complexity of the disciplines in microbiology account for .

our differences. The areas of physiology, immunology, mycology and virology
are similar only where the fundamentals of facts and concepts are concerned,
but the research areas and training obtained at the graduate level are quite
different.

The distance between the two institu_ions has been a deterrent for the limited
cooperative participation. ,However, where possible, on numerous occasion
faculty members from one institution have been invited to the other campus as
guest lecturer. The graduate students from one department have frequently
utilized the expertise of a faculty in the other Institution through the "hot
line" to clarify and obtain recommendations in complex research projects.
Perhaps with more travul. support through the state and eventual development
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Dr. Freeman Wright
Page 2
July 15, 1976

of direct television .communication system the strengths ofthe two depart-
ments can be put to more effective use benefitting thc entire state.

Collaboration between departments within the institution is most evident
by the presence of a faculty member from one department on graduate student
committees of another. These can readily be verified through the files of
the graduate dean. On many occasions faculty from the department ofimicrb-
biology have presented lectures in the graduate courses of another department
and the reverse has also been true. Exchange of major pieces of equipment'.
has existed on this campus for many years. The achievements between depart-
ments in microbiology were no doubt influenced partly by the expertise of
faculty members from other departments and again the reverse has definitely
been the case as well. It is our hope that this continued exchange of ideas
.and cooperation between the other departments continue,

RNU:dk

Sincerely,
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Richard N. Ushijima, Ph.D.
Professor & Chainman
Department of Microbiology



ATTACHMENT #
Response - ii

DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY

COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY. BozE
Pettit_

July 20, 1976

Dr. Freeman Wright
Deputy Commissioner of Academic Affairs
Office'of the Commissioner of Higher Education
1231 llth Avenue
Helena, MT 59601

Dear Freeman:

Burke

McKay

McMinon

Waite

The Microbiology Staff at MS0 was pleased with the report submitted
by Dr. Orville Wyss and Dean Norman Durham. This review team dOCUmented
impressions that we have had regarding our program, but it is always
encouraging to have confirmation from the outside.

We are anxious that Several of the recommendations of the reviewers
receive consideration by you and Commissioner Pettit, viz:

(1) "Additional investments in support personnel could be beneficial
to faculty and graduate students in delivering a quality program."
This is particularly true in the case of animal care and other
routine laboratory activities.

(2) "The academic year salaries are obviously on 'the low side for
salary levels in regional and national surveys." The reviewers
mentioned the value of.some merit system for produtOvitY and we
heartily agree.

(3) "Research investment in the.Department of Microbiology could
provide a positive incentive for faculty. The utilization of post-
doctoral fellows will greatly enhance the scholarly and creative
capabilities ef a laboratory and provide a broader and stronger
base on which to seek outside funds." ,The reviewers mentioned
"negative incentive" and sometimes our staff feels in this position
when they work hard to get grants and then have difficulty in
getting University support to complement their programs.

(4) "Many Univorsities have found it to be sound business practice
to furnish, during the first year, a half or full-time technician
to a new faculty member in whom they contemplate investing almost
a million dollars in life-time salary and support." This will be
important to us as we recruit for two new staff members whom we
expect to conduct an active research program as well as carry a
heavier teaching load than they might at many other schools.

raWHOW ) 4
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Dr. Freeman Wright
July 20, 1976
Page 2

We have no disagreements with this complimentary report but hope
that the Commissioner and members of the Board of Regents appreciate
the major efforts that over the years have,gonejntozsphieving this
level oflexcellence. We need more understanding and support in order
to maintain such a program in the face of competition and tightening
federal funding.

WGW/jvb

cc Vice President Dayton
Dean Jutila
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Sincerely,

William G. Walter
Professor and Head



University of Montana

Missoula, Montana 59801

(406) 243-0211

7,4TAOMENT4:1_,
Response -iii

RESPONSE TO PH.D. BOTANY PROGRAM REVIEW

hy

BOTANY DEPA TMENT

UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA

The opportuOty to have our program reviewed by such outs ending profes-

onals as Dr. Kozlowski and Dr. Evert was greatly appreciated and has already

been of great benefit to us in planning and reflection. The review has been

therouee and the report contains material with which we have no substantial

.disaereement. However, there are a few points which should be emphasized or

reinForted and n few omissions which warrant comment.

Tilt.: reviewers of the Botany program a- well as other reviewers especially

-for Zoology, make poinzed statements about costs assoeiated with retention or

elimination of doctoral programs. Some of these points should be reinforced.

For oxampIe they write that the Department of Botany At the,U of M has been

phenomenally successful in obtaining external funds for research and teechieg.

They also state that we have considerable equipment obtainki4argely throegh

faculty grants from eeternal sources. They -further state that the presence of

Ph.D. programs has in large part made it possible for active faculty members to

obtain very sub:tant ial research grants. The related benefits of the research

fends to faculty, grnd_ate and undergraduate research as well as instruction is

outlined clearly a is the erosion of quality expected should the program Le

elimInated. The relationshIp of a strong advanced program in Boteny to the well-

being of the University and the State of Montana should not be undercimated.

Thc reviewers report makes an important point of our inadoquate space and

deplorable greenhow,e conditions and this cannot be emphasized enough. The

long range building program could help remedy this situation but it is also

hoped that some more immodiafe re I ief would he made a reality by Findinn new

quorters for Science Education outs id,. of ot r Natural Science huildinu and

huil6ing some greenhow,e foc.ilily in cooperation with the Phyr.ical Plan)t to

fu.rve until a nee, building with tooftop greenhouse:, 1. possible.
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Although-the reviewers met with and made favorable remarks about: ou

graduate students, none of this found its way into .their written report. It-
,

should be emphasized that the report prepared earlier:by the Botany Departmen

does have 43 section on the studiznts which includes information about high qua ity,

achievement and successful placement of these graduate students.

The, statement in the reviewe -s;' report that the equipment and library

holdings are quite adequate might be an overstatement of the facts. For

exnmple the library holdings are minimally adequate but only because outside

funding resulting from research grants has been added to Lhe Botany library

budget to the tune Of $1,000 to $2,000 per year.- Aiso, while we,do have con-

siderable equipment, obtained largely through faculty grant, we lack certain

items of modern equipment, such as scanning electron microscope, which have

now become almost routine in modern scientific laboratories and would add a

worthwhile dimension to our program.

The reviewers refer to our doctoral program as "successful" and our

department as a "splendid organization." They also refer to the department as

having "several areas of excellence." Such statements indicate to us that this

quality'program should be left intact in order to continue performing for the

Universlty and State in a productive manner. To divide, sep rate oe amalgamate

the Botany program would be counter produtive and disastrous to our present

worthwhile effort.
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ATTACHMENT # 10
Re-iponse - iv

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY

COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY. BOZEMAN

To:

Fr:

Re:

July 3_ 1976
I

; 79` ,

Freeman Wright, Deputy Commissioner for Acade ic Affairs

Jim Pickett, Head, Biology Dept. , MSU 411 t

Comments upon t_e Ph.D. reviews i- Botany and Zoology at MSU

Botany:

Wrtite

A. Anatomy, Morphology and Taxonbmy: The Department of:Biology offers
the following upper division-courses in plant anatpmy, morphology and tax-
onomy:

Course Title lnstructor
Enrollment
Total

Biol 315 Agrostology Rumely 26 13

316 Plant Anatomy Hahn 12 2

410 Cytology Carroll 15 5

421 Adv. Plant Taxonomy Rumely 9 3

The faculty in Biology_and in the College of Agriculture would prefdr
that a professional anatomist-morphologist teach Biol 316 and that Biol 315
and 421 be...oriented more toward agriculturally and ecologically important
plants. 'I doubt that there would be sufficient demand to support graduate
courses in these areas. It might be possible to hire one professional who
could fill this ne,u1 for better coverage of anatomy and applied taxonomy
either now or when Mr. Hahn retires (by 1980). It should be noted that the e
have been four retirements in Biology (Booth, Hastings, Scharff and Quimby)
since 1973 without any replacements so far.

B. Plant Eco1ogy and Agriculture: Ecology, the study of relationships
between living systems (organisms, populations, and communities) and their
environments, is'pursued and applied by both botanists and students of agri-
culture. 1) Knowledge about the relationship of a plant or a population of
plants to its environment (autrecology) is useful in managing native and crop
plants. Crop science and range management students comprise about half of
our Autecology class while Biology students turn to agriculture for other



autecology courses in bioclimatology, crop physiology, plant nutrition,
etc. Much of the research in autecology is directly Applicable to agri7
culture. For example, we have studied effects of increased precipitation
on yields, effects of possible toxins associated with cloud seeding on
crops, effects of trampling on plant survival, etc. 2) European ecolo-
gists and US Forest Service ecologists have demonstrated-that the rela-
tionships,of biotic communities to their environments (syn-ecology) can
be.used to predict what 'crops' will perform best on a givensite. Cur-
rent studies will estimate the indicator values of natural vegetation of
Montana. Courses in Biology and Range Science complement each'caer in
this area and attract students in both disciplines.

The ecological and physiological relationships of agricultural plants
,

are becoming increasingly important to identify' which environmental vari-
ables significantly alter plant giowth and development. The interest of
agricultural students in plant ecology and plant physiology is indicated
below:

-Enrollment
Course Title Instructor Total Aa

Biol 510 Adv. Plant Physiology Mills 9 6

511 7 4

512 It II
6 5

529 Plant Geography Collins 9 4

534 Plant Autecology Weaver 10 5

536 Plant Synecology Weaver 15 5

C. Interaction_Between_the Ph.D. in_Botany and_the Ph.D. 's In Plan
Eatholnd _Soil Science:

There are actually three Ph.D. programs in the botanical sciences at
MSU; i.e., Botany, Plant Pathology and Crop and Soil Science. These pro-
grams all interact as is indicated by the number of currently enrolled
Biology graduate students taking courses taught by faculty
logy and Plant and Soil Science:

Plant Pathology Courses

in Plant Patho-

Number of
Course Title Instructor Biology Graduate

301 Plant Pathology Mathre
550 Plant Biochemis Strobel
402, 530, 531

Total
_4

10

Plant and Soil ScIence Courses

426 Agricultural Climatology Caprio
480 Photo Interpretation Nielsen
305, 319, 406, 410, 412, 420, 505, 525

Total
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In addition to these courses, Dr. Carroll (Plant Pathology) has a 0.30 FTE
appointment in Biology and teaches Biol 410-Cytology. Lists of recent
publications of Drs. Cakio, Carroll, Mathre, Nielsen and Strobel, -who
have the most contact with Biology graduate students, are attached. It is
quite evident that the Ph.D. in Botany at MSU does not function as an iso-
lated program, hut is only one of three Ph.D. programs in:the botanical
sciences at MSU.

II. Zoology:

A. Upper Division and Graduate offerings in Genetics, Physiology-and.
Limnologt: In view of_the following lists, I do not understand the review-

(page 1) "...there are notable weaknesses in offerings in ge-
and limnology."

Biology
Course Title Instructor Last Enrol.

ers' comnent
netics, physiology

Area

Genetics 324 -Principles of Genetics Staff 85

411 Genetics Lab Vyse 8

412 Genetics Lab Skaar 16

413 Physiological Genetics Skaar 13
415 Human Genetics D. Cameron 6

443 Genetics of Development Vyse 8

450 Evolution Skaar 42
519 Adv. Physiological Gen Skaar 2

533 Population Genetics D. Cameron

Animal
Physiology 405 Animal Phys ology Picton 80

431 Insect Physiology Roemhild 5

444 Comparative An. Physiol.Picton 15

446 Functional Biology
of Fishes Kaye 20

505 Cellular Physiology Vyse 18

531
532

Adv. Animal Physiology
it

McMillan
it

7

4

540 Environmental Physiol. Picton 7

Limnology 414 Limnology Kaye 32

417 Fresh Water Algae Wright .41

446 Functional Biology of
Fishes Kaye 20

513 Yisheries Management Gregory 7

518 Algal Physiology Pickett 4

538 Fresh-water Inverte-
brates Roemhild 7

541 Population Dynamics Wright 17

542 Chem. & Physical Limn. Wright 11

543 Aquatic Community Ecol. Wright 14

553 Biology of Water
Pollution Kaya 13



B. WAMI-and Graduate Education: It is incorrect to say that- WAMIfac-
ulty in BiologY do not participate in graduate education. Most- WAMI courses
are open to a limited number of graduate students as the following table
indicates:

Graduate Students
Enrolled_(7.5.-76)

MedS 500
511

gutrition
Anatomy

1

2

512 Mech. in Physiol. & Pharm. 1
515 Ages of Man 0

. 531 Head, Neck Ear, Nese andjhroat 0
532 Nervous System 0
534 Endocrine System 1

Total 5

Also, Dr. McMillan teaches Biol 531532--Adv. Animal Physiology and has a
student working on a master's thesis in Zoology. Overall, the teaching
loads of WAMI faculty are about average for the Biology Dept.

III. Publication Record:

Both the faculties in Botany and Zoology,(including Entomology, F&WL
and Genetics) at MSU are criticized for a rather poor publication record.
I must concur in the reviewers' conclusion.- Howeverthe primary, function
of the Biology faculty at MSU is to teach undergraduate:students. Based-
on information provided by the departMents and the Commissioner's office
we teach about 12% more credits per instructional FTE (15.5 vs.. 13.9) and
about 30% more student credit hours per FTE (1051 vs. 809) than the-combined
Botany and Zoology faculties at UM.. Also, ecological experiments often re-
quire two or more years' data for comparisons. Consequently, I can accept
a publication rate of two or three refereed publications.in national journals
during the last five years as an acceptable indicator of productive research.
Nine Biology faculty (D. Cameron, H. CamerorL Eng, Kaye., McMillan, Phillips,
Pickett, Weaver and Wright) have published two or more papers in refereed
national journals in the last five.years. Five faculty (Eng, Kaye, Pickett,
Weaver and Wright) have published three or more such papers in the last
five years.

Conclusions_ and Recommendations:

A. The Biology Dept. at MSU should offer a Ph.D. in Biology (not Envi-
ronmental. Science as mentioned July 7) with options in Botany, Entomology,

. Fish and Wildlife Management, Genetics and Zoology. However, because of the
limited course offerings due to low enrollment and the poor publication
record in Entomology during the past five years, I cannot support the accep-
tance of Ph.D. students- in Entomology at the present time. The composition
of such a program is indicated below:
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Enro_i ent in the M.S. and Ph.D. Programs

1973774 1974-75
M.S. Ph.D.

1975-76
M.S. Ph.D.

Botany 9 2 6 2 6 2

Entomology 0 1 1 0 2 1
E&WL 20 1 22 1 18 1
Genetics - 5 - 6 - 3

Zoology 9 1 9 2 _10 2

Total 38 10 38 11 36 9

B. Any faenity member accepting a qualified Ph.D. student-s_ould have'
at least two refereed publicationa during the last'five years in national
journals relevant to the option of the Ph.D. The faculty member should
also have'demonstrated competent supervision of at least one prior thesis
and should have fiFircial support for the Ph.D. research project.- 'It-is
also necessary thar-a,sufficient number and'variety of courses be available
to construct a Ph.D. program for the student.

The Biology Dept Should continue to concentrate its research ef-
forts andiPh.D. programs in terrestrial and aquatic ecology especially as
related to agricultural-and resource managementproblems.

. D. The current vacant 06Sition in nWL should be filled with a research-
oriented big-game ecologist to maintain one of our strongest undergraduate
and,graduate programs.

E. A competent plant anato ist and agriculturally-oriented taxonomist
should be hired nov or when Mr. Hahn retires (by 1980). This person's pri-
mary responsibility would be to teach undergraduate plant anatomy and taxon-
.t
omy to students in Biology, Plant Pathology and Plant andSoil Science. We
should not try to develop graduate courses or Ph.D. programs in plant anatomy,
morphology or taxonomy.

JMP:dml

Encl. Publication lists

cc: Vice President D3yt n
Dean Jutila
Biology faculty
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JIm Pickett

Fr: Dick Mackie

Re: List of publications based on thesi, research under my direction since
1970 on which I am not listed as co-author.

Kohn, B. E. and J. J. Mooty. 1971. Summer habitat ot white-tailed deer in
northcentral Minnesota J Wildi. Manage. 35(3): 476-437.

Van Ballenberghe, V. and J. M. Peek. 1971. Movements and habitat use of
radio-marked moose in northeastern Minnesota. J. Wildl. Manage. 35 (1):

63-71. -

Peek, J. M. 1970. 1970. Wilderness moose. Naturalist. 21(4) 3$r.41$

1971. Canopy aad volUme relationships to production of three

woody species. Ecology 51(6): 1098-1101. .

, L. W. Kreftiag, and J. W. Tapp.l.iner, III. 1971. Variation in
twig diameter-weight relationships in northeastern Minnesota. J. Wildl.

Management 35(3): 501-507.

, 1971. Moose-snow relationships in northeastern Minneso a.
Proc. Snow and Ice Symp. in Relation to Wildlife and Recreation. Iowa

State Univ. Ames=, pages 39-50.

, 1972. Wbite-tails in winter. Symp. on the White-tail Deer

in Minnesota, St. Paul. The Wdlife Society, pages 23,26.

, 1973. Adaptations to'the burn: moose and deer studies.

Naturalist 23(3-4): 8-14.

R. E. LeResche and D. R. Stevens. 1974. Dynamics of moose
aggregations in Alaska, Minnesota aad Montana. J. Mammal. 55(1):

126-137=

. 1974. A review of moose food habit studies in North America*
Ni uraliste Csnadien 101: 195-215.

. 1974. 9n the nature Of winter habitats of Shires moose.
Le Naturaliste Canadian 101: 131-141.
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1974. Initial response of moose to a forst fire in no- hr.
eastern Minnesota. Am. Midi. Nat. 91(2): 435-438.

C. W. Neu, C. R. Byers and . 1974. A technique for analysis of
utilizatiOn-avallability data. J. Wildl. Management 38(3): 541,545.

, L. W. Krefting and J. C. Tappeine 1974. Twig diameter
aad weight relationships for important browse species in northern
Minnesota. Minnesota For. Res. Note 248. 4 pages.

Ohmann, Lewis F., Charles T. Cushwa, Roger E. Lake, James R. Beer and
Robert B. Brander. 1973. Wilderness ecology: the upland plant
communities, woody browse production, and small mammals of two adjacent
33-year-old wildfire areas of northeastern Minnesota. North Cent, For.
Exp. Stn., St. Paul, Minn. 30 pages, illus. (USDA For. Serv, Gen, Tech.
Rep. NO-7).

Wetzel, J. F., J. R. Wambaugh, and J. M. Peck. 1975. A praisal of white-
tailed deer winter habitats in northeastern Minnesota. J. Wildl. Manage.
39(1): 59-66.
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Publ cations 1971-76

Dr. Thomas W. Carroll
Professor of Plant Pathology

Carroll, Thomas W. 1972. Seed transmissibility of two strains of barley

stripe mosaic vicus. Virology 48:323-336.

Carroll, T. W. and Mayhew, D. E. 1976. Anther and Pollen Infection in
relation to the pollen and seed transmissibility of two strains of
barley stripe mosaic virus in barley. Can. J. Bot. (In Press).

Carroll, T. W. and Mayhew, D.C. 1976. Ovule and embryo sac infection
in relation to seed transmissibility of barley stripe mosaic virus in

barley. Can. J. Pot. (In Press).

Darlington, L. C. Carroll, T. W., and Mathre, D. E. 1976. Enhanced
susceptibility of barley to ergot as influenced by barley stripe mosaic

virus infection. Plant Dis. Reptr. (In Press).

McNeal, F. H :Jerg, M.A., and Carroll, T. W. 1976. Agronomic and Barley
stripe mosaic virus data from six infected spring wheat cultivars seeded
after 14 and 19 years of storage. Plant Dis. Reptr. (Ms. submitted).
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Publi itions 1971-76

Dr. Donald E. Mathre
Professor of Plant Pathology

Mathre, D. C. 1971 Mode of action of oxathiin systemic fungicides.
II. Structure-activity relationships. J. Ag. & Food Chem. 19:872-874.

Mathre, D. E. 1971. Mode of action of oxathiin systemic fungicides.
III. Effect on mitochondrial ac ivities. Pesticide Eiochem.-&
Physiol. 1:216-224.

Shively, 0. D., and D. E. Mathre. 1971. Mode of action of oxathlin
systemic fungicides. IV. Effect of carboxin on solute leakage
from hyphae of Rhizoctonia solani. Can. J. Microbiol. 17:1465-1470.

Furanik, S. 8., and D. E. Mathre. 1971. Biology and control of ergot
on male sterile wheat and barley. Phytopathology 61:1075-1080.

Ulrich, J. T., and D. E. Mathre. 1972. Mode of action of oxathiin
systemic fungicides. V. Etfect on electron transport system of
Ustilw00 maydis aad Saccharomyces cerevisiae. J. Bact. 110:628-632.

Ma hre, D. E. 1972. Effects of oxathiin systemic fungicides on various
biological systems. Bull. Environmental Contam. of Tox. 8:311-316.

Johnston, R. H., and D. E. Mathre, 1972. Effect of infection by
Cephalosporium graminenm of winter wheat. Crop Sci. 12:817-819.

Cunfer, 8., D. E. Mathre, and E. A. Hockett. 1974. Factors influencing
the susceptibility of male-sterile barley to ergot. Crop Sci. 15:194-196.

Mathre, D.E.; V. R. Stewart, R. H. Johnston, and D. E. Bali-ridge. 1974.
Fungicide treatment of wheat seed: I it necessary? J. Environ.
Qual. 4:117-120.

Mathre, D. E., and R. H. Johnston. 1975. Cephalosporium stripe of winter
wheat: Procedures for determining host response. Crop Sci. 15:591-594.

Mathre, D. E., and R. H. Johnston. 1975. Cephalosporium str pe of winter
wheat: Infection processes and host response. Phytopathology 65:1244-1249.

Mathre, D. E., and R. H. Johnston. 1976. Presence of dwarf and Common smut
in Montana wheat. Plant Dis. Reptr.
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Darlington, L. C., mid D. E. Mathre. 1976. Resistance of mala sterile
wheat to ergot as related to pollination and host geaotyne. Crop Science:

In Press.

Darlington, L. C., T. W. Carroll, and D. E. Mathre. 1976. Enhanced
susceptibility or barley to'ergot as influenced by barley stripe .
mosaic virus iiqection. Plant Dis. Reptr. rn Pre



Publica:ions 1971-76

Dr. Gerald A. Nielsen
Professor of' Soil Science

Soil Interpretations for Land Use Planning and Develo merit in the Gallatin
Valley Area with SCS and Exp. Station Staff. Mont. Agric. Exp. Sta. 1971.

Soil Crust Studies. R. A. Mae, G. A. Nielsen and R. r. Choriki. Mont. Agric.
Exp. Sta. 1971.

Soil Interoretation3 for Land Use Plannin
Canyon Area, Montana. J. A. Olsen, B.

Agric. Exp. Sta. 1971.

and Development in the Gallatin
Leeson and G. A. Nielsen. mont.

Impact of Large Recreational Developments Upon Semi-Prim..Ztive Environments.
The Gallatin Canyon Case Study. Gallatin Canyon Study Team. Research Report

#66. Center for interdisciplinary Studies and Montana Ag. Exp. Sta., Montana
State Univ., Bozeman, June 1974.

The Gallatin Area, A Summary Report. Gallatin Canyon Stud-7 Team. Bulletin
344, Cooperative Extension Service, Montana State University, Bozeman,
February 1974.

Problems of Interdisciplinary Applied Pesearch in a University Setting.
A. S. Williams, G. A. Nielsen, J. W Reuss, D. G. Stuart and H. F. Shovic.
Montana State University, Bozeman 1974.

Computer Codes Montana Soil Data. Soil conservation. Vol. USDA,

SCS. 1974.

ventorying Montana Soils with Computers. G. A. Nielsen. Now. Montana

State Univrsity. Bozeman, Vol. 10:6. 1974.

Environmental impact Assessment: The Gallatin Canyon - Bi9; Sky Study.

G. A. Nielsen et al. Journal of Soil and Water Conservation. 28(5)

208-210. 1974.

The Montana Automated Data Processing System for Soil inventories. G. L. Deck:?r,

G. A. Nielsen and J. W. Rogers. Mont. Agric. Exp. Sta. Research Report #89,

1975.

Soils of the Com Experimental Forest. M. C. Klages, R. C. McConnell and

G. A. Nielsen. Mont. Agric. Exn. Sta. Research Report 91, 1976.
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Publications 1971-76

Dr. Cary Allan Strcbel
ProfesSor of Plant Pnth 1--

iner, G. W., and Gary- A. Strobel. 1971. Helmintbosporoside, a host-s ecifie
toxin from Helminthoscorium sacchari. J. Biol. Chem. 246: 4350-4357.

Qui R., and Gary A. Strobel. 1971. a-ketobutyrate decarboxylase activity
in Bhoetcriia solani p Can. J. Bo 49: 1059-106-

Eie M. and Gary A. Strobel. 1972. A phytotoic glycopeptide fran cultures
of Gorynebacteum insiftiosun. Plant Phys. 49: 676-684.

Stro 1, Gary A. 1972. Thrtotoxic Glycooentides of Coryneba terium in Phytotoxins
536 rp.in Plant Diseases. Academic Press, Loadon.

Strobel, Gary A. 1972. Comparative biochemistry of some toxic glycopeptides
produced by plant pathogenic corynebacteria. Proc. 3rd International
Conference on Plant Pathogenic Bacteria Wueningen, Netherlands,
357-365.

Strobel, Ga. W. M. Hess, and G. W. Steiner. 1972. Ultrastructure of cells
in toxin treated end Hlrninthospc i infected sugarcane leaves.
Phytopathology 62: 339-345.

el, Gary A., K. Trl adge, and P. A1berfnein. 1972. Ob-.ervations on the
structure cal the pbytotoxic glycopentide of L:=Lnebactcrium seoedonicum.
Biochem, Bioohys, Acta. 261: 5-274.

bel, Gary A. 1972. Asncets on the Structure and Function of Phytotoxic
Glycopentides and Other Toxic Glycosides from Plant Pathogens. Academic
Press in Biochemiury of the Glycosidic Linkage.

Ries, S- M., and Gary A. Strobel. 1972. Bioloqical properties and Patholoic-01
role of a phytotoxic glyconeptide from Corvnebacterium insid.iosuu Physiol.
Plant Path. 2: 133-142..'

Strobel, Gar7 A., and Gary otoiner. 1972. Ruaner formation
helminthosporoside in sugarcane infected by Helmin osnorium sacchari.
Physiol.. Plant Path. 2:129-132.

relation to

obel, Gary 1973. The helminthosporoside bincing protein of sugarcane.
Its propeL _es ani relationship to suscontibility to the eye spot disease .
J. Biol. Chem. 248t 1321-1328.

robel, Gary A. 1973. Biochemical basis of resistance of sugarcane to the
6pot disease Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA) 70: 1693-1696.
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ralev, C., Vary Srt1ey, and Gary A. Strobel.
rr,lycomeptida as a raold screening tc,chniou
in alfalfa. Phytopathology 64: 194-196.

c-aniaabutyronitrile as an
soliani. Can. J. Biechem.51:1 0-141

1974. The use of a phytot_xic
for terial wilt resistance

A., D. Karr, and Gary Strobel. 1914. Is lation
of four host-specific toxins of H. mazia. (Race T
250-257.

nd partial chacterinaion
Plant Physiol. 53:
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and a precursor of the ICA cycle. Plant Physiol. 53: 491-495,,
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0_(JSA) 71: 1413-1417.,
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Cu .Ler, V. and Gary S _ rbL. 1916. Chemotaxis of rhisobi.71 spp. tc

root exudates. Pl. _hys. 57: 820-823.

t, S. and Cary A. Strot'A. 1975. Partial purification of a p, xin from

toria nodorwl, Trans. British Mycol, Soc. press).

S Gary A. Bacterial Phytotoxins (in pr paration for the Ann.

Microbiol.) 19(7.

Pinkerton, F., and Gary A. Strobel. 1916. Serinol as an activat7 of oxin:

production in attenuated cultures of H. sacenari. P.N.A.S. (USA) in press

Strobel, Gary A. 1976. Phytotoxins.as tools.in studying plant disease resistance.
Trends in Biochemical Sciences (in press).

Strobel, Gary A. 1916. Biochemical obuervation., on 'heat-induced plant di,7ease

resistance. Plant. Physiol- (in. press

Cu rier, W., and Gary A. Strobel. 1976. Chemotaxis of Rhizobia spp7 to a

glycoprotein produced by birdsroot trefoil. Science submitted).
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ATTACHMENT p
Response - v

30 June 1976

TO: Dr. Freeman J. Wright, Deputy Commissioner.for Academic Af ai s

FROM: Lee H. Metzgar, Chairman, Department of Zoology, U of M

RE: University of Montana Department of Zoology Doctoral Program Review

On behalf of the U of M Department of Zoology, I wish to express appreciation
for the opportunity to thoroughly review our Ph.D. program. The outside reviewers'
report (as well a$ other aspects of this pfocess) increased ourtonfidence in the
high quality of our program, its even greater potential, and its very real contri-
butions to the university, the state, and the nation. The review has helped
sharpen our focus on the strengths of our program. It has also given us confidence
that we are working effectively to strengthen certain portions of our activities.
Because of this review, we will approach these tasks with increased direction,
confidence, and enthusiasm.

We were pleased that Dr's. Cummins and Bagnara characterized the Zoology Ph.D.
programs at U of M and MSU as "complementary" rather than_ "overlapping". Weed,
the review has increased our appreciation for the unique direction and content
of each program. We agree with the reviewers that we can use this complementarity
to good advantage by increasing the contact between faculty and students of the
two institutions. We look forward to developing such activities.

Throughout their report, the reviewers argued effectively that the Zoology
Ph.D. programs must be retained and strengthened. In both programS, tbe primary_
limitations were not facilities, faculty quality, student quality, job aVailability,
or any number of other factors_investigated. Rather, the programs' primary restraints
were judged to be_financial. Clearly the reviewers felt we do net, need program
elimination. We do need greater awareness of and support for these existing programs
of demonstrated quality and contributions. We are pleased that the reviewers saw
both programs "... as absolutely essential and the.effects of elimination as devasta-
ting." They expressed the need for greater appreciation and support when they stated,
"Importantly, the general misconception that ... elimination of Ph.D. programs will
constitute financial saving is so naive that it could only be perpetuated by those
totally unfamiliar with institutions of higher education."

Many faculty and administrators_on the U of M campus have long.recognized
that, in the words of the reviewers "... modern biology is functionally oriented
and highly interdisciplinary ... (and that) Ph.D. programs in zoology should .be
part of a broader context such as ... a Division of Biologital Sciences...." The
ZoolOgy Department has and will continue to pursue 6 more efficient and more
broadly-based organization of the life science faculties at the University of
Montana. Many of us have recognized for years that the life sciences,could be
reorganized to increase the efficiency and strength of our undergraduate and
graduate education. We hope that the reviewers' recomendation will help achieve

,this goal.

The reviewers accurately noted that this faculty's productivity (when measured
be grants and publications) is "fair" and is not evenly distributed among the
members of the depirtment. They did-commend the excellence of over half of this
faculty and, of course, the overall contributions of all our faculty members

1



(considering a wider variety of criteria) was demonstrated in the faculty vitae
supplied earlier. None-the-less, we have recognized the need for increased out-
side funding for our research activities. During the reviewers visit, we discussed
several steps that have been initiated or planned that will increase our productivity
in these critical areas. In all cases, they felt we had accurately assessed our
needs and begun to move effectively to satisfy them. These actions and policies
include the following:

1) Equalization pf teaching loads. To a large extent, this has been accomplished
during the 75-76 school year, and was favorably noted by the reviewers (pg 10).
Certain faculty members' teaching loads will now permit more aggressive pur-
suit of grant support and publications.

Certain budget categories eg. Capital Equipment) will be used exclusively
to initiate projects that will lead to preparation of grant applications.
This policy became effective in 75-76.

Certain teaching assignments will be transferred between faculty members and
between quarters to increase faculty opportunities to prepare grant proposals
and publications.

4) The nature of the departmental personnel will change greatly in the coming
years. Several senior faculty members who will soon retire provide services
based on decades of_unique experience in this university system. This depart-
ment gains a great deal of strength from such experience. However, such
expertise cannot ;-:e replaced and we anticipate that such replacements will be
"functionally" trained and oriented biologists who will participate heavily
in the research and graduate programs of this department.

We also point out that this department will provide increased service to the
community and to the state through increased extension offerings. This.policy
was pursued aggressively during 75-76 when we presented eight different_offer-
ings to the people of Western Montana. This zoology extension program included
courses for teachers, outdoor recreation education for sportsmen, a course for
prison inmates, an important workshop for:wildlife agency personnel, and other
offerings. In all cases, the responses have been gratifying and we presently
plan to expand our extension activities in 76-77.

The reviewers noted that the Ph.D. "... programs are young and in a state of
maturation." Indeed a large proportion of our faculty was hired before the Ph.D.
program was even planned. They repeatedly noted the outstanding scholarship and
productivity of the majority of this faculty and drew attention to the high potent-
ial of the program. We believe they are correct and we are confident that we will
realize that potential.

cc: John M. Stewart, Graduate Dean
Arnold Bolle, Acting Academic Vice Pres dent
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Intra-campus MEMORANDUM

DATE June 28, 1976

TO:

FROM: R. Keith Osterheld, Chairman, Department of Chemistry

r, VER. ITN: 0 1.1 ONTA NA

ATTACHMENT
Response - vi

Dr. Freeman J. Wright, Deputy Commissioner for Academic Affairs

RE Doctoral Program Review, Department of Chem -try,
University of Montana McV,Mcti

We were pleased with the reviewers' reports on our doctoral
prog am. We particularly liked the reviewers' recognition that:

1. Doctoral programs are a necessary part of major
institutions, particularly in the sciences, as a
guarantee of the research activity-that guards against
obsolescence in faculty, in instruMentation and in
program emphases.

2. The faculty, grant funds and facilities all seem
satisfactory for the modest PhA. program underway.

. Our undergraduate program is greatly enhanced by the
quality of faculty, of instrumentation, of teaching
assistants, and of research activity that result
from our doctoral program.

4. Economies cannot be- expected from the elimination of
this doctoral program.

We appreciated Dr. Shreeve's observation that'each department does
a creditable job preparing Ph.D. chemists-and that the state should
take pride in both programs for the success of their products and
the extent and continuity of outside funding. Dr. Freeman's cogent
conclusions that "it wpuld clearly be a mistake to discontinue
either doctoral program," and that "the savings would be small, if
any, and the damage done would be great," are particularly telling
in view of his statement that when he took the assignment, he did
not expect to be able to reach a conclusion.

Because the impetus for the proposed elimination of doctoral
programs appears to have been the assumption that economies would

. result, we have subsequently looked in some detail at the direct
economic va1ue to the state of the Univers'ty of Montana Ph.D.
program in chemistry. The two examples that follow illustrate
the magnitude of this value.

1. jnstrumentation needs
We estimate that without the doctoral program, t e

state would have to furnish at least $15,000 per yPzr
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Dr. Freeman J. Wright 2 June 28, 1976

(in place of the current $1,600-1,500) to keep our instru-
mentation sufficiently current undergraduate
Of our.present $561,000 inventory of major equipment, only
about $20,000 was purchased with state funds.

2. Direct contribution to state_ecoaorly.
In 1975-76, of iTi-1375,000 of non-state funds

obtained by Chemistry Department faculty for the
department's research programs, over $205,000 was.spent
on salaries and wages. Using the economists: estimate -

that-salary dollars paid in Montana pass through a total
of 2.7 hands within the state, one can estimate a total
wage benefit to Montana from our research grants Of over
$550,000. In additio, we estimate that $45,000 of the
non-salary grant funds are expended within the state. In
our judgment, at least 80% of our grant-getting ability
would be destroyed by loss of the doctoral program.

Reviewers' recommendations
The reviewers' riCommendations will be implemented as fully

possible. Comments on several follow:
1. Professor 5hafizadeh will take steps to attract graduate

student research assistants to partially replace his
present research staff with pre-doctoral students.

2. In conjunction with Professor Erickson, the department
is working for his reassignment to the environmental
studies program, which would allow his replacement in
chemistry with a research-active physical organic
chemist.
This year, two visiting lecturers were jointly supported
with the MSU Department of Chemistry. Programs of this
sort will be expanded.
During the past year, three staff members from each
chemistry department visited the other, giving lectures
and consulting with students and staff. Interactions
of this type would be facilitated by an intercampus
shuttle, as Liggested by Dr. Shreeve. Ideally, there
should be skStem funding for travel and housing, so
that cost is not a deterrent.

5. Because Dr. Freeman raised the issue in his review,
we should like to make it clear that although our
biochemists desire to keep their present strong ties
with the life sciences--microbiology, zoology and
botany--they regard themselves as chemists ancL wish
to remain in the Department of Chemistry. The
University building program now under development
is being designed to provide the proximity among the
sciences that is the real key to useful interaction.



Dr. Freeman J. Wright 3 June 28, 1976

Consequences_pf_TTTAram_ loss_
Finally, one must not overlook the adverse consequences of

elimination of either doctoral program in chemistry, which have-
been stated by the reviewers to include:

1. Loss of the currency and vitality of the program,
which is dependent on research activity.

2. Loss of the best faculty.
3. Loss of outside funding for instrumentation.
4. Major decrea,se in the quality of undergraduate

instruction as a result of the above factors.
5. A serious cutback in research programs now serving

the state in wood chemistry, limnology, allelopathy,
and coal waste problems.

6. Loss of financial support for students.
7. Damage to other science programs on the campus--at

both the undergraduate and graduate levels.

The decision on the future of this program must not be taken
lightly; it has taken 10 years and much effort to build the present
program.

cc: Dean John M S e art
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ATTACHMENT # 10
Response -vii

DEPARTMENT OF CHLMISTRY

4 C A R I F OF 11 II NCI IV1ON TANA Slim LINIVIIKY | V. 30,f MAN W/11--,

1'01_ -

Pc1;:t
July :IF), 1970

--

D r. Freeman J. WrIght, Doputy Commin.Jouc fr o
f

AO I: Arra I -!= !;.;

The Nont,-Ilin y System .

Thirty-01-,, Eleveuth /1,/(%

Helena, montaua 59601

m.Y.67 ---
Dear Dr. 1,,Tright: - -

mwc. - - -
I have rocoivod the reviews of Drs. Peter Freeman and Jean'no

Shreevo and havo pwled them on to the sti.d7f. Wo see the reviu.vs as
discerning, thoughtful, and complimentary or our doctoral program.
There is not much in them v,ith which we can quarrel. Both reviewers

urge continuance or the chemistry doctol-al programs at MSU and
the U of M and present strong arguments for this recommendat4on. We

are, of course, in complete agreement. ,

Dr. Osterheld of the tfitiversity of Montana has accurately smn
marized the major obrvatients of Lfie review team applIcable to both
chemistry departments and I shall not repeat them. We aro naturally
pleaned with the following comments, whi_cli were made spccifixally
about our department':

Faculty: "There is strength exhibited in all the traditional areas
_

of. chemstry at Montana State," 'Freeman, page 9.

areas ln the depart:wont are sta rnji by dedicated and Nit husiast c
teachors....The faculty is obviously vcry competent and is able to
mold the availah! u students into well trained, thinking, producing
sci Nellhe:r.--; of other departments who work closely 1-11 the

chemistry depari mein. 1,4.rongly prai SC 1110 Vit.111(! or, -the high caliber
;Hid Ph.D. pr(q,rain to the:ir own di sei c.g. , Microbiology,

Plant irnd Sfyi l'hysieli, Chemical Engineering, etc." Shrouvc,
pag(_= 2.

Facilition: "The -foc.i for ;t doct oriCt program in -terms of spoco
and egnipmont appoar to he excelle107. There would he no apparent
problem in expundwg the program to 40 or so graduate students in
terms of limilations imposed by the avaitahility ofphysical. facil-
ities." Freeman. page ID.

Chemist ry onpartmenl Nontana Stato versi y ix housed An.a

tood.cn fao lit ie;,--; for p,radnate :research."

Shreeve, page .1,
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Dr. Freeman O. Wright July .1.976

Pro,,rw 9r ow colt;idor Hu! rolo7(7 cX1wrIdo8 jh tOrliW Or,
SMLO xoypurL, quality or graduate students, salary levels or
fculty, teaching assilani stipends and teaching 'Thads, the
accomplishments of the doeljwal. program aro improsstve." ITCOMflh,
page V.

"Facnity and graduate studeni enthnsiasm for the gradoate program
is you high. The students appreciate and realize the good Fortune
of having a great deal ur interaction with a large nlimher ur inter-
ested raculty memher:-;. The quality of basic and Applied research
completed in this department am reported via puhlicltion in good
journals is vefy guud." Shreeve, page 2.

"Nearly id] ,r rip, Ph. D. ;Iwo rdues are ono:toyed ln posi t ions
which cover a wide range of industries and academie Yoles and which
would he typical or such degree holders from any Ph.D, granting de-
partment, This suggests that the products of this program are mi-
ployahte and can i-itiece:,;srUlly compete for the joh,.1 evon during this
tight CcoflOwie period." Shreeve, pago 3.

Dr. Freeman made hnt-oue specific recommendation, namely, "con-
tinuing efforts to maintain research in some of the traditional areas
of chemistry he maintained so that the department dues not become a
department of environmental chemistry." it is our intention to do
this. Recognition by the federal and state governmnts or the impor-
tance of basic research would suh.Aantially assist us in this effort.

Dr. Shreeve suggests greater interaction with the University of
Montana, modification of the Graduate Record Examination requirement
to enhance graduate student recraiting, the Ilse of outside funding to
suppOrt a greater unmher of Ph.D. candidates as research sladent
and the utilization of graduate teaching assistantships to support
only students who aro pnrsning a research degree. We ore in 0;,,,Y(,o
niohl- h ho:,:e, 'IOW; 4th0 :11111)1(4NC:tit aS quickly as mi-
nd n strat ive coope 1.,a Li on and -I ava Lint ity or ty graduate
student pe i

EWA:f1
cc: President Carl, McIntosh

Vice President Irving Dayton
Vice President Roy Iluffmml
Dean dohn Jutila
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University of Montana

Missouia, Montana 59801

(406) 243-0211

Freeman Wright
Deputy Commissioner for Academic Affairs
1231 Eleventh Ave,
Helena, Montana 59601

ATTACHMENT # 10
Response viii

MA THEM TI CS DEPARTMENT

June 28, 1076

Dear Dr. Wright:

Attached you will find this department's response
report of the reviewers of our Ph.D. program, which wi
trust, be useful to you.

VS

We ore looking forward to seeing you next week.

_

Sincerely you ,---

7

to
1

the
we

William R. Ballard
Chpirman
Mathematics Department
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onse from the UN Mathematics e n rtment to Reviewers' Re=t

We deeply nppreciate the reviewers' thoughtful appraisol of
the .trengths and weaknesses of our groduate_program. Since our
major effort in graduate education hns been in developing a Ph.D.
program that deperts from the treditionni program in Mathematics,
we were particularly pleased that the reviewerc respected
scientists involved in traditional programs - found our prorarn
nationally unique and vnlueble.

We hnve felt, nnd argued locally, that the Ph.D. program with
its emphasis on college teaching improves the teaching of under-
graduate mathematics nt the University of Montano. The reviewer.,
perceived that this is the case. (It is.our feeling that co-
operation between mnthemetics and other disciplines has improved
sjrae tne initiation of the 11h.). desree in maThematiaa. It 1:-.
matter of record thet enrollment in nervice courser in mathemntics
has increaoed at much greater rate than han university enrollment;
in genernl.

quality control is sometimes difficult to meintain at a school
such as the University of Montana. It is thus helpful to us to
be told by external reviewers that our comprehensive exnminatio
are sufficiently difficult and that our students' dissertations
nre wort1while scholarly works.

While the reviewers' comments were generallir favorable and
strongly support the retention of the program, they did offer some
specific suggestions for improvement of the deportment. We ,,4gree
with virtually all of these suggestions; in fact, we have mnde most
of them ourselves, and c, ecifically urge that the following actions
be given high priority:

1. That discussions begin on wnys of effecting eloser ties and the
possible merger of the departments of mathematics and computer
science.

That gradua e enrollment in mathematics be expended graduaely
over several yenrs to total of 70 students. This recuires at the
minimum that University commit itself to take over the support
of the teuchir.c assistantships which have been funded up to now
through the NSF Graduate Education Grant. As emphasized by the
reviewers, this mild expansion of enrollment would enhance both
the auslity and efficiency of the groduate progrom, by providing

,riticn1 mass' of enrollment in second year graduate courses nnd
seminars. It would olso help relieve the pressure at the lower
division teaching level, where classes nre constantly oversubscribed
and students have to be turned away. Adding graduate students is
n very inexpensive way to meet increasing teaching demands in the
department.



Pege

7. That resenrch and public ,ervice ectivities be given the same
high priority as clescroom teeching. High standards of research
or public service performance as well ns a high level of teeching
should be demanded as a precondition to tenure and promotion.
(These standards ore spelled out in the new Depertmentel Promotion
end Tenure document.) Achievement in research and public service
should be reworded by more meaningful merit salnry increments, and
teaching londs should be adjusted PO that those individuals most
heavily involved in researeh and public service be able to devote
more time to these activities, in line with nntionelly recognized
professional stenderds.

That the valary leve1 in methemetics at this Univers ty be mnde
mor- competitive - -t least moved to parity with those at Bozeman.

5. That there be created in the department several new faculty
-ositions et the assistant professor level, these positions to be
filled by individuals whose main interest is in graduate education
and research. The department is very_much aware of the availability
of talented young mathematicians to fill such positions; indeed,
we believe that the few appointments we hove been nble to make in
recent years are first-rate. We note that campus-wide this univer-
sity has been ettracting able young feculty members, but that the
best of these often leave when they begin to acquire a national
reoutation. Thia circumstance underlines the importance of the
reforms mentioned in items 7 and 4.

F. Thet, as soon as the Universit resources pemit, a high level
full professorship be created, to be filled by nn experienced senior
mathematician whose major focus-will be on the graduate program and
on providing leadership_in research. In view of Vie highly compet-
itive market for established research mathematicians, we feel that
this position must be funded at lenst at the a;z0-5 thousand level.
(As a fall-beck, one might seek instend an associate professor,
with salary in the upper wenties.

7. Thet a permanent Review Panel be constituted,_which periodically
will re-exemine the progress of graduate methemntics at this
institution.

We-are confident that we cnn eon inue to h-ve a smell graduate
program of high euellty end nationnl importence, and that the presence
of this program will continue_to hnve positive impact on under-
graduete programs and on service to other parts of the university
end to the state. However, the department will not be able to
perform all .of its functions at n desirable level without addition 1
staffing. (We have argued in . other documents that the elimination
of the Ph.D. program would result in increased costs and decreased
puality.)

The two appendices which follow provide 1) a clarification of
reviewers' rnnjaent with regard to the depertments record of

obtaining outside grents and 2) a list of consulting activities
of the departments statisticians analogous to the list of MZU's
statisticians' projects included in Professor Graybill's report.
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AREnclia_l

in the recent review of the Ph.D. program in Mathematics at

the University of Montqns, two of the reviewers commented --hat our

record in obtaining outsi e grantc and contracts was poor. Dr.

Fife added that in a top-ranked university "perhaps RD percent

of the mathematicians" would have such grant support. We shnll

show that this criticism is unjustifiable and that the standard

mentioned by Dr. Fife is one which extremely few universities meet.

(i) The reviewer own universities do not men-ure up to

Dr. Fife's standard. The follo-fring information was obtained in

telephone conversations with members and chairmen of the reviewers'

depnrtmen
No. of Fa u_ y Faculty Currently

University Members on Gran

Colorado ete* A5

Arizona 44

Utah 45-50+

14

1-5

14 o/o

o/o

0/0

Clearly, Dr. Fife must be refe ring in his statement to the

very best departments of mathematics in the couatry. It

unreasonable to compare our deparlaent with that of universities

_th the resources and prestige to attra t the top internationnl

scholars in our profession.

(ii) The Mathematics Department has not been lax in i

pursuit of grants and fellowships. The attached list of awards

shows that in the last 5 years over half of our f culty ha been

success-1 in obtaining such funding. Eight awards have been ob-

tained this year alone. Less than half of the $56 466 awarded to the

Department of Mathematics
4- Some faculty members are temporary
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Dep'rtment h been usei for fru1ty salaries. The rest h

benefited the Unive sity through the Requisition of equipment,

libr,ary books, overhead funds, and the tuition generated by the

teaching performed by the T Pching ssistants which were supported

by the Ph.D. Development Grant. 'de believe this is a creditable

performance by N 19 member deFirtment and totall disagree with

the reviewers' a:7sessment.
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Federally Funded

GRANTS AND FELLOWSHIPS

Name Grant and Year Grant Aggncy Salaries Total
Ballard, W.R. 1971 Summer Institute NSF

in Mathematics
2c,O6L4 85,496

1977 Summer Institute NSF
in Mathematics

8,400 16,170

1974 Summer Institute NSF
in Mathematics

14,727 50 c7,-'

1976 Title VI HEW 500
Equipment Program

Bilistein, R.N. 1974 New Educational HEW 1,000 1,000
Horizons for Montanans
1976 Title VI Equipment HEW 1,000
Program
1976 Site Director
Idaho, Montana, Utah, HEW 2,600 5 990
Wyoming Metric Consortium

Derrick, W R 1975 Fulbright Fellowship DOS± NA NA
1976 Elementary Mathe- NSF 1,5Z5 PO 00

Fi her M.J.

Gideon, R.

matical Models (with R.
Gideon and G. McRae)
1976 Faculty Science NSF NA NA
Fellowship

6,848 11 0001970-72 Fractional Power NSF
of Operators
1972 Regional Research NSF NA NA
Conference
1977 Algebras of NSF 7,875 6,100
Multipliers

1971 Distribu on 700 700
Functions

Grosman, S.'. 1977 Volterra Integras NSF 5,700
Systems
1974 Fulbright Fellowship DOSt NA NA
1974 Volterra integro- * 1,C00 1,000
differential SYstems
1976 National Academy of NPS NA NA
Science Fellowship

i t, G.C. 1977 Summer institute HEW 10,0 5 1,500
for teachers in Developing
Colleges

locally administered Federal Funds

- Department of State

9 11 n



Continued

Name

Loftsgaa den
D.O.

Grrint and Year Grant Agency Salaries Total

197 Statistical
Analysis of Home 9nge
Models

450 550

McKelvey, 1971-76 Ph.D. Development
Grant

NSF 66,040 159 ,29

1976 Turning Point NSF 7,069 11,200
Problems
1974 Missoula Mass Trans). 6,370 8,600
Study

Myers W.N. 1977 aummer_Ins_i u e
in Mathematics

NSF 17 938 60,715

Reinhardt, H.E. 1971 Summer Institute for
teachers in Developing

HEW 10,648 40,584

Colleges
1972 Summer Institute for
teachers In Developing

HEW 8,997 33.,600

Colleges
1976 Instructional NSF - -00
Scientific Equipment Gran

206,525 560,166

* locally administered Federal Funds
+ Includes Missoula City and County contributed funds
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Appendix 2.Partial list of Statistical Consulting Assistance
provided by Statisticians in the Mathematics Department et the
University of Montana. Fall, 1974 - Spring, 1976.

1. A complex fore try experiment designed by faculty members in
Forestry involving the analysis of the growth of seedlings wae
examined. The proper statistical model for this experiment was
devised in order to.analyze the data correctly. The model was a
complex mixed and tested one.

2. The Missoula Co _ty Health officer was given statitica1 help
in evaluating the effects of a r pollution on heal h in smelter
towns.

The Missoula City-County Planning Board was given help in
drawing a random sample of households in Missoula for a housing
survey.

4. The University of Montana Student Environmental Research Center
was given statistical help in analyzing the data from a summer
pollution study in Missoula.

5. A statistical analysis was performed for the Missoula County
Health Department to determine the reliability of a new technique
in transporting gonorrhea specimens.

6. A graduate student in Zoology was given help with some non-
parametric statistical tests he was carrying out.

7. A graduate student in speech communication and disorders was
given advice on the analysis of data gathered in her thesis research
'work.

8. Statistical assistance was given to an interdisciplinary studir
involving the Missoula County Health Department, several Missoula
physicians and the Student Environmental Research Center. The study
investigated the conjunctivitis rate of Misaoulian's eyes as
compared to other leas polluted cities.

9. The Missoula County Health Department was assisted in a. rather
lengthy investigation of the feasibility of conducting n study
on the effect of pollution in Missoula on the occurence rates of
certain diseases compared to less polluted areas.

10. A faculty member in interpersonal Communications was assisted
with a measure of association once'aignificance has been determined
by- the F test in an nnalysis of covariance.

11. Hundreds of hours were spent in desi fling ane supervising the
datagathering for a mass transit feasibility study and opinion
poll for Missouln County. The final outcome has been the setting up
of a MPSS Transit .flistrict in Missoula County.

C] )
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12. A graduate student in Forestry Ls assisted with an anal
of variance problem in 9 plant physiology experiment.

lz. A faculty member in Forestry was assisted in formulating a
regression model for the annual spring runoff in a certain watershed.

14. A member of the Computer Center was assisted with several
statistical programs in a statistical package.

J. A graduate student in Zoolo- was assisted wi h a two-way
analyi s of variance.

16 A graduate student in Zoology
in the analysis of his data.

wns assisted in using contrasts

17. A graduate student in Geology was helped to evolve a discriminate
problem on aging garnets and the basics of crystalline structure.

18. Assist a Ph.D. student in Forestry Develop a sampling technique
for use on his Ph.D. thesis Elk study.

19. Assist a faculty member in Economics with a Monte Carlo technique
for determining the distribution of a parameter in a non-linear
regression problem,

20. Assist a faculty member in Computer Science in gathering infor-
mation-on Stochastic Differential equations.

Pl. Dethign and carry out a cone- ive Bargaining Survey for the
Faculty Senate.

22. Assist a Ph.D. student in Geology with a discrimination problem
related to his dissertation work in deteymining the makeup of certain
rocks.

23. Asi st faculty member in Health, Physical Education and Recrea ion
with corre_ tion analysis relnted to data in n survey he made.

Assist a faculty member in Speech Communication with an
experimental design problem.

25. Assist a gradun.ce student in Forestry with data analysis
problems in an experiment where experimental burns were being made.

26. Assi t n researcher in the Crime Prevention Bureau of the
Sheriff's office witn a statistical problem.

27. Assist a graduate student in Fore-try with the design of a
questionnaire and analysis of the data in a survey conducted for
her thesis. The research dealt with Daubenmire classification
procedures.



28. Assist a student from the Law School with a probability question.

29. As,ist n faculty member in the School of Forestry with_an
experimental design question related to sampling rainfall in various
parts of ,the Lubrecht forest and comparing the rainfall gathered
there with that gathered at the airport in Missoula.

O. Assist a student in Forestry with a survey of people in
Missoula concerning their feelings on Colstrip 3 and 4.

31. Assist a graduate student in Forestry with the design his
experiment for his M.A. thesis research.

32. A_sist a Ph.D. student
data for a lArd study.

Zoology with the nnaly Is of her

7Z. AssiSt a graduate ,.. u ent in Fo
terthniques for a grouse s udy for h

74. Assist a forester from the U.S.
with a timber estimation problem.

35. Provided statistical help for the Montana Fish and Game Department
on their Georgetown Lake fish surveys.

6. Helped Computer Center prepare a non-linear regression program
for general uaeage.

es_ with the design of samplinc3
thesis research work.

Forest Serviqe at Fort Missoula

7. Helped a graduate student in Psychology into
Discriminant Analysis Computer output.

38. Helped a forestry student to relate multiple regression techni
to strea m flow data.

ultiw ia e

79. Helped two wildlife biology ..tudents in a statistical analysis
of the protein in bud stems on winter goat ranges.

ues

40. Helped a_Zoology student relate multiple comparisons of measure-
ments of snails to geographical data.

41. Helped a graduate student in GeoloRy by suggesting using a
..ensored data teehni ues in low level nickel determination in plan
and soils.

42. Helped a student with a difficult correlation problem involving
mineral content of river bottom samples.

43. Helped a Botany graduate student make up exp ri ental design to
analy7e a beetle population.

44. Helped a student from wildlife biology run X- tests to study
coyote food habits.
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45, Assist a raduate student from Forestry with the study of the
spatial distribution of trees in a forest before it was di turbed
by man.

46. Assist a doctoral student in Education with his survey data.

47. Assist a faculty member in Wildlife Biology with data anal sis
on a Grizzly Bear study.

48. Assist a faculty member in Microbiology with analysis of some
of his experimental data.

49. Assist a-graduate student in Zoology with the experimental design
work for her ph.r, thesis.

50. Assist a haart specialist at Western Montana Clinic with gathering
information on setting up a new diagnostic procedure in Missoula.

51. Assist a graduate student in Environmental Studies_witha regre-
ssion analysis problem related to the effect of pollution on tree's.

52. Assist a Ph.D.. student in Zoology with the analysis of her data
for her Ph.D. thes s. This was a study of gulls in Montana.

53. Assist a Ph.D. student in Zoology with the analysis of her data
from a bird qtudy.

54. Assist a graduate student in Wildlife Biology with the analysis
of data on her study related to the social behavior of does.

55. Assist a-graduate student in Forestry with the analysis of her
data.

56. Assist a graduate student in Wildlife Biology with the analysis
of his data from a water quality study using diversity indices for
nup)ber of species of insects found in samples from a stream.

57. Assist a graduate student in Forestry with the experimental
design for his:Masters research work.

58. Estimated the number of valid sign tures on petitions to put
-a Mass Transit issue on the ballot in issoula.

59. Assist a doctoral student in Education with the analysis of his
survey data. Many chi-square tests and similar type of analyses.

60. Assist-a Misscula teacher with the analysis of data gathered
in an experiment to test a new teaching technique.

51. Derive a Scheffe multiple comparison _procedure for a messy
design for a graduate student in Geography.

(4)
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2. _Assist a professor in Forestry with a sta istical p- blem related
to he_spatial_distribution.of trees in a

63. Assist a mathematics graduate student who is- working on a survey
data analysis for a faculty member in Social Welfare.

64. Assist a graduate student in Forestry with a multivariate
analysis and the related programs.

65. Assist a graduate student in Business Administration in setting
up and running a Linear Programming program.

66. Assist a graduate student in Zoology with a problem involving
testing for equality of theslopes in regression lines.

67. Assist a faculty member in Zoology with the derivation and
analysis for a messy experimental design in a bird study.

68. Assist a Ph.D. student in Zoology with the analysisof his thesis
data for a study of Bat Flies.

69. Fitting segmented regression curves to physiological data.
(with Zoology faculty member

70 Statistical analysis of Chemical measurements on urine of
black-tailed prairie dogs ith Zoology student).

Multivariate analysis,to determine cultural simularities
(with Anthropology faculty member).

72. Analysis of performance of two kinds of parachute for U.S.
Forest Service.

73 Statistical analysis of feeding habits of aquatic _nsects ith
Zoology graduate student).

74. Statistical analysis (with USFS) of controlled burn da--

( 5)
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University of Montana

Missoula, Montana 59301

(406) 243-0211

Dr. Freeman J. Wright
Deputy Commissioner_of Academic Affairs
Montana University System

Dear Dr.: Wright

MATNATICS DEPAgTMENT

July 21, 1976

I wish to,c6mment on one issue raised in the mathematics
Ph.D. review. It has been suggested that the dissertation in
the UM Mathematical Sciences doctoral program, the so-called
"expository survey", is not genuine research and that therefore
the degree is not a genuine Ph.D. I believe I can demonstrate
that this allegation is utterly false. My response is in three
parts.

I. First cf all, only relatively.few of the disser ations
this program are ',7urning out to be surveys: of the first
Math Science option theses completed or well along, five are
entirely of the traditional_type (so-called "primary research")
and the other three are a mixture of survey and primary research.
There is strong evAence that every_one of these theses is
potentially publishable:

1. The first two Math Science options were awarded last summer, -:
to. Terry and Susan Lenker. Susan Lenker's thesis-is outstanding.
(Reviewer Bill Scott was much impressed by it). It will be the

..basis.for.three separate articles,: to be submitted to primary
.research journals. Terry Lenker's thesis is marginal, but
contains one majox result, a generalization of a theorem by the
prominent mathematician S. Eilenberg, which in my opinion will
be published.

2. The third math science degree was awarded to Dick Wood, of
Seattle Lutheran College, last December. Dick has presented his
results at the American Mathematical Society's national meeting
and is now preparing a paper for publication. Wood is_the.third
Ph.D. student of Charles Bryan, the first two having finished
in 1971 in the old (traditional) Ph.D. program. All three theses
are primary research and according to Bryan of rou--ly equal
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Dr. Freeman J. Wright
July 21, 1976
Page 2

calibre. One thasis (Schelin's) has been publis'aed, in the
Journal of Numerical Analysis. The second thesis (Hansen's)
has not, but then Hansen has never submitted it to any journal,
despite Bryan's urgings. Based on this comparison and my own
appraisal of Wood's thesis I predict that it will be published too.

3. The next Math Science option student to finish will be Bob
Bohac who has been teaching at Algoma Vniversity College in
Canada, and Who is my own student. 1 Thip summer Bob is in the
final process of writing up his reaults$PMe...of the resUlts
in the thesis are included in a joiritp-aper'-ofura preSently
in galley proofs, which will-appear in theRocky_..Mountain.Journal
of_Mathematics this fall. (Bill Scott is maliiktng edltoror
thia journal ).. Bob's thesis is entirely primary research.

4. Finishing soon, perhaps in the fall, is Paul Smith, a faculty
member at the University of Victoria, B.C. Paul's adviser is
Howard Reinhardt. Accerding to Reinhardt, Paul's thesis is
partly primary research, partly survey. Part-of the '.;hesis has
already been accepted for publication by Discrete MatheMatics,
a primary research journal. Reinhardt believes that the entire
thesis_might appear as a survey monograph. T personally believe
that Smith, who is an outstanding expositor, will.Provide our
first example of the kind of high quality survey writing that we
have been trying to demonstrate.

9. A bit further down the road, but still expected to finish
-during academic 1976-77 are Vilas Deane, Kathy Yerion,_ and
Champak Panchal. The latter two are students of Bill Derrick
who describes both of their theses as primary research. Bill
says both students already have some publishable_results. He
appraises these students as superior to two or his Ph.D. students
at-the-University of Utah, whose thesis results hr,ve appeared in
p_T'int. The third of pur:_1977,77_fipi,*lers is Vi Deane, a student
of George McRae (who was also the adviSer of our 'first gradnate
in the program, Susie Lenker). Vi Deane's .thesis is partly
expository and partly survey in nature._ .McRae (whose sound_
judgement is confirmed by Scott's appraisal of Susie Lenker'
thesis ) says that Vi already has some publishable results.

II. The distinction between the traditional thesis and the
expository survey is this: A "Primary research" paper states and
proves new mathematical theorems. Most such paper's are highly
specialized and often technical in character. Survey writing is
closely parallel to the "critical scholarly writing" which is
common in the humanities; it requires a synthesis of knowledge
and a re-thinking and restructuring of a body of fact (in this
ease, a collectioehtlieorems). At its best it calls for imagina-
tion and originaliby of the highest order. Survey writing can
be published;.there are journals devoted exclusively or in part
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Dr. Freeman J. Wright
July 21, 1976
Page 3

to this kind of wiiting. Alternatively it may appear in mono-
graphs. One difficulty is that a typical primary research paper,
formulated in terse style, will run 15 journal pages, while a
survey might run 75, So there is a greater financial subsicy
involved in survey publication. Because of recognition of the
importance of survey writing to the advancement of mathematical
science, efforts have been made in recent years to overcome the
financial problem and to encourage mathematicians to undertake
the major labor involved in such an ambitious scholarly project.
Thus the number and variety of outlets fOr survey:writing has
significantly expanded over the past 10 years.

We did not incorporate survey writing into our Math Science
degree program in ordor to cheapen the degree - it obviously
does not - but because we deemed this a most appropriate kind of
activity for a college teacher to pursue throughout his career.
The small number of expository surveys among our theses simply
indicates the difficulty in writing this form of thesis compared
with the usual, and the reluctance of thesis advisors and students
alike to risk departing from the norm.

III. A word about tne 6 dissertations discussed by Professor Scott.
These are not really representative of our present program, since
of the 6 only the rocent two Lenker theses are Math Science option
theses. None of tae 6 was directed by the new faculty members,
brought in since 1970 to develop the new degree program.

till I think that Professor Scott's understanding that only
one paper would . result from the 6 theses is-too conservative. My
own estimate is that 3 or 4 of these theses clearly have "Publica-
tion potential" and that, besides Schelin's already published 1971
thesis, both of the new Math Science option theses are likely to
be published.

It would be helpful to be able to cite figures on the
action of_ math theses nationally. that_are.puhlisheth-. At schools

.

know about (like Colorado and Utah) I believe it .is under'50 o/o.
Many new Ph.D.'s Who go.into industry, gc,vernment 9r small colleges
(like our Hansen at NE Oklahoma 'State in Talleguah) are roally
under no pressure to publish anything, so don't even bother to
try. Surveys show_that less than 25 o/o of math Ph.D. holders
ever publish anything boyond their thesis!

.These figures suggest that there is something wrong with the
traditional primary research thesiS as an entre into a scholarly
career. In fact there has been much criticism within the
Mathematics community about the traditional Ph-D. program and
traditional dissertation, and prominent mathematicians have called
for reform. Our Mathematical Sciences program was created in an
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attempt to respond to the criticisms. It was underwritten by
the National Science Foundation in the eNpectatio.n that it might
have a national impact on graduate.edu ation in mathematics.
That remains-our goal.

Sincerely,

Robert McKelvey
Professor of Nathematics

vh

Attachment: Two of the influential early propozals for _eform:-

I. N. Herstein

W. L. Duren

On the Ph.D. in Mathematics

Are there too iiathemat

Both articles appeared in the AmericanMathOplatical
Monthlz, published by the Mathematical Association of
America.

0 I 0



University of Montana

Missoula, Montana 59b01

(406) 243-0211

Dr. Freeman J. Wright
Deputy Commissioner. of Academic Affairs
Montana University System
1251 Eleventh Avenue
Helena, Montana 59601

Dear Dr. Wright:

MATHEMATICS DEPARDENT

July 23 1976

fi
Mci',Uon
Wai!e

The mathematics review team in your Ph.D. program review has made
concrete proposals for new faculty positions and teaching assistantships
at Missoula. I would like to provide some perspective on these recommend-
ations.

1. The proposal for faculty additions is for several assistant professors
and one or more seaior faculty, all of these people to be active in research
and graduate education. This is a natural proposal for the reviewers to
make; they are asking that we do on a small scale what their own institutions
have been doing on E. much larger scale.

The most remarkable example of this in the Rocky Mountain region i
the University of Utah. In the past five years'Utah has pumped massive
of money into its graduate math program, paying high salaries in an attempt
to attract nationally prominent research mathematicians. According to my
information there ara "about a half dozen" Utah math faculty whose academic
year salaries are °between $55,000 and $40,000". In addition to this, in
order to capitalize on the buyers' market in young faculty, Utah has converted
fully one-third of its faculty positions (15 out of about 45) to non-tenure-
track instructorships, paying $12,000 to $15,000. Most of these young Ph.D.'s
will not be retained after their 3 year contract expires, for there are no
permanent positions at Utah for them.

A similar process of "faculty building" occurred at the University of
Arizona and the University of Colorado in the late '60's and beyond, aided
by NSF "Centers of Excellence" grants. Though these schools are not WS
affluent as Utah, top salaries there are probably in the lower or middle
50's.

Another technique for acquiring prestigious researchers,a method
accessible to poorer institutions, is to hire eminent retired mathematician
Thus in the late 50's and 60's, Arizona had the well-known British h ro-
dynamicist Milne-Thomnson, New Mexico had the eminent Yale University
mathematician Einer Hine, and Colorado had the British geophysicist Sidney
Chapman. I judge that Colorado State haa now reached this particular stage
in its development.

It must be obv1ou to everyone that there is no mood or money in

Montana to engage in the kind of high-pressure competition that I have been
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describing. This has alwaym been a constraint we have faced in our efforts
to build up mathematics at the University of Montana. The solution we
chose, six years ago, was to design our graduate program along special
lines which would Ism us out of direct competition with the more affluent
universities. We have followed through on this plan, and our reviewers
say that we are carrying out our special task "about as well as it can be
done".

2. Now, returning to the proposal that'the University of Montana add several
additional graduate faculty: obviously the present faculty would like to see
such an expansion. It is always stimulating to be part of a cadre of
dedicated, enthusiastic workers, and the more the better. Furthermore,
making these appointments would certainly speed up the transformation of the
department from one which once had almost exclusive emphasis on undergraduate
liberal arts and service teaching, to one in which the graduate program is
dominant.

But I do not believe that these appointmen s are essential. Based on
the distribution of the department's teaching responaibilities, the real
need in staffing is at the lower division undergraduate level! That is
where staffing is tight, where classes are oversubscribed and oversized,
and where students are being turned away. On the other hand, the level of
demand simply does not justify expanding the number of advanced courses that
we offer. Even at the present faculty sizei-research-oriented faculty must
be devoted to elementary teaching. For example, when I was a faculty member
at the University of Colorado, I taught exclusively upper division and
graduate courses; here one half of my teaching is lower division. This
typical, and would be exaggerated by any expansion of faculty size.

Thus my advice on adding faculty is to cool it. In the normal course
of events there will be turn-over. Senior people will retire early, faculty
members will move elsewhere. Positions will become available and can be
filled advantageously.

3. The recommendation for more teaching assistants is something else again.
I verY much endorse this recommendation, indeed have been urging-it .for,some
time. The primary justification for these positions is the need for more
man power at the lower division undergraduate level. Teaching assistants
in mathematics independently handle small class-es, and provide by far the
cheapest way of staffing those lower division classes. At Missoula the
teaching they do is exceptionally competent, since most come from full time
regular teaching positions in small colleges (where their pay scale is
comparable to ours ). They are willing to accept a few years of grossly
underpaid labor only because we are providing them with the graduate
training that they seek for themselves.

Thus there is a natural symbiosis between the undergraduate and
graduate programs. As it happens, our graduate program presently has an
unfilled capacity, i.e. the enrollment could be increased by about half
(say up to a total of 50) without costing the university a cent. This is
because enrollment in graduate classes is small, so no new sections would
have to be created, and also because the present faculty is large enough
to handle the additional diasertations (some qualified faculty at present
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have no dissertation students.) According to reviewer Bill Scott Cphone
conversation), adding these new'graduate students "would cure most of what
is wrong with the graduate program at Missoula".

Should assistantships be authorized, we would have no trouble in
filling them with able, competent graduate students: more good ones apply
than we presently can accomodate.

It would be uLfair to attribute the cost of these assistantships to
the graduate program. Rather, their low cost should_be regarded as a .

subsidyby the graduate program of the undergradaate program. And the
undergraduate program has a demonstrable need.

VS

Sincerely,

06,47/7/
Robert McKelvey
Professor of Mathem ics
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ATTACHMENT # lu
Response - ix

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY. BOZEMAN 59715

M 0 R A_N D_U M

July 2_ 1976

TO: Freeman Wright, Deputy Commissioner of Higher Education

FR: Dr. Robert D. Engle, Head Department of Math -atics

Response to Ph. D. Review in Mathematics

General Comments

The report that follows utilizes statements from the reports,of

P ofessors Fife, Graybill, and Scott, who have 7 cent17 completed a co re-

hensive review of the mathematics Ph. D. programa at Montana State Univer-

sity and the University of Montana. If, for examnie, a.statement from nage

three of Professor Fife's report is quoted, this vili be indicated by vife

(p. 3) says ". .". Other facts quoted below are talvdn from the report

prepared for Reviewers Fife, Graybill, and Scott by tile Montana State Uni-

versity I.athematics Department. -All of the reports referred to above are on

file in the Office _f the Commissioner of Higher Education.

II. Role Scopet and Need

The Ph. D. program at Montana Stat-e-lJniverriity is a traditional

Ph. D. program and now em hasizes applied analysis and statistics. These

directions are entirely consistent with the role and s one of Montana State

University. Because of this emphasis, the Montana State University Mathe-

matics Department is able to train students for industry and gove nment as

well as for traditional academic employment Furthermore, this emphasis

enables the Mathematics Department to be involved in cooperative research

TELE (406)q943 .-
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and to provide sn-vice, teaching, and consulting to the various graduate

programs in tha College of Engineering, College of Agriculture, and denart-

ments in the College of Letters and Science such as Physics and Chemistry,

and to many governmental agencies in the State of Montana. The program at

Montana State Uriversitv services the entire nation, but primarily services

the five-state region composed of Montana, Idaho, qvoming, North Dakota,

and South Dakota. According to the roster of graduate students contained

in the Department's report, over half (20 out of 39) of the Ph. D. students

at Montana State University come from the region mentioned above, and

eleven were from Mcntana. This clearly indicates that Montana State Uni-

versity is servi_ig the needs of Persons in our geographic region, as well

as other areas.

Since the Ph. D. nrogram at Montana State University now stresses

applied analysis a-id statistics, Montana Stnte University graduates CM. S.

and Ph. D.) have employment onnortunities in industry and government as

well as the traditIonal academic opportunities. The focus of the Montana

State University Mathematics program is significant in that most nrolections

by experts in tha mathematical coinxrunitv indicate the number of academic

posItions available to Ph. D. recipients in math atics will decline.

Vife (P. states, "Ma.ot pAojectiono indicat that in the utute, a

g eatet pacentoge oi math Ph. V. vat he tahinp non-academic emptoqment."

In this regard, it should be noted that several Montana State University

statistics graduates are emnloyed by Montana State Government, and at least

five of the Montana State University Ph. D. recipients are now employed in

industry.
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The Mathematics Department at Montana State University orovid s

valuable services to the entire University. The nrmr y reason for this

is because traditional users of graduate level mathematics (Ph. D. candi-

dates in Physics and various engineering departments) also have strong

graduate programs at Montana State University. The cotnued demands of

these expanding a eas will increase the ni.miber of graduate assistants

needed to teach service courses. In regard to enrollment, Scott (p. 14)

sav "Montana State Lo in a . 4ontunate ituatian in th4 napect

. zince entottments in the Engineming SchooL am incteaang at a

good nate, aLth the neuat that-undagnaduatemathematicz mm1ement4 wte

atzo inakeazing." As a conseaueace, the mathematics Pi- D. rogram at

Montana State University will necessarily expand and'increase inviability

without substantial outside funding.

III. Oualitv

Fundamental to any Ph. D. prôgrem regardless of emphasis is the

continuing ouality of the mathematical research activf.ties of the staff.

.The_mathematics community recognizes that a prima v indicator of the

research activities of a mathematics staff is the number of recent publi-

cations produced by said staff that appear in majnliae, scholarly,

refereed journals with an international audience. The following analysis

of the publication activities of the Montana State University Mathematics

Department is based on the years 1974 Present. Included in the analysis

are all refereed research articles accepted for publication in either main-

line, scientific journals or in the proceedings of international conferences.
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The Mon*:ana State University Mathematics Department has had

twenty-eight articles published or accepted in mainline :efereed journals

during the 1974-76 time period. The articles are distributed among eleven

Department members. None of the articles alluded to above are math_-atics

education articles. The latter type are generally not considered as mane-

matics publications, but rather as educatiOn publications. In addition,

the publications referred to above do not include technical reports,

abstracts, or

These facts demonstrate that the Montana State University Mathe-

matics Department is presently professionally active. This conclusion is

reinforced by the following quotes of the Ph. D. review t

says, "In the tas:, 6ew yeats, the sctuation (fegatdinq 'Les

Scott (n. 13)

ch at Aiont,ma

State Univensity) has impfoved in -t1,./o ways: (i) Two mathematicians with

good,tmeatch Aecotid4 have joined the depaftment; (ii) A high feseatch

pitoducelL afeady in the depattment haA statted ditecting theses." Gravbill

(p. 2) remarks, 'The 4tat-C4LIIC-6 liacutty Montana State Univefsifq)
. .

ate sulqicientty active -1n pubtication to enahte them to difect students

who ate wotking on theses. These ouotes are a clear indication that the

Montana State University Mathematics Department is an improving department

in spite of the rather severe financial restraints of the Past several years.

Another essential aspect of a Ph. D. program is the directing of

Ph. D. dissertations by qualified staff. Every Montana State University

staff member who has recently directed a Ph. D. dissertation has also

published in a scholarly iournal during the 1974-76 period. During the

lastT ten years, at least half of the twenty-three Montana S ate Univers tv
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Ph. D. dissertatIons have been published in mainline Journals. Publishing

said dissertations is the accepted way of determining the nuality of the

dissertation. In this regard the following (motes are relevant. Scott.

p. 16) remar- . about ho2 o the theses (Montana State UniveAzity)

-ead diAectey to a pubZizhed papeA.." Although Professor Scott feels this

percentage is not high enough, we believe this percentage does not deviate

significantly from the national average.

Consulting s--vices to various state agencies as we 1 as to

research projects at Montana State University are an important part of

the Montana State University Mathematics Department's activities. The

success of Montana State University in this regard car be well doctnented.

In fact, Graybill (p. 1) says, "It Mat be minted out that in a majon

univasity zuch az Montana State UniveAsity, the ta ti ticiam shoad not

only be invoZved in teaching couAzez in stataticz, but Ahmed be active

in itesea4ch and conuating tath expekimentoAz AGM MoAt entiliic depa4t-

ment4 on_campus wherLe te4ea4ch -66 being done. The t.Zc acuity at

Montana State UniveltAity haz done vety met in this 4e1a4d and ishomed be

compLun ed." Moreover, Graybill (p. 2) continues, "The 4,tatati

acutty is using modetn ztatizticae techniques in that con4ating

Fun-damental to nuality Ph. D. programs are lforary facilities

and administrative support. Scott (p. 16) says, _f the Montana State Uni7

versity library, "The ZibAaty hatdinv a4e 'none than 44ent 4o4 a Ph. V.

p4094am." The Montana State University administration has supported the

Montana State University program in spite of severe fiscal restraints

imposed on the University as a whole. Scott (p. 16) notes, "The adminiz
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tiLation appeatad to be a

and it6 ptogkam.'

July 26, 1976

concetned wLth im iovinq the depanJn

IV. Montana State University's Plan for Continuin Develo.ment

The collective opinion of the reviewers of the mathematics Ph.

D. program is that the Montana State University Ph. D. program has success-

fully produced Ph. D.'s in the past and is presently providing a valuable

service to the University, the State of Montana, and the Nation. All of

the reviewers strongly recommend that the Montana Sta e University program

be retained and strengthened.

A number of deficiencies in the present program are alluded to

by the reviewers. It is the purpose of this section to identify these

deficiencies and to propose actions to correct them.

Perhaps the fundamental problems of the Montana State University

Mathetatics Department are the low research productivity of some of the

staff and the nEed for.additional staff. The Department has already taken

steps to increase the research productivity. In cular, all recent

hirings by the Department have resulted in productve staff (see Scott,

p. 13). In addition, faculty responsibilities u'Al be redistributed to

insure that members of the Department engaged in redearch will have ample

time to continue their sCholarly pursuits.

Future replacements will result in additional research staff in

applied analysit; and statistics. Identification and hiring of such

qualified replac-- nts and additions is a matter to which the Department

of Mathematics and the Dean of the College of Letters and Science are

deeply committed. ln a untversify such as Montana State University, it is
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expected that one or more of these positions will be bupported by outside

funds (prese tly, AY 1975-1976 and AY 1976-1977, two-thirds of an FTE in

Statistics is supported by such funding).

A second objective of the Montana State University Mathematics

Depar :ent is to increase the number of graduate students and to sharpen

the focus of the Ph. D. program. Presently, thirty-two graduate students

are enrolled in the Montana State University program. Since the scope of

the program now emphasizes only applied analysis and statistics a modera e

increase in the number of graduate students will n5ura the continuation of

a viable program.

A number of other minor problems are identified in the rev e ers'

reports. Steps have been or are being taken to correct all of these

problems.

For example, Scott suggests that a higher percentage of Ph. D.

theses should be published. In this regard, several theses directors have

been requiring students to submit papers based on their theses for publi-

cation prior to graduation. This is now a departmental policy. In addition,

the Department endorses the concept that theses directors should have

recently published scholarly research.

The reviewers also note that the Montana State University Mathe-,
-je

matics Department needs more outside funding. Since the reviewers' visit

to Montana State University, the Department has been awarded over $75,000

in Grants and Contracts. This support has originated from both federal

and state agencies.

During the last two years, the Department am4 the UnIversity
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-'engthen promotion and tenure reguiremen s and the

Department is iL the process of codifying these requirements.

In conclusion, as suggested by the reviewers, the Department of

Mathematics at Montana State University intends to establisfl an executive

committee to assist in the continuing development outlined above.

RDE/kss
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Dr. Freeman J. Wright
Deputy Commissioner for
Academic Affairs
1231 lith Avenue
Helena, MT 59601

Dear Freeman:

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

IF MONTANA S IAI t UNIVE IN I Y I AN /

ry 14, 1976

In several recent meetings, dIscussions have turned to e ongoing

review of duplicate Ph.D. programs. Not having a dupli-..ate rh.D. pro-

gram, physics is not directly involved at this time. 1-lowever, I would

like to take this opportunity to express to you some concern and feel-
isgs on our part, in particular with respect to mathematics.

Being the educational institution of the highest level, a university
has a double role. First, it must striVe for a constaatly improved
understanding of the nature of man, of society, and of the universe.
Second, it must communicate this understanding and the ways of achieving

it. This double role implies two major functions for a department or
college, namely, to carry on research and to teach. Involvement in

service functions should be a natural evolution of and be compatible with

these two major roles.

In analyzing a given department's ability to carry rm.: these roles and

also the desirability of the same, it is important to ealize that there

is a close interaction and coupling among what we traditionally call

departments. In the case in point, we are concerned that a proper under'-

standing exists or develops of the importance of a graduate degree pro-
gram in mathematics at MSU to the research and teaching function of the

Physics Department as well as, I am sure, of the rest of the sciences,

agriculture, and engineering.

A few minutes before I began writing this letter, I -2ame across an
abstract, the title of which is, "Non-Linear Evolution Equations Solvable
by the Inverse Spectral Transform." The abstract reads "The importance
Or rhe Fourier Transform in physics originates essentially from the fact
that this mathematical technique is the basic one for solving linear par-
ttil differential equations with constant coefficients. Recently, on

analagous technique has been invented 50 that non-linear equations can

he solved. Because so many Physical phenomena are described by uor-linea/
evolution equations, this mathematical development Is likely to hive a

substantial impact on many branches of physics." A!: a result el thiL:, I

will contact appropriate faculty in the Mathematics epartment in order

find out more about this new technique developed in mathematics Which
could have a substantial impact since many of the present problems In

Ut f$1 1 0994 4 t.14
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engineer:lng and the sciences turn out to be described by non-linear
equations. Without a competent research faculty in the Mathematics
Department, it would not be possible to get this kind of information '-

this campus. There are other recent examples where 1 have gone Lo the

Mathematics Department when we have had questions in the areas Of func-
tional analysis, partial differential equations, non-standard analysis,
catastrophy theory, and so on, which have been able to be addressed by
staff members in mathematics.

A requirement of all Ph.D. progra at Montana State Universi-y is a

minor in another field of study. Ninety percent of the graduate students
in physics choose mathematics for their minor field. Therefore, in order

for our students to satisfy the requirements for the Ph.D. degree in
physics, it is extremely important to have available the appropriate
faculty and graduate courses in mathematics to put together minor pro-
grams.

Another important area where the Mathematics Department must play a role
is in its supporting activities with respect to many of the other disci
piines on campus. Partly, as a result of the success physics has had
with the construction and analysis of mathematical models to describe
physical reality, the other disciplines in the sciences, both natural and
social, are beceMing more quantitative and less qualitative. Over the

next quarter of a century we will see in these areas an increase in this

trend toward quantitative analysisjprediction and understanding. As this

evolution continues, more and more demands will be placed on the mathematics
faculty to aid research and instruction going on in other disciplines as

well as to provide the appropriate course work for students in or preparing
for graduate work in these disciplines. It seems to me a major role ut
the faculty and graduate program in mathematics is to provide leadership
in and support for the introduction of quantitative methods and mathemat-
ical model making in some of the more qualitative disciplines presently on
campus. A reduction in the level of the mathematics offerings at Montana
State University would in my opinion impede this important trend toward
quantification.

Thank you for youtattent On. I, would be pleased to cooperate in any
way in which you feel I would be useful.

cc : D obert Eile
n John Jutila

Hobert J. Swenson,
Department of Physics
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TO: Dr. Robert ngle!
Head and Prnfee0On
Montana state univer

FR: Ilmar Rejr,Vald, Dire
School of Ar`chiteotur

RE: Ph.D Program jn Mathe

SCHOOL

MONTANA .._ rAT

atics

cs De

ARCHITECTURE

UNIvER TY BOZEMAN 59715

fr? CENED
JUL 10 1916

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

M. S. lL

-ant at MSU

This memorandum is epr5 the support of the School of Architecture
for the continuatic0 of tre ph.,b program in the Department of Mathematics.
The quality Of the Phograrri in this schOol is heavily dependent an the
quality of prograro anj Inatrkiction in your department, both as a science
and as an art. AS a FAcience, mathematics is responsible for a foundation
in all our technical courses such at the structure design sequence and the
environmental controls Sequence. This part of our program helps archi-
tects design technically soifici buildings and environments. As an art,
mathematics and it8 concer.n 'For the search of beauty in abstract patterns
is directly applicable to corrIbles urban and environmental design problems,
where the discipline of togolchay Wight be applied directly in the search for
both continuity and conegliitY. Ultimately, mathematics helps our students
to think clearly arid productiVely. I arn very pleased with the high quality
of instruction frorn which ou r. students presently benefit in the Department
of Mathematics. Should your pn.D program be eliminated, we should
suffer greatly through die irnnlinent decrease of quality of instructIon in

yOur Department. I sircer y notae this wll not be the case.

IR/nb
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College of Engineering
Office of the Dean
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Dr Freeman J. Wright
Deputy Commissioner for Academic Affairs

Office of the Commissioner of Higher Educ
1231 Eleventh Avenue
Helena, Montana 59601

Dear Dr. Wright:

19715 Td 7-3121

When I was pursulmg my program of study at Stanford University, one portion

of my doctoral dissertation proved particularly difficult. After much work

the problem was formulated in terms of then unsolved non-linear equations.

A closed solution was desired.

A check with moat of the Mathematica professors at Stanford yielded A few

suggestions but no concrete results. Finally I sought the counsel of Dr.

Polya. He was immediately interested in a problem of ouch challenge.

Within weeks he had not only solved the problem for me but had generalized

the procedures and written a paper for the most prestigious French Mathematics

journal.

This same story ls repeated with variations wherever good graduate programa

exist in a University. In particular the interaction between Mathematics

and Engineering is vital. The PhD program in Engineering is enhanced im-

measurably by excellent staff in Mathematics. Conversely, I believe that

the productivity of our Mathematics staff is increased through interaction

with Engineering students and faculty.

In order to maintain top quality staff in Mathematics, I believe that a

Mathematics PhD program is essential. Polya would not have been at Stanford

if Stanford had not been a center of excellence in Mathematics - undergraduate

through PhD.

I hope these remgrks will prove helpful to you as you make your decision.

BJB/b-h

Sincerely yours,
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ATTACHMENT #

NUMBER OF GRADUATES

FROM

Ph. D. PROGRAMS WHICH EXIST ON MORE THAN ONE CAMPUS

Microbiology - MSU
Microbiology - UM

Zoology - MSU
Zoology - UM

Botany - MSU
Botany - UM

Chemistry - MSU
Chemistry - UM

Mathematics - MSU
Mathematics UM

OF THE MONTANA

1966 1967

UNIVERSITY

1968

2

1

2

4

0

0

1

-

2

SYSTEM,

1969 1970

1966-75

1971

2

2

2

2

2

0

3

4

6

1972 1973

1

2

3

3

0

0

5

0

2

1

1974 1975

1

1

1

1

1

6

6

2

3

2

Average
past

5 yrs.

2

3

2

1

1

*

-

_.

1

1

4

2

4

0

2

-

4

1

0

1

2

0

1

4

1

1

1

2

6

2

2

2

4

1

0

2

2

1

2

0

6

7

0

0

2

6

3

1

1

1

3

7

2

5

1

2.4
2.0

1.6
1.8

0.8
3.0

5.6

1.6

3.2
**1.5

Program in operation, no figure reported.

Counted over the past four years, due to newness of the program.
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Dr, Freeman 3. Wright, Deputy Commissioner of
Academic Affairs

The Montana Univernity System
Twelve ThirtyOne Eleventh Ave.
Helena, Montana 59601

ear Dr. Wrigh

ATTAC NT # 12

Forroot
Hjor

Lannon
July 22, 1976attou=i

Enclosed is a joint response to your r_cent request for amplification
of the relationshins between our two departments of chemistry and between
the respective departments and the provems with which each interacts.
If we can be of further help please let US know.

R. Keith Osterheld
Chairman and Professor
Department of Chemistry
Unlversity of Montana

Sincer

-7), 67
K. W. Anacker
Ptofessor and Head
Department of Chemis
Montana State Univers



A. _Imurtance of the chemistr doctora1grams_to
other disci lines

To a surprising degree, many processes...of =importance in
.

discipline§ other than chemistry are in fact chemical
processes .and require a knowledge of chemistry for true
understanding. The rates of these processes are sobject to
the principles of chemical kinetics. Whether a given process
(any conceivable .process, in any living or non-living system_
can occur is predictable, in principle, from the laws of
chemical thermodynamics. Kinetics and thermodynamics are
major parts of physical chemistry.

The fields of biochemistry, organic Chemistry and
inorganic chemistry build on the principles of _physical
chemistry to give one an understanding of the properties and
structures of materials and of the changes that occur during
chemical reactions for living systems (biochemistry), systems
_invoiVing compounds of carbon (organic chemistry) and systems
dealing primarily with elements other than carbon (inorganic
chemistry). Analytical chemistry provides the teChniques
for studying the content of samples, identifying the elements
and compounds present and determining the percentage of each
in the sample.

Not only is a background in chemistry needed for an-
understanding of any field concerned with chemical processes,
but also the methods and techniques of chemistry must be
employed in studies in such a field. Graduate programs
other than in chemistrp make use of spectrophotometers,_
spectrofluorometer§, mass spectrometers, liquid scintillation'
counters, gas chromatographs, major centrifuges, x7ray.
equipment and' epr spectrometers belonging to the UM and MSU
departments of chemistry. Little of this equipment would be
_available without the doctoral programs.

We have listed below some examples of the interrelation
of the chemistry and the cognate programs at UM and MSU.
For each cognate area we have briefly characterized the ways
in which chemistry arises in the area and hava then given
examples of-specific studies done coop.eratively or with the
use of consulting or instrumentationfrom chemistry. The
expertise and facilities for the necessary level of support
of the cognate area would be likely to be unavailable in the
absence of the doctoral programs in chemistry.

BOTANY:

Relation to chemistry. Not only is the growth of plant
material a chemical reaction, but almost all herbicides,
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insecticides, and plant growth regulators act through
chemical-processes. Chemical analytical techniques, often
highly advanced, are employed in evaluation of nutrient
materials, of plant composition and of environmental
conditions -affecting plant growth.

Support_from chemistry_t. UM. tooperatiVe stUdies have
been carried out on the ability of certain plants, including
sagebrush, to prevent the development of other plants in the
soil nearby; on plant enzymes capable of breaking proteins
into simpler substances; on the use of the chemical composi-
tion of plants in identifying and differentiating plants of
very similar appearances; and on the isolation and characte
ization of the DNA f Various species of ponderosa pine
seedlings (DNA means deoxyribonucleic acid, the material
carrying the hereditary information of.an organism).

BIOLOGY Microj2I_Entomologi,,:
Relation to chemistry. The life_and sensory processes

of all animals and microorganisms employ chemical reactions.
These chemical rea,ctions are governed by the same principles
that govern all cNemical reactions-. Consequently, many
studies in these fields require the application of chemistry,
particularly those dealing with bodily function and dysfunction,
with nutritior, with the effect of drugs and medicines, and
with environmental effects.

Support from Chemistry at UM. Cooperative studies have
been carried out on factors affecting the production of
enzymes and hcrmones in various animals and:birds, which
could lead to an understanding of population density
fluctuations of_animals in nature and of glandular.disorders
in humans; on the Oevelopment of a skin test for gonorrhea;
on_ the_role of ribosomes in immunization for tuberculosis;
on enzyme activity in placental tissues; and on RNA tumor
viruses.

,LIRRon:1_from chemistr- at.MSU. To learn more about the
embryology of grasshoppers and .to eventually control their
populations, trace element studies on grasshopper eggs have
been made. Cyanine dyes haVe the potential for eliminating
certain parasites from man and domestic animals; their
anthelminthic properties-are c_urrently being investigated.'

AGR CULTURE:

Relation to chemistrx. Concerned with plant and animal
utililation, agriculture involves chemistry in all of the
ways inherent in.botany and biology.



Smpport_from chemistr- at MSU. Chemistry is one of
ten research departments at MSU which is linked to the
Agricultural Experiment Station. Current Chemistry Station
projects include the evaluation and characterization of
starches from a variety of barleys; a study of the factors
involved in the degradation, depositipn :and persistence of
selected pesticides and related Chefticals; the development
of detailed information on the composition and biochemistry
of cuticular waxes of plants and insects;. isolation and
characterization of the heat stable enterotoxin of E. coli
responsible at least in part for calf scours in Montana;
increasing longevity and nodulating characteristics of
sainfoin (an increasingly important crop for forage and
hay); the development of efficient methods pf prodUcfng
ammonia from animal wastes; devising a suitable technique
for screening wheat varieties for winter hardiness; and
a study of the genetic toxicology of a variety of air and__
water pollutants. Some of these projects are interdisciplinary
and involve cooperation with faculty from Plant Pathology,
Plant and Soil Science, and Biology.

GEOLOGY AND EARTH SCIENCES:

Relati_on_to ch!Ristny. Much of the mineral ancrrock
material studied by geologists formed or deposited by
chemical processes. The movement of mrineral material
through the earth by solution and diffusion processes follows
chemical principles. The methods of analytical chemistry
are needed to identify and quantify the chemical species
present in geological samples.

§Itpport from silinjAly_ at _UM. Help has been given in
the application -of analytical methods to many geological
problems, in the development of a relationship systematizing
bond strengths in a class of mineral materials, in designing
a system that would serve as a model of the deposition of
minerals in tidewater Polls, and in assessing the diffusion
rates in molten rocks.

Support from chemiAsy..at MSU. The Cnemistry and
Earth ScienCes DeOartMents have.cooperated in determining
the presence and amounts of trace elements in coal and the
fallout and distribution of silver from clou0....Seeding. The
two departments are currently studying the al,' pollution
potential for future strip mining operations at Sarpy Creek
in EaStern Montana.
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p_HARMACY)

Relation_to chemistry. As the science concerned with
medicinal substances, pharmacy deals with the preparation,
properties and biological action of chemical substances.
general, the mode of action is through chemical processe.

SlisTorl_ffpm.chemis_Iry at UM. A cooperative study with
pharmacy has dealt with the recovery from plant tissue
cultures of enzymes of medicinal and industrial value. The
expertise and equipment of our organic chemists is often
contributed to studies in which new organic chemicals are
being prepared for evaluation for possible medical appli-
cations.

MHD RESEARCH:

Relation_to chemiStry Electrical energy can be
produced 6-y turning eiAl in a magnetohydrodynamic generator.
Because such a plant is theoretically much more efficient
than a conventional coal-fired plant, MHD may provide a
workable solution to our current energy problem. Coal
combustion is a chemical process in which a large number of
chemical compounds--mostly organic--are converted into
others, along with heat.

Supppy_t fronichemistr- at MS.U_. Before MHD power plants
can be practical, a number of chemical problems must be
solved. Chemistry faculty are developing techniques and
instrumentation to analyze the gases and slag produced in a

MHD generator and the interactions between the two.

WAMI:

Relation:_ln chemistry. The successful practice of
medicine require-s an-ixtensive knowledge of chemistry. Life
processes are almost entirely biochemical in nature. The
treatment and prevention of disease invariably involves the
administration or restriction of chemicals in .one form or
another. Training in alljields of chemistry, but especially
in biochemistry, is'essential to the modern physician.

5.L1P.Rort from_themistr at MSU. Montana State is one
five universities. participating An the WAMI -(Washington,
Alaska, Montana, Idaho) medical education progi.am. The
program Ts sponsoFed by the University of Washington School
of Medicine at Seattle and leads to the M.D. degree from
that school It is designed to increase the number of
physicians in rural areas of Alaska, Montana and, Idaho.
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Montana WAMI students spend the first year of their training
at MSU. One 'of the courses they take is medical biochemistry
which is taught by Drs. Armold, Hapner, Jackson, Robbins,
Rogers and Warren of the Chemistry Department.

ENGINEERING:

RelationtaiLtrx. Engineering is the art and
science by which the properties of matter and:the sources of
power are made useful to man in structures, machines, 4nd
manufactured products. The principles of chemistry govern
the development of materials with desirable properties and
the transformation of pne form of energy into another.

Susiort from chemistr -t MSU. Faculty members f om
Chemistry, Earth Sciences, -Civil E-ngineering And Plant and
Soil Science, as well as faculty from Nortn Dakota StIte
University _and the University of Wyoming, 'are eval.uthg
surface_and groundwater problems associated with Ooti4
strip mine sites. Recently the Chemistry D.epartment.atic
Chemical Engineering Departments cooperated 'on a util_ization
study of delta-3-carene, a byproduCt of the paper industry.
The department has also been involved with the Civil En-
gineering Department in projects concerned with trace_
elements in sewage and the clarification of waste fluids
from paper production.



LSmalffilpintly character of the.UM andMSU programs

The field of chemistry can be subdiVided conveniently
.

into five areas, for eath of which the UM and. MSU. programs
Are tompared below. For each campus we haVe:li-sted.the'
faculty involVed fii-each area. Several-- faculty liaVe been
listed fel- more than one area, in actorciWith -their. interests
and activities. Faculty specializations are alSo the
specializations in which doctoral candidates.tan be prepare&
in each department.

Consistent with the land-grantcharacter of Montana
State University and the presence there-orthe-AgricultUral-
Experiment Station and the engineering programs,-the chetistry
department-at MSU properly has more of an orientation to -the
applied side of chemistry than has the one at 'UM.

1 AnalLI1L_instaimptal and environ-ental chemistr,t.

MSU faculty: Amend, Grimsrud, Pagenkopf, 'Thurston,
Woodriff, Geer, Emerson

UM faculty: Erickson, Juday, Van Meter, Waters

Doctoral preparation in analytical chemistry is
offered at MSU, but not at UM. Consistent With this, the
research at MSU on the development of instrumental met.hods
of chemical analysis is not duplicated at UM. Environtental
themistry, which uses the tethods of analytical chemistry to'
study environmental effects, is -prominent in the prograts..of'
both department, although neither offers. a Ph.D. in environ-
mental chemistry. At MSU, enViropmentaT chemistry studies

.

have been directed largely towards.problems pertinent to'
development of the southeastern Montana'. Coal And oil. shale
deposits., .the MHD process, and .atmospherit ozone. levels. -At:
UM,' studies have concentrated on Water quality,' including
year.-rouid testing of western- Montana lakes and .streams,
water quality threats from coal' gasification processes, arid
the use .of tzone in water purifitation; on pesticide and
heavy metal levels in fish and migrating birds'.

2. Blothemistry.

MSU faculty: Armold, Callis, Goering, Hapner, Jackson,
Julian, Rogers, Warren

UM faculty: Fevold, Hill, Mell, Watson

Biochemistry is, in a sense, an applied field, the
principles of chemi-Stry being applied te explain biological
phenomena. In the programs at UM and MSU, the practical
values sought tend to be longerterm at UM and more immediate
at MSU. This general pattern derives from the involve-
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ment of manY of the MSU biochemists.with the-Agricultural
.Experiment Station. The UM program empnasizes-medical
biochemiStry, whereas that at- MSU emphasizes agricultural'
biochemistry, although neither emphaSis is-exclusive.

Unique.at UM are research programs in _nucleic.acid
biochemistry; in vertebrate hormone btochemistry, in
general,.and_in steroid hormone biochemistry,jn'particular;
in--physical studies of large_ biochemically important
molecules; and in the_field of tumor viruses'. Research
programs unique at MSU are on protein .synthesis,..on util
ization of starches, on the surface lipAs-(fats) of
insects, and on analysis of ergotalkaloids.

_-Although- ribosome's Are studied-in botti..dePartmentS,
their structures are studied at UM And their function at.
MSU. Whereas-studtes on enzymesAt UM are 6:interned- with:
the relation between protein structure ahd ..enzyme activity:-
and with the breakdown of proteins by enzymes-,. those 'at MSU
are more' physically oriented. There is,in fact,.no
duplication in the Areas of specialization=in biochemistry,
in spite of this being a principal field of activity for
both departments.

1_1,11ktaltILLOALlitnY.

MSU faculty: Nerson, Pagenkopf, Howald

UM faculty: Osterheld, Thomas, Van Meter

Unique to UM is research on the rates and mechanism of
the decomposition of solids-and of polyphosphates in solution.
Unique at MSU are studies of inorganic aspects of soil
chemistry and of ion transport through membranes.

Research is_carried on in both depa,etments on coordin-
ation compounds (ones containing metal ion complexes.
At MSU the interest is directed toward determining the
structures and physical properties of the compounds and
rates Of their reactions, whereas at UM it is directed
toward the preparation of novel complexing agents for
forming the compounds. The environmental-chemistry in-
terests of the inorganic faculty are compared in an earlier
section.

4,_(11.21.nic chemistry.

MSU faculty: A.C. Craig, R.E.R. Craig, Geer, Gerry,
Jennings, Mundy

UM faculty: Erickson, Fessenden, Juday, Shafizadeh,
Waters
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Unique at MSU is research in_ organic electrochemistry,
on rates of degradation-of pestitIdes in.the environment,
and praparation of naturally occur-ring insett attractants;
Unique at UM are studieson the- reaction of ozone with.
organic compouncis, on organic compounds containing mercury,
on sihcon-centaining analogt of medicinally important
compounos, and the programs of the Wood Chemistry.Labor-
atory. The latter programs include.the,conversien of waste:
forest products to useful chemicals, the Use of waste forest
products for fuel, the-control of fires-in--telluiesic-,-
materials (including forest materials), and studies to
improve the utilization of sagebrush covered lands.

The major area of commonality is in the development.of
methods of preparation'of organic compounds. The classes of
compounds prepared are totally different, however.

MSU faculty: Anacker, Callis, Caughlan, Howald, Olsen

UM faculty: field, Woodbury, Yates

Purely theoretical studies of liquid and surface
structures are unique to UM. Areas of physical chemistry
studidd -only at MSU include the.x-ray crystallographic
determination of the structures of- molecules and crystals,
the determination of the structure and properties of
surfactant (soap and detergent) solutions, studies of the
electronic structure of molecules..(especially those of
biological importance), the phySical chemistry of soils,
and equilibria in solutions and slags.

Work in chemical kinetics (chemical reaction rates)
occurs in both departments, bUt the-types ef reactions
studied and the emphases .of the studies are notably dif-
ferent...At MSU, the studies emphasize .applications,_as in
the problem of nitrogen oxides produced in the MHD. rirocess.
At UM, the emphasis has been on complex chemical reactions,
especially those'exhibiting oscillations, not only studying
the reactions experimentally, but develeping the theoretical
and numerical treatments necessary to their understanding..
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Collaboration between De ai

Seminars

Each department has provided the other with seminarspeakers.- In recent years Erickson,. Fessenden,.Fevol.d, Field,Hill, Kelsey, Mager, Van Meter, Waters and Watson from theUniversity of Montana have spoken at,Bozeman. Craig, Emerson,Jennings, Mundy and Pagenkopf from Montana State havelectured at Missoula. Anacker of Montana State provided atelelecture for a UM chemistry seminar last year.

On 'a -number'of'occasions,- the two depar ments. -havejointly sponsored prominent outside speaker's and :thus reducedthe expense to each. The most recent examples are Henry
Eyring of the University of Utah and Charles Wilcox of
Cornell University, during 1976-76.

Graduate Committ e Exchan e

Ken Emerson (MSU) participated in the admihistration of thefinal oral examination for Master's candidate GeoffreyHughes at UM in Spring, 1972.

Brad Mundy (MSU) took part in the research proposal andfinal oral_ examination of UM doctoral student P.G. Marsh.

c. Bill Waters (UM) served on the committee examining the
outside research proposal of Rod Otzenbergor, a MSU doctoral
student.

d. Arnold Craig '(4SU) met with the Graduate Program Committeeof the Chemistry Department at UM to exchange ideas ongraduate program requirements.

e. The chairmen of the two depart ents confer on the telephone
several times a year.

Inst umen -ati on

a. Both departments have supplied lists of ,pecial instrumenta-
tion and invited the other to make use of unique items.

b. Before MSU acquired a versatile NMR spectometer, MSU doctoralstudents Lipkowitz, Pillsbury and Voecks used UM's
instrument in some of their research.
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c. Sam Rogers and Gordon Julian of MSU made several
viSits to Missoula.for advice from Walter Hill of _UM
regarding the use of a zonal rotor of an ultracentrifuge
to isolate ribosomal subunits and Viral particles by
the sucrose density gradient technique.

d. Richard 4tebbins (MSU) used UM's EPR spectrometer this
past year becamse the one on the MSU campus wasout.of
order.

e. Wyn Jennings of MSU has run a number of samples from UM
on the 1114SS spectrometer at MSU.

f. Wyn Jennings-' group at MSU is carrying out total-
organic carbon-analyses for the water quality stud'es by

--Juday at UM.

Research

M.E. Magar (UM) and J.E. Robbtns (MSU) collaborated
on the following publication "The Subunits of Porcine Hea_t
TPN-Linked isocitrate Dehydrogenase," Btochem.. Biophyl. Ac a,
1.91, 173 (1969),
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